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TAKE A LONG LOOK

Ludwig has always offered more ways to sound great. Now they’re offering more ways to look great, too. First, there are the new Classic Long Lugs: heavy-duty, hard-chromed casings that give you the look you want, plus the reliability you need. Second, there’s the new Classic Blue Shadow finish: a Ludwig exclusive featuring a unique dye-impregnating process that lets the natural maple grain show through.

The new Classic Long Lugs and the new Blue Shadow finish. Take a look at both at your Ludwig dealer. And while you’re there, take a look at the new Classic LS 6426 MM outfit—a great studio and fusion kit featuring suspended toms, power bass drum, and that famous Ludwig sound.
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SONNY EMORY

With musicians like Jean-Luc Ponty, the Crusaders, David Sanborn, Cameo, and his current gig, Earth, Wind & Fire, Sonny Emory has not only had to display his substantial technique, but groove like mad, too. In this interview, Sonny talks about the ins and outs of those gigs, plus his studio projects with the B-52’s, Chic, and Steve Perry.

by Robyn Flans

TOMMY WELLS

Since his days with RPM, Tommy Wells has proven that he is much more than your average Nashville session drummer. People like Ricky Van Shelton, Foster & Lloyd, Jo-El Sonnier, and Ray Stevens are only a few of the musicians who have employed Tommy for his highly individual style and solid feel. Here Tommy tells what it takes to make a lasting mark in the highly competitive Nashville scene.

by Michael Briggs

MD's INTERNATIONAL DRUM TEACHERS GUIDE

In this exclusive feature, MD has gathered over 400 teachers from across the United States and from 24 foreign nations as part of our first International Drum Teachers Listing. Find out what teachers are in your area, what their specialties and backgrounds are, and a wealth of other info to help you choose the right instructor.

MD TRIVIA CONTEST

Win a Gibraltar Power Rack
Over the years we’ve continually asked for suggestions from readers regarding what information they want and need to see in Modern Drummer. Many reader ideas have materialized into full-length feature articles or subject matter for columns.

The suggestion for a comprehensive Drum Teachers listing had come up more than once over the years. Though many readers had requested it, gathering all the information necessary to make it worthwhile appeared to be a burdensome task. Finally, we decided to formulate a detailed questionnaire for drum teachers, present it in two issues of the magazine, and hope for an adequate response. Within a span of eight weeks, more than 400 drum instructors from around the world had mailed back their profiles. The results are presented this month in MD’s long-awaited International Drum Teachers Guide.

From the onset, we were convinced of the importance of presenting a rather detailed profile of every instructor. Simply listing names, addresses, and phone numbers somehow didn’t seem to be much of a service to anyone. As a result, you’ll actually find a wealth of valuable information about every teacher on the list.

For example, you can determine if teachers with whom you’d possibly like to study have different teaching locations in the general area, and if those instructors are willing to come to your home. You’ll find out how long they have been playing drums, how many years of instruction they’ve had, and how long they’ve been teaching. We also felt that formal education, professional experience, and what books or articles of theirs have been published were all important criteria you could use in determining a teacher’s overall credibility.

Each profile will give you that teacher’s preference—or specialization—with beginning, intermediate, or advanced students. You’ll get a feel for whether or not a particular instructor will guide you in the style of drumming you’re most interested in pursuing, and you’ll learn what areas of drumming (reading, technique, coordination, etc.) are likely to be emphasized. Many drumset teachers also offer instruction on other percussion instruments, so we included that information as well.

With so many teachers expanding the scope of their practice, we thought it important for you to know what audio, visual, or electronic aids each instructor uses. And finally, you’ll find out if a prospective teacher is active full-time or part-time, the average number of students taught per week, and if further information is available through a brochure.

MD has always made a firm commitment to education, realizing that the selection of a competent instructor is an essential and critical step for every drummer. Hopefully, our first International Drum Teachers Guide will aid and encourage all serious students in their search for qualified guidance through private study. Good luck.
The great fun of drumming is having the power to shake the ground. But when you want to make your own personal statement, you need to make more than just noise. You need an instrument that can dial in your own sound...not everyone else's.

Premier Resonator drums, with their unique shell-within-a-shell design, are different from every other drums made. The thin inner shell vibrates without any restriction from hardware and holders. You get greater dynamic range, wider tuning spectrum, better pitch definition. And that means more power and individuality in your sound.

Premier Resonator...for those who appreciate power with a difference.

SOLID CLASS. PURE POWER.
**READERS' PLATFORM**

**DON HENLEY**
I don't know how many letters you're going to get saying, "Why did you put Don Henley on your cover when he himself says he's not a drummer?" but this isn't one of them. I enjoyed the candor and straight talk offered by Don in your interview. He really did have a lot to say, and he represents a very exciting new concept represented by too few others: the drummer as the complete composer-performer/controller of the music. I didn't learn a hell of a lot about drumming from this particular interview, but I did learn that there's a lot more to creating music than playing paradiddles.

Alan Watson
Salt Lake City UT

**JASON BONHAM**
The interview you ran with Jason Bonham was excellent, and couldn't have had better timing. My band, Broken Ties, just played with Bonham in Oakland this past April, and had a great time! Jason, it was an honor sharing a bill with Bonham. My hat's off to you; your dad would be proud!

I'd also like to thank the drummers who wrote back in response to my letter printed in the March '90 Readers' Platform. Drummers from many parts of the U.S., from Canada, and even from France wrote some great letters. Broken Ties is an all-original rock band from the San Francisco Bay Area, so any drummers coming this way, look us up, give me a call, or drop a line.

Mike Starkey
Broken Ties
P.O. Box 4585
Santa Rosa CA 95402
(707) 539-3589

First Phil Collins, and now Don Henley. Who's next—Mickey Dolenz? (Well, maybe that's unfair; at least Phil and Don were important drummers once.) My point is, no matter how great a drummer was, he shouldn't be featured on the cover of a magazine dedicated to drumming now. Don is an extremely talented writer and singer, but his active drumming has been reduced to token moments in his shows, and he's certainly had enough coverage in other music magazines regarding his songwriting and singing. There are too many great drummers today who could benefit from the exposure on MDs to "bump" them in favor of admitted non-drummers like Don Henley. Let's keep our priorities straight, okay?

Alan Watson
Los Angeles CA

**TERRY CLARKE**
It was a pleasure to read the comments of an intelligent, articulate jazz drummer like Terry Clarke. I was quietly pleased to find that a man with his insight, sensitivity, and open outlook on jazz and music in general is also so successful in a business sense. Although I certainly favor jazz over other musical styles, and so am sympathetic to the complaints most jazz musicians express, even I get tired of hearing about how jazz players are starving while rock players get rich. I don't suppose Terry is getting rich, either, but he certainly seems to be keeping busy. I'm gratified to know that his talents are appreciated by the likes of Jim Hall, Toshiko Akiyoshi, and the other jazz greats who employ his services—they certainly are enjoyed by me. Thanks for the great interview.

Philip Randsbergh
Gary IN

**NOTE FROM MICHAEL**
I found Chad Wackerman's article in your April issue, "Playing In Odd Time Signatures," to be a virtual miracle. Recently, I've begun reading about how to read music—its terminology, its symbols, and what it means in relation to sound. I've been able to understand most of it, but when it came to odd time signatures, I just couldn't get it; it was like trying to hold water in my hands.

I discovered Chad's article, and found it to be well-written, understandable, timely, and most helpful. I admire Chad's ability as a teacher; his clear description and illustration of two- and three-note groupings has eased my worries. Thanks again.

Fred Weissman
Berkeley CA

**WACKERMAN ON ODD-TIME PLAYING**
I found Chad Wackerman's article in your April issue, "Playing In Odd Time Signatures," to be a virtual miracle. Recently, I've begun reading about how to read music—its terminology, its symbols, and what it means in relation to sound. I've been able to understand most of it, but when it came to odd time signatures, I just couldn't get it; it was like trying to hold water in my hands.

I discovered Chad's article, and found it to be well-written, understandable, timely, and most helpful. I admire Chad's ability as a teacher; his clear description and illustration of two- and three-note groupings has eased my worries. Thanks again.

Fred Weissman
Berkeley CA

**CONSUMER COMPLAINT**
A few months ago a well-known music store's drum department instituted a policy of keeping their shelves of sticks and drumheads behind their counters and out of reach of anyone but the salespersons. So now when you want to buy sticks or heads, you have to ask the salesperson to hand them over to you.

When I am buying sticks I like to look through the selection and check out other, newer brands. I also like to balance new sticks against my usual pair and roll them to check for warping. In addition, I am often trying new and different heads on my kit, and I like to see what is new on the market. This means looking through the shelf and inspecting the heads first-hand.

I no longer buy my sticks or heads from the store.
"Dr. Rhythm, I presume."

It's about 6" x 7". It's under $300. Wham bam.

As rhythm machines go, this little sucker will jiggie your eyeballs. It's got 48 of the hippest sounds you've ever pounded your eardrums with. Everything from rap to salsa. There's 64 preset rhythm patterns, another 64 programmable patterns and a tape interface so you can store everything you create on cassette. But get this. It costs, drum roll please, under $300. The Doctor will see you now.

RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 • 213 685-5141
This year has been a successful one for Bill Bruford: a platinum record, a major world tour, two new albums in the works—and his landslide election to the Modern Drummer Hall Of Fame. After informing Bill of his receiving MD’s highest award, he seemed rather surprised. "Are you serious? There must be some mistake! Actually, I'm genuinely knocked out by this, because I just don't consider myself worthy. This just shows me that drummers understand that, even though sometimes I may go wrong, my heart is in the right place, and I'm really trying to make some sort of contribution to the percussive arts. I'm amazingly grateful. By the way, do I get an honorary Modern Drummer tie or something?"

Honorary tie or not, Bill has been exceedingly busy, especially since the success of Anderson Bruford Wakeman & Howe, and it looks like the band is going to be continuing. According to Bill, "Our record contract calls for four albums. Of course, unless we produce presumably the required gold records, the label will probably decide otherwise. However, I'm happy to report that the first album sold more than a million copies, and by the insane standards of this industry, that's considered good enough to progress to album number two."

With Bill's involvement in ABWH, what happens to Earthworks? "The game plan hasn't changed over the last year and a half," Bill responds.

"Since it started, the assumption was that most of us would not expect a band like ABWH to satisfy all the musical fantasies of the participants—unlike when we were 20 and thought that one group would contain everything that everybody would ever want to do. Therefore Earthworks will continue in between ABWH. I was hoping to tour with Earthworks in the U.S., although regrettably I don't believe I will have the opportunity this year. However, I'm working, as I always am, on another LP. I'll also be working on another LP with ABWH shortly. Life has become insanely busy. We've just done 80 dates with ABWH, all around the world, and I definitely need to recharge my batteries."

Speaking of batteries, Bill is also standing firm in his use of electronics, with the Simmons SDX. "My work with the SDX was one of the things that attracted Jon Anderson to me for this band," says Bill. "I probably was the first guy out playing those funny-shaped pads, and I'll probably be the last guy down playing them! I think on the whole electronic drumming has not produced what many of us would have hoped. Ideally, every American drummer should probably be playing the SDX, in my opinion."

"It's necessary for ABWH to have the SDX," Bill continues, "simply because I'm able to access a lot of percussion sounds. Also, the quality of the sound, especially in this digital world, is excellent, both live and in recording. And from a composer's point of view, the SDX means more versatility. Jon Anderson can turn around to me and say, 'You know, let's have the thunder in this section, and then let's have some finger cymbals.' Often I think we drummers get very excited in the drumming side of it, but we must also think of the songwriter's side of it, and the paying customer's side of it from the back of the auditorium, of course."

Finally, fans of Bill's original late-'70s band, Bruford, have reason to celebrate. That group's four albums are now available on compact disc. According to Bill, "I'm very happy that they're coming out on CD, even though I've moved on somewhat since those days. I must say I never thought that the stuff I did ten years ago would still be in demand. I just hope that what I'm currently doing will be in demand ten years from now!"

—William F. Miller

Max Roach likes to describe his latest project as something that reaches most kinds of music fans. With From Bebop To Hip-hop And Then Some, Roach has mixed elements of jazz and rap, and for a little spice (as if such a strange hybrid actually needed it), theatrics and visuals, plus the illuminating onstage presence of MTV rapper Fab Five Freddy.

"This is a three-part production," says Roach, picking his words carefully. "The first part talks to my generation, the second part talks to today's generation, and the third part talks to everybody. Now, I don't understand everything about rap and hip-hop, but I'm trying and I'm learning. And thanks to my kids, who play it whenever they're home from school, I'm getting a good education." Roach premiered From Bebop To Hip-hop And Then Some at the Count Basie Theatre in Red Bank, New Jersey. "It's appropriate that this premiere took place in Red Bank," continued Roach, "because I grew up with the music of Count Basie, and the Count, as most of his fans know, was born in Red Bank. Listening to his drummer, Jo Jones, helped inspire me to become a drummer."

As for the bebop and hip-hop hybrid, Roach said it isn't as weird as it might sound at first. "Rap was created in the same kind of environment as jazz was created, which was basically a very poor socioeconomic setting. Louis Armstrong came from the same kind of poor, inner-city environment that rappers come from."

Roach added that what occurs on stage, musically speaking, is "pretty flexible," but that both jazz and rap fans shouldn't be disappointed. "The first time I experimented with rap was way back in 1983 in New York," Roach recalled. "I've gotten a lot of good ideas about mixing the two music forms since then." Roach hopes to take From Bebop To Hip-hop And Then Some on a world tour. "There is really all kinds of potential here."

—Robert Santelli

Don Alias

When Don Alias joined David Sanborn's Night Music band, his normal session schedule was a bit disrupted, but, he says, "It's a trade-off. We work six days a week, taping on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Four or five acts will come in, who we will rehearse with on Monday and Tuesday and tape on Wednesday. Then four or five more acts will come in, and we'll rehearse with them on Thursday and Friday, and then tape on Saturday. It's very challenging playing with a lot of different people," Don continues. "Just recently we had Charlie Hayden's Liberation Orchestra, and Sting was on the show, which was great. He did this nice mellow tune, 'Ain't No Sunshine/ and I got the opportunity to play just one conga drum and a tambourine. It turned out quite beautiful and simple."

Don says Omar Hakim, who is the drummer on the show, is wonderful to work with. (Don
Rock With The Monster

RTC. Monster Drums.
New muscle from Yamaha.
The first giant step in
the Yamaha Rock System.
can also be heard on Hakim's solo album. "I like being challenged by a drummer," Don says. "The best gig I ever had playing with a drummer was with Elvin Jones. I'd come away from playing with him with my hands hurting and bleeding. He really challenged me.

"I like playing with drummers who are aware of what percussion is all about," Don goes on. "Hopefully they have some knowledge of a particular school of percussion, whether it be a Brazilian school or an Afro-Cuban school, or any other school. There are a lot of drummers who have no conception of playing with a percussionist. They see a conga drum and say, 'Oh boy, this is Latin.'"

Besides being heard on Sanborn's latest, Close Up, Hiram Bullock's LP, albums by Philippe Saisse, Eliane Elias, Carla Bley, and Steve Swallow, and on Miles Davis's Amandla, Don is gearing up for his own solo album. (sharing with Paul Leim), Eddy Watanabe LP in the fall. Tanya Tucker, Pam Tillis, Don Reid, and Lee Greenwood. Mick Fleetwood on a Fleetwood Mac world tour in support of their recent release, Behind The Mask. Chris Blackwell on Robert Plant's Manic Nirvana. They are also touring behind the album, Scott Donnell in the studio with Kik Tracee working on their debut RCA LP.

Denny Fongheiser played on Sara Hickman's album and on a track for Teddy Pendergrass, and he is the co-writer and coproducer of a tune called "Keep Pushin'" for the film Side Out.

Frank Colon recently recorded an album with Brazilian singer Anna France. Currently Frank is leading a six-piece rock/fusion band called Rain Forest.

Dave Mattacks was in the U.S. recently performing with Fairport Convention at the Houston International Festival. Ernie Durawa has completed album projects with Ray Campi, Townes Van Zandt, and the Texas Tomados.

Ed Trygar is now touring with the Boxtops. David Teegarden is back rehearsing with Bob Seger in Detroit. An album and tour are in the planning stages.

Scan Burke, with the Atlanta Rhythm Section, was recently on tour (opening for Little Feat) supporting the band's recent CD release, Truth In A Structured Form.

Moe Potts just finished a six-week European tour with Ian Hunter and Mick Ronson. They will be touring Japan and Australia shortly.

Greg Haver is currently in the studio recording his second album with British band Waterfront.

Congratulations to Exile's Steve Goetzman and his wife Barbara on the birth of their daughter Laura Ann.

---

**News...**

For what he calls a really enjoyable change, Eddie Bayers is just finishing up some live dates with James Taylor. Of late, he has been recording with Conway Twitty, Hank Williams, Jr., Barbara Mandrell, Sawyer Brown, Roger Whittaker, Mark Collie, T. Graham Brown, Dawn Marie, Billy Walker, Jr. (sharing the drums with Paul Leim, playing some keyboards), George Strait, Kenny Rogers (sharing with Paul Leim), Eddy Raven, Lorrie Morgan, Holly Dunn, Rosanne Cash, Anne Murray, Delbert McClinton, Tanya Tucker, Pam Tillis, Don Henry, Chris McKay, Mike Reid, and Lee Greenwood.

John Wackerman on the road with Kazumi Watanabe and preparing to record a new Watanabe LP in the fall. Michael Derosier in new EMI recording group Alias.

Terri Cote working live with the Marcby Brothers. Blas Elias on the road with Slaughter.

Bob Moore just home from a JBL all-star promotional tour. Bob can also be heard on John Henry's new album and in the warm-up band for the NBC TV show Wings.

Pat Ashby has joined Kevin DuBrow's new band, Little Women.

Rudy Richman on tour with the London Quirooyes.

Terry Williams and Dave Charles are sharing drum duties on the road with Dave Edmunds in support of his new album, Closer To The Flame.

Mick Fleetwood on a Fleetwood Mac world tour in support of their recent release, Behind The Mask.

Chris Blackwell on Robert Plant's Manic Nirvana. They are also touring behind the album.

Scott Donnell in the studio with Kik Tracee working on their debut RCA LP.

Denny Fongheiser played on Sara Hickman's album and on a track for Teddy Pendergrass, and he is the co-writer and coproducer of a tune called "Keep Pushin'" for the film Side Out.

Frank Colon recently recorded an album with Brazilian singer Anna France. Currently Frank is leading a six-piece rock/fusion band called Rain Forest.

Dave Mattacks was in the U.S. recently performing with Fairport Convention at the Houston International Festival. Ernie Durawa has completed album projects with Ray Campi, Townes Van Zandt, and the Texas Tomados.

Ed Trygar is now touring with the Boxtops. David Teegarden is back rehearsing with Bob Seger in Detroit. An album and tour are in the planning stages.

Scan Burke, with the Atlanta Rhythm Section, was recently on tour (opening for Little Feat) supporting the band's recent CD release, Truth In A Structured Form.

Moe Potts just finished a six-week European tour with Ian Hunter and Mick Ronson. They will be touring Japan and Australia shortly.

Greg Haver is currently in the studio recording his second album with British band Waterfront.

Congratulations to Exile's Steve Goetzman and his wife Barbara on the birth of their daughter Laura Ann.

---

**Matt Cameron**

The last thing you'd expect after a brief earful of Soundgarden's brand of raw, grungy rock power rock is that drummer Matt Cameron is a jazz lover. But after delving into the band's widely acclaimed A&M Records debut, Louder Than Love, it's easy to understand not only how the Seattle foursome garnered a 1990 Grammy nomination, but also why Cameron incorporates the nuances of jazz playing into his own style to set a new standard in rock drumming. Playing in odd time signatures is one thing. But Cameron prides himself on making them groove, coupling running riffs with driving bass lines, and subtle dynamic shadings to propel Soundgarden's magnetic, if not hard-to-place rhythms.

"I'd been working on odd times for a while, even when I was first studying and practicing," Cameron says. "But I never really liked the kind of music that had tricky parts in it just for the sake of being tricky. After a while, you can take polyrhythms and odd times with a basic approach. What we sometimes do is write a part without really thinking about what time it's in. Then we'll go, 'Oh, it's in 6/4, or something like that, and I'll come up with a beat for it.'"

Soundgarden runs the gamut of tempos and time signatures, carrying songs such as "Ugly Truth" and "Uncovered" in 6/4, "Power Trip" in 6/8, throwing calculated measures of 5/4 into the middle of an even-time rhythm in "Get On The Snake," ending "No Wrong No Right" with a compelling 7/4 section, and going so far as to mix 4/4, 6/4, 9/4, and 5/4 into the same tune. "I Awake." Cameron also leaves listeners guessing on regular 4/4 sections in songs such as "Loud Love." But the 27-year-old makes it all flow with a basic approach, while using the beats themselves and brief fills to place his personal stamp on Soundgarden's sound.

"I think we have a pretty strong blues influence in our music; it's highly textured hard rock with a big, fat, sexy groove," Cameron says. "Chris Cornell, vocalist is a drummer, too, and his songs are totally rhythmic, which makes them great to play. It's great to have that rhythmic layer to build on. You can make a song so much more interesting that way, and a lot of bands forget that these days. We want our music to flow, and we don't want to have jagged edges on parts."

Soundgarden spent the better part of this past year touring small clubs across the country with other metal bands. Though the group's style lends itself to more discerning ears, Cameron says there's no typical Soundgarden fan. "We've been getting a real mix at our shows," he says. "We get the thrashers and other people who just want to groove on the music. But we've had a couple of shows get out of hand, with people knocking things over on stage. It's been a great, but grueling tour!"

---

**Robyn Flans**

---

**MODERN DRUMMER**
It's not that easy. Good wood is a must, but high-quality sticks must be carefully crafted like any other precision tool. A good eye, a good ear, skilled experience and of course, using only the highest grade American hickory, oak and maple come together to make Vater one of the best stick makers in the world.

That's why Vater should be your source for sticks. The stick you use should feel like part of your hand. Vater has done rigorous testing, designing shapes to make sure all their sticks have that "just right" feel and balance. Vater's testers are equally fussy, guaranteeing two straight and evenly matched sticks in every pair (not the "one straight/one warped" common with other stick makers.)

Vater has been making and designing sticks for over a decade and continues to manufacture sticks for some of the largest drum companies in the world. Vater has even made sticks for two of it's leading competitors!

The Vater family controls every step from wood selection to final testing in their own factory. As a matter of fact, about the only thing they don’t do is cut down their own trees!

GOOD WOOD...perfected

For our brochure on stick selection write to:
VATER PERCUSSION INC.
270 CENTRE STREET
HOLBROOK, MA 02343
WILLIAM KENNEDY

Q. I've been very inspired by your great, tasteful playing on the Yellowjackets recordings. You seem to have your own unique sound in playing that separates you from most of today's top pro drummers. I'd like to know if there was something—besides hard practice and listening to a wide variety of music—that helped you to develop your playing and your sound. Also, since I'm about to make some investments in new cymbals, I'd like to know what models of the new Paiste line you use.

Kai Erlund
Ashland WI

A. Thanks a lot for writing; that's the best compliment to give to any musician! In the early stage of my career, I was told to do those two things you mentioned: practice, and listen to all music with an open mind. In addition to this, I learned that all individuals are one of a kind. When you apply that thought to music, it really makes sense.

Coming up as a young drummer in Oakland, California, I copied everything I liked. I stole all of James Brown's and Sly Stone's grooves and automatically began to alter them—simply because I thought I was making the grooves easier or because I just wanted to play them differently. Later, I realized that I was copying, but also going a step further by adding my personality. That made me think: What did all the great drummers I was stealing from have in common? They all were one of a kind, and they all had their own individual sound!

As a drummer—and an individual—you are capable of playing grooves and endless other ideas like no one else. The challenge you have before you is discovering your uniqueness and developing this special part of you that makes you more than "just another drummer" and puts you in a group of musicians who are making contributions to the music industry. So experiment; take some chances! Co a step beyond your practice schedule and spend a little time on creativity. You'll be glad you did.

Regarding the new Paiste cymbals I use, I'm currently using a 10" splash, a 16" Fast Crash, and 13" Sound Edge hi-hats. And I'm constantly discovering more favorites from the new Paiste line and older lines like the 602 and Sound Creation series; they are really great!

BUN E. CARLOS

Q. I watched with great interest and enthusiasm your show with Cheap Trick at the International Song Festival in Vina del Mar, Chile last February. I was a bit surprised to see you playing a right-handed kit, since in two videos I had previously seen you played a left-handed kit. Could you comment on what exercises one could practice on the kit so as to achieve such a high degree of ambidexterity? The style of drumming exhibited in your show calls for very specific drum sizes; could you give details of the kit you used? I enjoy your drumming; the example given in the November '89 issue of MD is quite illuminating. I appreciate your help, and wish you a great deal of success.

Patrick Carrazana
Santiago, Chile

A. I can't really comment on any "exercises," because I never had any lessons. I learned to play drums by watching other people; that's how I learned to drum right- and left-handed. I'm left-handed, but I normally play right-handed on a right-handed kit. On my videos I played on a left-handed kit just because it was a lot of fun—and perhaps to confuse people who were watching, and see if they were really watching. It was kind of a test of my audience.

The kit I used on the show you mentioned was a Ludwig silver sparkle kit, with 8x12 and 9x13 rack toms, a 16x16 floor tom, a 14x26 bass drum, and a 4x14 late-1920s Ludwig Black Beauty snare drum. The cymbals were Zildjians: two 18" crashes, a 20" ride, and 14" hi-hats with sizzles in the bottom.

CARL PALMER

Q. I have admired your drumming technique and visual presentation since the earliest days of Emerson, Lake & Palmer. Over the years, I've noticed that on the reverse side of your gongs there often are depicted dragons, human eyes, or faces. What kind of paint or other substance is used in creating such depictions, and how do you prevent a change in the sound of the gongs?

Robert Poch
Columbia SC

A. Thanks for your letter and the kind words. As far as the gongs are concerned, the paint is of a water base, and applied very thinly. No other substance has ever been used on my gongs. It does change the sound of the gong a bit, but I believe it is similar to the effect you get with Color Sound cymbals by Paiste. In other words, the paint just takes some of the top end away. But it's not really audible, because the gongs have so many overtones anyway.
TO SAY JIMMY GETS A KICK FROM HIS NEW XR10 DRUM MACHINE IS A 16-BIT UNDERSTATEMENT.

Percussion programming wizard Jimmy Bralower just added our XR10 to his arsenal of Akai products. So what is a guy of Jimmy’s obvious stature doing playing around with a 5700 drum machine? A lot.

“Great sounds and very uncomplicated programming. The XR10 makes it easy to keep your mind on the music. Its quick and clean, a great little electronic sketchpad and a serious piece of gear, too.”

You get up to 450 preset rhythm patterns and 51000 quality sounds, so the XR10 can make music right out of the box. But that’s only the beginning. The XR10 has a wealth of built-in sound editing parameters including sweep, decay, hold and reverse. Plus memory capacity of up to 20 songs with 99 different patterns per song. Though you may start with the basics, you’ll be creating your own drum parts in no time at all. And that’s what its all about anyway. Isn’t it?

Remember, the XR10 is first and foremost, a musical instrument. It lets you work with your ideas without stumbling over the technology. Visit your Akai Professional dealer today. Find out for yourself why a wizard like Jimmy Bralower beats the drum for the XR10.

AKAI professional
PO. Box 2344 · Fort Worth, TX 76113
(817) 336-5114
Q. I recently purchased a full kit of Remo drums. I live on a beach off the Gulf of Mexico, and was worried that the moisture and harsh elements in the air would ruin a wooden drumkit. (I previously played a Ludwig set.) But now I’m having a very bad time with echo and internal ring with the Remos. Can you give me some advice so I can get my sound mellow again?

J.S.
Clearwater FL

A. It is possible that the phenolic resin used in the construction of Remo’s Acousticon shells gives a brighter, more reflective sound to your ear than did your previous Ludwig set. There are several steps you can take to reduce drum ring—most of which involve some muffling of the head. You can start with the choice of heads themselves. If you are used to single-ply coated heads, such as Remo Ambassadors, experiment with other heads that have a certain amount of muffling properties built in. Examples would be Remo Pinstripes or Aquarian Studio-X heads. Sometimes just going to a twin-ply head can help. Other methods of reducing ring include external devices such as Noble & Cooley Zero Rings, Yamaha Ring Arresters, Pure Tone Drum Resonance Eliminators, and for the bass drum especially) Remo Muff Is.

If it seems as though all your problems stem from the drumshells, the reflectiveness of the shells can be reduced by attaching some sound-absorbing material to the inside of each drum. A small piece of fabric (ranging from a cotton sheet to a terrycloth towel, depending on how much absorbency is needed) can be carefully taped around some or all of the circumference of the shell. Stay-free Maxi-Pads and other similar products work well in some cases, since they are self-adhesive, flexible, and thickly padded. The number of pads necessary will vary with the size of the drum and the sound you are ultimately seeking. Keep in mind that “ring” in a drum is essentially its resonance, and that reducing that resonance too much will also reduce the drum’s ability to carry through other instruments during a performance. Be sure to evaluate the sound of the kit in an actual playing situation before you take steps to limit its capabilities.

Q. Could you tell me where I can order a headset-type mic’ (with the mic’ right in front of the mouth) for a singing drummer?

D.C.
Alexandria VA

A. Headset microphones are currently available from a number of manufacturers. These include the Shure SM-10A and SM-12A, the AKG C-410, the Countryman Isomax Headset Mic’, the Nady HM Audio head set system, and the Ramsa WM-S10. Check with a local pro audio dealer for further information, or use the MD Equipment Annual to obtain further details and contact information for all of these companies.

Q. I own a set of Ludwig Classic drums in power sizes. I would like to know if it is possible to replace the existing standard lugs with metal sticks for this type of playing is recommended.

C.G.
Espanola NM

A. Due to pre-established tooling requirements, the holes drilled in the shells for the standard lugs do not match those drilled for the new lugs. Therefore, it would not be possible to simply “swap” the lugs. However, it would be possible to re-drill the shells for the new lugs and install them directly over where the old lugs were previously positioned. The new lugs should completely cover the older, unused holes.

Q. Of late, it has been pointed out to me by fellow musicians that I have a tendency to drag the tempo when playing fast music. Unfortunately, I am not aware of my problem when it occurs, and so am unable to pinpoint when I slow the speed down.

P.Y.
East London, South Africa

A. Practicing along with a mechanical timekeeping device is an excellent way to practice tempo control. Most metronomes have adjustable settings to allow you to practice at any tempo. In addition, many metronomes have a feature that allows you to simulate different time signatures, which can help you develop a better feel for a particular style of music. If you are concerned about the accuracy of your metronome, you can use a variety of devices, such as a click track or a computer program, to check your tempo against a reference. Additionally, you can practice with a drum machine or a MIDI sequencer to ensure that your tempo is consistent. Practicing with a metronome will help you develop a better sense of time and rhythm, which can carry over to your performance with other musicians.
THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN

They’re the Magnificent Seven. These world-famous jazz and rock drummers could choose anyone to make their drumsticks. They chose Pro-Mark. Their signatures say it all!

Pro-Mark’s Autograph Series drumsticks are sold in the best music stores worldwide... and with no price increase! If unavailable at your favorite music store, call the Pro-Mark Drummer’s Hotline free at 1-800-233-5250.

The Magnificent Seven...
Our reputation is in their hands. And yours!

The World’s Class Drumsticks
"Man, what a night. I think it's the best we've ever played. The show was great, the sound was great, and everybody was talking about the new kit. I mean everybody. Even Matt, and nothing impresses Matt. I knew they sounded great when I bought 'em, but I never expected this. Ya' know, that slogan is starting to make a lot of sense. The best reason to play drums huh...I guess that's what I'm feeling right now, and feeling like this makes it all worth it."

Pentangle
The best reason to play drums.
Sonny Emory

Sonny Emory is a good lesson in seizing opportunities, and an incredible example of someone who has learned how to blow someone away at very first glance. He has taken advantage of every situation that has come his way, and has prospered by the impression he’s left on other musicians. From jam sessions, a Carmine Appice drum contest, opening show slots, and word of mouth, Sonny has gotten jobs with Cameo, Jean-Luc Ponty, David Sanborn, the Crusaders, and Earth, Wind & Fire, as well as having recorded with the likes of Chic the B-52’s and Steve Perry.

There was never a moment that Sonny thought he would do anything but play drums. "To me, music is just as legitimate a career goal as law or medicine. With every occupation, there are ups and downs. Life is like that, so you can't run away just because you think it might not happen. I remember as soon as I began Georgia State University, my friends asked, 'Aren't you going to minor in something in case you need something to fall back on?' I said, 'No, I'm not going to need anything to fall back on. I'm going to work hard at doing this.'"

Born and raised in Atlanta, Georgia, Sonny actually started working at his goal at the age of four. His father, a band director, had him listening to John Coltrane, Miles Davis, and Tony Williams, and by the time he was seven, Sonny was playing the early sets at his father's club gig.

At 12, Emory began formal private lessons with Marion Booker, until Booker's schedule became too erratic. At that point, his father talked with a friend of his, Jack Bell, who taught at Georgia State University and was a percussionist with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra. Sonny studied with Bell from the age of 14 until he graduated from college.

Though he moved to LA. in 1986 for a short time, Sonny's home is once again in Atlanta, where he lives with his wife, Cynthia. But he still remembers the excitement of coming to LA. for the very first time in 1983, when he was 19 years old, to take part in the Carmine Appice competition finals....

by Robyn Flans
SE: All I remember is the feeling I had competing with other guys. I learned a lot about myself in competition. I learned that I perform a lot better under pressure or when I know I’m really being judged. The added adrenaline and tension puts a little heat on me. I’m a very spiritual person, and all the answers to my prayers all sort of happened in that one moment. It made me know that it is possible for me to really play like I want to play and be in the environment I want to be in.

The competition began locally, then the winners competed regionally, and then those winners competed nationally. The local competition went really well, and it was a gas meeting Carmine. The regional was really cool, too. When I won that, I realized I’d have to make my first trip to L.A. There were 12 guys, and it was incredible. Myron Grombacher was a judge, and Ron E. Carlos, Carmine, Chester Thompson, and Phil Collins were there.

RF: Can you give us an idea of what you did?

SE: I don’t structure my solos at all. I try to make them musical, and convey some semblance of melody and some sort of structural basis, and I also incorporate the showmanship aspect into the playing. For the competition, I had ten minutes to do my solo. It was intense, but it was fun.

RF: What were your practice sessions like as a developing drummer?

SE: The way my instructor would structure things was that we would allot a certain amount of time to work on each aspect of drumming, like six weeks on just drum set concepts. Two of those weeks might be reading charts, two might be developing solos, and two might be working on time.

RF: Is there anything you had to work especially hard on?

SE: My reading was lacking because I hadn’t done a whole lot of it. When I got into college and started to study, reading was really important to me. I was doing some jingle sessions while I was in school.

RF: Is reading very important today in what do you do?

SE: Yes, because I still do a variety of things. A lot of people know me from the Sanborn stuff or from Earth, Wind & Fire, but I do a lot of casuals or industrial shows when I’m home on break. For a while I was playing for the big conventions that the IBM Orchestra played—big band kind of stuff, reading charts. I purposely try to put myself in those situations to keep my reading strong, because that allows me to work in more situations.

RF: You are known to have an incredible amount of finesse in your technique. Did you practice sticking?

SE: Yes, and I really practiced good hand and foot control by doing different exercises, using a metronome, and trying to play very accurately and very relaxed. A lot of drummers look real tense, but great players like Buddy Rich and Louis Bellson always looked so relaxed when they played, so that’s what I’m going for. In order to develop a real fluid technique, which you referred to as “finesse,” I would tape myself on video, and critique myself.

RF: You’re about 5’6”. Did anybody ever try to discourage you because of your size?

SE: No, not for music. The power for playing drums doesn’t come from size, it comes from how you hit the drums. Buddy Rich was not a big guy. The fire and energy you apply towards playing the drums comes from within you; that’s the power. I remember the first time I ever met Philip Bailey. We had talked on the phone, and he had heard some tapes but he had never seen me. He said, “Man, I was expecting someone 6’5”, 285 pounds.”

I really try to pay attention to keeping myself in shape, because drums are so physical. I run every other day, and I do weight training and a lot of stretching, which definitely helps, especially when I’m out on the road, playing every night. I don’t party every night, and getting a lot of rest is important. I try to eat right and drink a lot of fluids. I play racquetball, too.

RF: What would you consider your big break?

SE: I would consider my big break when I got the Jean-Luc Ponty gig. I was still living in Atlanta when I got the gig, but one weekend, I was coming out to L.A. to visit a girl I was dating, with no plans to get anything happening. A friend of mine, keyboardist T Lavitz, is good friends with Scott Henderson, who at the time was playing with Jean-Luc. T and I went out to the Musicians Institute, and Scott was there. He said that Jean-Luc was looking for a drummer, because Rayford Griffin wasn’t going to do the upcoming tour. So he gave me his address and said to send him a tape, and I thought, “Fat chance, Jean-Luc is really going to call me.” I went home and got a tape together of some tunes I had done with the big band at Georgia State and the jazz ensemble, which had done a couple of albums, as well as some jingles. I was also highly recommended by Rayford, which I thank him for.

RF: How did you know Rayford?

SE: I had played with Cameo in ’81, right after Rayford left that gig. Whenever Rayford would come to Atlanta, we would get together and play at my mother’s house.

RF: How did Cameo happen?

SE: At the time, Cameo was based out of Atlanta. I was opening a show for somebody at a club called the Moon Shadow Saloon, and Larry Blackmon happened to be there, and he heard me play. When Rayford finished touring with them, they called me, and once again, Rayford recommended me. So I did that for about two months. That was my very first time going out on the road in a professional type of setting.

RF: So back to Jean-Luc. He called?

SE: I walked in the house one day and listened to my phone machine, and there it was: “This is Jean-Luc Ponty calling. I’d like to fly you out to L.A. to audition.” It was me, Gregg Bissonette, and one other guy, and we had to sight-read those tunes that he had just finished recording and just jam out for a while. There was no way for me to know what to expect. Jean-Luc has a reputation for doing a lot of odd-time stuff, so I just thought, “Okay, I’ll give it my best shot.”

RF: What did you know about odd times? Where had you gotten that together?

SE: In college. The four years I spent at Georgia State was when I did the bulk of my studying. I was a music major, and I was also playing in a club seven nights a week from 9:00 to 2:00, then I’d get up and go to class every day. It was straight-ahead bebop and funk stuff.

RF: The fusion of Jean-Luc is pretty different from bebop. How did you make that transition?

SE: As you progress as a player, and if you really love music, you listen to all kinds of music. By doing that, you open up the avenues to yourself. Even though I had not played fusion in a professional setting, there were friends I would play with at home, and we’d play all kinds of music. Since I had a background playing with my father’s bebop band, when I got with my younger friends, we wanted to play something else. Being around people like Rayford...
and sitting down and jamming with him helped, and listening to people like Ndugu Chancier, Gerry Brown, and Lenny White helped. I had all those records, so I had all that stuff in me, even though I had never had a chance to really express it. When I played with Jean-Luc, I finally had that opportunity.

RF: What did you learn from the Ponty situation?
SE: I learned how to be very exciting and how to play in a jazz setting, but make it commercial and make it appealing to an audience. The way that I found to do that is not to be so self-indulgent as a musician that you’re just up there playing off everything you can play. The audience would really get off on the musical communication and the eye contact between me and Jean-Luc. For the first time, I saw how you can go out and play music that is more jazz-influenced and really have a supportive audience. The only other gig I had done was Cameo, but that’s a dance gig, so people are already into what you’re doing. But with Jean-Luc I had to learn how to use the instrument in a concert setting, where people were sitting down and watching. I learned how to really use dynamics in the music and to break the boredom of what was happening, how to take the music in different directions and be free.

RF: The Crusaders were next, right?
SE: I came home from Jean-Luc Christmas of ’85, and I had the holidays off. Before I had even left to go out with Jean-Luc, Joe Sample had asked me about doing the Crusaders gig, but I had already made the commitment to Jean-Luc.

RF: Where did he know you from?
SE: He knew me from a jam session when the Crusaders had played a concert at a club in Atlanta. I was hired by the house band, so he, Wilton Felder, and Byron Miller, the bass player, played with us, and we were swinging. We played some funk, Latin, bebop—everything. So Joe asked me for my number, and about two weeks later, right before I was leaving with Jean-Luc, he called and asked me to come out to L.A. to do their record. It was, “Oh man, I can’t do it. I just made a commitment to Jean-Luc,” which is another thing I’ve tried to do. If somebody calls me to do a gig and I’ve said I’m available, I try to do that gig. I feel that’s most important for a young player to learn; be committed and honorable, and be on time. I know a lot of people who, if they get a better-paying gig or a more glamorous gig, are gone. I’ve always felt that if you honor your commitments, the good gigs will eventually come your way. So I told Joe, “I really appreciate the opportunity,” and he said, “That’s cool, just let me know when you’re done.” I called him when I got back in December of ’85, and he called me in January and told me that they had postponed the record and wanted me to come out.

RF: They actually waited for you?
SE: They went ahead and did some more live dates, and they waited for me, which I really appreciated. It blew me out.

RF: Which album was that?
SE: The Good And Bad Times. We did a lot of recording for the Crusaders camp, too, like Wilton Felder’s album, and I did a couple of projects that Joe was producing, as well as his Roles album.

RF: What did you learn from working with the Crusaders?
SE: I learned how to take instructions and how to put aside what I wanted to play. That turned out to be so cool, though, because I tried to put myself in Joe’s place. Obviously he wanted something to be a certain way, and I found myself really starting to enjoy the way he had me play. He took me out of being “Sonny.” When I got with Joe, I had these notions of not trying to be too busy, because at that point, everybody was saying, “The happening thing is the simple thing, less is more.”

RF: But weren’t you getting a reputation for being a kind of chops master?
SE: I guess I was, but that was because people had never seen me on gigs like the Cameo gig. When I did the really funky stuff where I was just laying the pocket, no one knew who I was.

RF: So you went into this with the focus of simplifying it?
SE: Yes, but my whole playing thing was like that already. It was already in me to try to be musical and listen and only play stuff when it’s necessary and when it warrants it.

RF: Do you learn that in school? In school, don’t you learn to be a soloist?
SE: Yes, you learn how to develop your technique, and they push you to use that stuff.

RF: When do you learn to be a group member?
SE: When you start playing with a band. I got the best of both worlds when I was in school, because I was playing at night with a band, where I got practical experience, and then I was doing the school thing. Then when I got with four or five other bands, I had to learn how to incorporate it all and discipline myself. So that’s the frame of mind I was in when I went to play with Joe, but he was saying, “Man, come on, play, open up.” He took me into the dressing room at the first gig I did with them in Huntington Beach and chewed me out after the first set. He chewed my head off! He was saying, “Man, look, I didn’t bring you here to play 2 and 4 like all these other cats out here.” On the next set, we went out and burned.

They come from a bebop school where cats play. This was right at the height of the machine madness, where everything was so straight and so stiff. They didn’t want to get locked into that. They had already done a couple of records like that that didn’t do too well, so they wanted to get in a situation where the band was able to play together. I realized that if I’m playing in somebody’s situation, I have to be willing to give my all to them, as far as my musicianship, and open up and dig deep within myself to give them what they want.

RF: Did that feel indulgent to you?
SE: No, I felt more humbled by the experience. For the first time I had to swallow whatever I felt and thought.

RF: You really felt you should be playing more simply?
SE: I felt at times it would have been cool. If it was up to me, I would have done it a different way. But you can’t argue with people who have gold and platinum records. Obviously Joe knows what he wants, and he knows what will work for his type of music. Once I freed myself up to him and took everything he said literally and tried to play exactly like he wanted me to, it opened me up to a whole different world of playing. It really broadened me. It showed me how to use dynamics even more drastically than I already had.

RF: How so?
SE: By just exaggerating the stuff—just making the loud as loud as I possibly could and making the soft as soft as I possibly could. I tried to incorporate that in my solos. If you’re going to play a loud passage, make it loud, so when you come down soft people realize the difference. Joe really opened my mind to that. And he made me more aware of ensemble playing and just having a good time and letting the magic happen from people listening to each other on stage. I hate to see bands where there is no magic happening on stage. I don’t care if it’s heavy metal, jazz, or whatever; if there’s no magic on stage, it’s boring.

RF: How long were you with the Crusaders?
SE: I was with them a year and a half.

RF: Were you an actual group member?
SE: No. But I did three or four albums with them, plus two Japanese tours and a whole lot of dates in the States. On all of the albums, I was playing with people I had read about, heard, admired, and dreamed of playing with. On the first album I was on, which was my first major recording, Bobby Lyle was on the date, and when I found out Abraham Laboriel was going to be on the date, I freaked out. “I’ve listened to this guy for so long and now I’m going to play with him?” I was calling home and telling everyone. And then Lenny Castro! It was cool.

RF: What did you learn from the first big studio experience?
SE: I had done so much recording that I knew how to go in and track, but there are other things that you kind of grow into as a player as you season. It’s important that you have everything you need in the studio equipment-wise, and that you are able to pull out any type of sound and play any kind of way, to get the effect that you want on tape. We spent several 12- and 13-hour days tracking, trying to get the right thing.
RF: Was it live rhythm tracks?
SE: Yes. I learned how to be real spontaneous in arrangements too, because while we were doing the Crusaders’ album, there would be just a basic rough draft of a song on a chart. I didn’t have to read any rhythms specifically—it was just like a road map of the song—but then they would change that. While we were recording, Wilton would say, “Just watch me and listen to me; I’ll throw you cues, and that will be the section changes.” We would be grooving along, and then Wilton would say, “Okay,” and in four bars we’d go into the B section. Being in those sessions with session players like Dean Parks on guitar, you just start to feel the professionalism. Those cats come in, the tape is on, and they’re ready to play the parts. I learned how to do that. I learned how to relax and not be nervous—or try not to be nervous, or at least not let the nervousness show up on tape.

RF: How do you do that?
SE: Just concentrate on the music. You know what makes the music feel right and you know you can’t rush and you can’t drag, so don’t do it. Just don’t do it. For some people that’s easier said than done, but once I lock into the groove, it’s pretty easy, because the music plays itself. I recently spoke to Don Alias, and he mentioned the drum machine.

RF: Did you ever work on your work time specifically?
SE: Yes. I spent a lot of time doing that during the four years at Georgia State. I broke it all the way back down to a practice pad and rudiments with a metronome, then I would go to drumset, playing different grooves on just hi-hat, snare, and bass drum with a metronome. Then I would start incorporating all my toms and rudiments with a metronome, then I would go to drumset, then I would start incorporating all my toms and playing with a drum machine to have a little more fun. Doing that on a regular basis, you begin to feel where the time is at all times. Everything is at all times. Then the Crusaders was a lot freer than the Crusaders. It was just four of us on stage, and that was a lot freer than the Crusaders. Then the Crusaders was a lot freer than David—sometimes. I say that because some of David’s material is dance-type stuff, and some of it is really fusion stuff. I think his band opened up a lot more the second year than we had done in the previous year.

RF: What did you learn from that situation?
SE: Once again, all the things I learned from Joe, as far as learning how to accept instructions, came into play with David too. If David hires you for his band, he gives you a lot of credit in knowing what you’re doing, so a lot of times he won’t tell you exactly what he wants. He’ll let you figure it out.

RF: Was Sanborn’s the freest situation you’ve been in?
SE: Not the freest. That was probably Joe’s gig. When we went out as the Joe Sample Quartet, that was just four of us on stage, and that was a lot freer than the Crusaders. The Crusaders was a lot freer than David—sometimes. I say that because some of David’s material is dance-type stuff, and some of it is really fusion stuff. I think his band opened up a lot more the second year than we had done in the previous year.

RF: What did you learn from that situation?
SE: Once again, all the things I learned from Joe, as far as learning how to accept instructions, came into play with David too. If David hires you for his band, he gives you a lot of credit in knowing what you’re doing, so a lot of times he won’t tell you exactly what he wants. He’ll let you figure it out.

RF: Was it live rhythm tracks?
SE: Yes. I learned how to be real spontaneous in arrangements too, because while we were doing the Crusaders’ album, there would be just a basic rough draft of a song on a chart. I didn’t have to read any rhythms specifically—it was just like a road map of the song—but then they would change that. While we were recording, Wilton would say, “Just watch me and listen to me; I’ll throw you cues, and that will be the section changes.” We would be grooving along, and then Wilton would say, “Okay,” and in four bars we’d go into the B section. Being in those sessions with session players like Dean Parks on guitar, you just start to feel the professionalism. Those cats come in, the tape is on, and they’re ready to play the parts. I learned how to do that. I learned how to relax and not be nervous—or try not to be nervous, or at least not let the nervousness show up on tape.

RF: How do you do that?
SE: Just concentrate on the music. You know what makes the music feel right and you know you can’t rush and you can’t drag, so don’t do it. Just don’t do it. For some people that’s easier said than done, but once I lock into the groove, it’s pretty easy, because the music plays itself.

RF: Did you ever work on your work time specifically?
SE: Yes. I spent a lot of time doing that during the four years at Georgia State. I broke it all the way back down to a practice pad and rudiments with a metronome, then I would go to drumset, playing different grooves on just hi-hat, snare, and bass drum with a metronome. Then I would start incorporating all my toms and playing with a drum machine to have a little more fun. Doing that on a regular basis, you begin to feel where the time is at all times.

RF: After the Crusaders, you went off to David Sanborn. How did that come about?
SE: Before I left Atlanta with Ponty, Sanborn called me. I was sitting at home, watching TV, when the phone rang. A voice said, “Sonny, this is Dave Sanborn,” and I said, “What?” I didn’t believe it; I figured someone was playing a joke on me, so I hung up on him. But he called back, and it was really David Sanborn. He said, “Chester Thompson told me about you.”

RF: From the Carmine Appice competition?
SE: Yeah. I couldn’t believe it. We talked for a while and he said, “I’d like to bring you up to New York to just jam with me sometime.” So I went out with Ponty and then did the Crusaders stuff, and he finally called again and said, “I want you to come up. I’m planning a tour this summer, and I’d like you to do it if everything works out okay.” Dennis Chambers had actually recommended me, though we hadn’t met yet; we just knew each other through the musical grapevine. I went up to New York, we played, and I got the gig. We just jammed, and that was all it was.
Sonny's Set

**Drumset:** Remo Encore series
A. 3 x 14 piccolo snare
B. Junior Pro snare
C. 8 x 8 tom
D. 8 x 10 tom
E. 10 x 12 tom
F. 14 x 14 floor tom
G. 16 x 16 floor tom
H. 16 x 22 bass drum

**Cymbals:** Sabian
1. 13" Sizzle hi-hats
2. 14" HH Sound Control crash
3. 15" HH Sound Control crash
4. 10" HH splash
5. 10" HH splash
6. 16" HH Sound Control crash
7. 22" HH Sound Control ride
8. 10" mini hi-hats
9. 18" HH Sound Control crash
10. 18" Chinese

**Hardware:** Hi-hat stand and bass drum pedal are by Drum Workshop. Drums and cymbals mounted on a Gibraltar rack system.

**Heads:** Remo coated Ambassador on snare batter. Pinstripes on tops of toms with clear Diplomats underneath. Pinstripe on bass drum batter side with a Prizmatic head on front.

**Sticks:** Vic Firth 3A model with wood tip.

**Electronics:** Drastik Plastik internal triggers in all drums, Dynacord ADD-one, Hill 16-channel mixer, Yamaha SPX-90 digital reverb unit, and a Korg R-8 drum machine.

**Sonny's Tuning Tips**

"When I tune my toms, I try to tune them to a definite pitch. I do listen to actual pitches when I'm tuning my drums, using a triad for my rack toms. The reason I say I try to tune to a definite pitch is because a drum is not a definite pitch instrument, so it can be difficult to get it exactly in tune. My 8" tom is tuned to an A, the 10" tom is tuned to an E, the 12" tom is tuned as close as possible to a C, and my 14" tom is tuned to an A, an octave down from the 8" tom. All that does is spread the drums out better for me. On tape, you can really hear when the drums are spread well, tone-wise. If they're tuned too close in pitch, you can't really distinguish between drums. It also helps me convey more melodic ideas when I'm soloing. The only exception I make to this tuning method is when I'm touring with Earth, Wind & Fire. For that gig, I tend to tune everything a bit higher, so the drums can cut through all the amplification on stage."
Session drumming is, by nature, one of the most challenging aspects of today's recording industry. Let's face it, what other musician is pitted against a machine more often and directly than a session drummer? Tommy Wells is a first-call player in the most active recording city in the country, and is continually thrown into situations where he is given little or no advance information about what he'll be playing. Doing this kind of work—let alone succeeding over the years and staying in popular demand among your peers—is no small feat. In a business as fickle as the music business, it's nearly a miracle. But, due to his exceptional talent, plus many years of hard work, Tommy Wells has risen to the top of the ranks. So MD set out to dig a little deeper into Tommy's world to better understand the intricacies of the Nashville session scene.

By Michael Briggs
"As a session player you take total satisfaction from good playbacks and sleeping in your own bed every night"

MB: What is your typical schedule like?
TW: That's hard to answer, because it's always different. Sometimes I'm booked up way in advance, and other times it can be very open. Sometimes I'll be doing record dates predominantly, sometimes television specials like Christmas shows with various artists, or sometimes it'll just be demo sessions.

The best part of session drumming is that every week is different. One week I start off playing country radio stuff, then pop music, then perhaps a jazz gig. The next week I may be doing a gospel album, a hardcore country date, and then a television show, and at the end of that week I might gig with the rhythm & blues band the Prisoners of Love. It can always change, but that is how diverse my schedule can be and usually is.

MB: Was there any specific training you had to prepare you for the variety of styles you play?
TW: Not really. I just started doing gigs when I was very young. My dad played organ just for the fun of it when I was growing up in Detroit, and he had friends who were players. They did everything from the wedding scene to playing bars, and they'd come over on Sundays to play and just hang out, which first exposed me to playing drumset. I was also in the band at school at the time.

Later, when I was in high school, we lived in Marion, Indiana, and I played standards gigs with the local guys, and I also played in a rock 'n' roll band. With the rock band we did a lot of local gigs in front of bands like the Outsiders, the Left Banke, and other pretty popular groups. We'd only make about $15 or $20 apiece.

While that was all going on, the older guys playing the standards gigs called me, and I came to realize that I could make $50 to $60 on the weekends and still have time to play rock 'n' roll with the younger cats.

MB: How much of your playing experience came from doing road gigs?
TW: A lot! In 1970, 71, and 72, I was in a band called Dust, which was a four-piece guitar band. At about the same time I was also in a band called First Gear, which was a big horn band. Both acts were signed to Word records, which was a gospel label. Both of those bands were sort of exceptions for the label. We would play high school assemblies during the day, and then we'd do a concert at night at some nearby college. For three years we literally played every day as "feeders" to our night shows. We averaged 12 shows a week, and sometimes did as many as 20 a week, setting up and tearing down sometimes up to four times a day.

MB: With that many set ups, did you have a crew that would handle all of your equipment?
TW: No, not completely. I would mostly set up my own drums. The contracts for the gigs had riders, which meant that the given venue, usually a high school, would provide 12 people to carry the equipment in, plus we had two guys who were with us. Our sound man/light man and our road manager would make sure everything was put in the right spot, and they'd direct the helpers. With First Gear the horn players would wire up the speakers and everything with the sound man. I'd set my drums up on my platform, and we'd be ready for soundcheck in 10 minutes. The whole operation was streamlined; it had to be for it to work.

When we were done playing, the cases were packed and each one was numbered so that it would go into the equipment truck in the proper order. We, the players, would jump into the band car and be on the road to the next gig. It was go, go, go, all the time. It was an unbelievable learning experience, playing so much in front of so many people. Luckily we sold enough records and received enough airplay to stay busy and work constantly.

MB: How did you first hook up with Dust?
TW: I had met those guys back when I lived in Marion. I was attending Berklee in Boston at the time, and they happened to be there to do a record, so we hooked up and I played on their record. We had played for about a week together when a company called Splendor Productions saw us and signed us up. We had done the recording, and then gigs came from there.

Things like that situation don't seem to exist anymore, with MTV and rock 'n' roll being on TV all of the time. In 1973, when Midnight Special and other shows like it came out, we were still playing a lot, but it seemed that live performances had lost some mystique because of what the kids were now seeing on TV. After those shows came out, we could really notice that there was a difference. The kids didn't get as excited as they used to at our shows. I really think that the saturation of music today has diminished the "event" type of status that concerts used to enjoy in the late '60s and early '70s. In 1975 things really started to wind down, and I went to Vegas and played in the main room at the Frontier Hotel. Then Gene Cotton asked me to come to Nashville to play with him.

MB: In the early '80s you had some success with a group called RPM, which was a favorite band of musicians everywhere.
TW: That group wasn't real successful in my opinion, but we enjoyed some success among musicians. RPM started out as a studio project here in Nashville. The guitar
player, Mark Gendel, was from Toronto. He came to Nashville to write, and met Robert White Johnson. The bass player, Jimmie Lee Sloas, had worked with Robert before, and I was asked to do the demos. It went so well that they asked me to get involved, and it turned into a band. We didn't play live very much—it was mainly a studio thing, but we did a video and played on Solid Gold once.

**MB:** What exactly was it that lead you to play like you did on those RPM albums? You had such a fresh drum sound and approach on those records.

**TW:** I was a writer on that material, but what I wrote was the drum parts, which turned out to be a large part of those songs. I would take my parts to rehearsal and put them on tape and then build the rest of the song from the ground up. "Ceylon Ceylon," "Pay Attention," and "It's Only Water" were written completely around the drums, and I had to increase the size of my set to play those tunes with all toms. I had been listening to a lot of African music and also to how Phil Collins had made drum patterns a very important part of his songs.

One of the records I had listened to a lot and that influenced me was the *Dakpari* soundtrack that Shelly Manne had done with African percussionists. I really loved that stuff and made it work on the drumset. I came up with all kinds of stickings and feels and applied them, and then I took them to the rest of the band. Usually I would play ride time on the choruses and use the verses for the more exotic drum patterns.

Our rehearsals with RPM were pre-production rehearsals, and we had everything mixed up and ready to record when we went in. I'd put down my parts at one rehearsal and then the other guys would work their patterns in. We really wanted to work with producer Gary Langen, who had done some things that we had heard, like the Yes song "Owner Of A Lonely Heart." We wanted that same big, ambient drum sound, so we went to Sarm Studios in London to get that big drum sound on those tunes.

**MB:** Your early experiences with studio work were obviously positive for you, because you've become known for session work and being a "specialist." Now that you've done it for quite some time, does it still hold a fascination for you, or is it more like just going to the office and doing your job? It seems like a very glamorous career to many from an outside perspective.

**TW:** Sometimes it is like going to the office. So much depends on the situation on any given day. For the last ten years sessions are all that I've really done. I haven't toured since 1979.

Like I mentioned earlier, the thing I like about the studio gigs is the challenge of playing different kinds of music. Also, I love working with a great group of musicians. Some of the time we get to play really great music, and some of the time it's not so great. That's when it can really seem like a job. When that happens—for whatever reason—it comes down to pulling it out of the fire. You hope for the best, but being a professional means that you do your best no matter what the situation, good or bad.

**MB:** I'm sure that most people don't realize how little time you have to go in and cut your parts. You have to get set up, get your sounds, and cut five or six tracks once.

---

**Tommy's Acoustics**

According to Tommy, his drum, cymbal, and head choices change for whatever musical situation he might find himself in, either studio/pop/country, rock, or jazz/fusion. The following setup is the one Tommy uses most for studio/pop/country settings.

**Drums:** Remo *Encore* series
- A. 3 x 14, 5 x 14, or 6 1/2 x 14 snare
- B. 9 x 10 tom
- C. 11 x 12 tom
- D. 14 x 14 floor tom
- E. 16 x 16 floor tom
- F. 14 x 22 bass drum

**Cymbals:** Paiste *black Color Sound*
- 1.14" medium 2000 hi-hats
- 2.17" thin 3000 crash
- 3.18" medium 3000 ride
- 4.16" thin 3000 crash
- 5.16" 3000 China

**Heads:** All Remo heads, including a coated CS batter (with dot underneath) on snare, with an Ambassador snare head on bottom. Tom and bass drum batter heads are Pinstripes. Clear Diplomats are on the bottoms of the toms. The front bass drum head has a 12" hole.

**Sticks:** Custom-made for Tommy by Pro-Mark.

---

**Tommy's Electronics**

The following are Tommy's two electronics racks, with explanations as to what each device does.

Other items in Tommy's electronics arsenal include a Drum Workshop EP-1 trigger pedal, and Roland PD-31 pads.

On several occasions in the studio, Tommy has been called upon to use different combinations of electronics and acoustics to achieve the desired sound. "I do have to mix kids for certain projects," says Tommy. "For example, on the Foster & Lloyd albums. I've used all acoustic, except for an electronic bass drum—the EP-1 triggering my S-900 sampler. With Ricky Van Shelton, I used an acoustic bass drum and snare drum, but I triggered ddrum toms, and I triggered a cross-stick sound from my S-900. With Ray Stevens I use pads for everything except cymbals. And occasionally I use nothing but acoustics, like with Jo-Ei Sonnier."
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MODERN DRUMMER'S
FESTIVAL WEEKEND '90

Modern Drummer Magazine is extremely pleased to announce that the following world-renowned drummers will be among those appearing at MD's Festival Weekend '90.

ALEX ACUÑA
Master jazz and Latin drummer and winner of MD's Readers Poll in the Latin/Brazilian Percussionist category from 1987 through 1990

ED SHAUGHNESSY
Anchor of the Tonight Show Orchestra and four-time winner of MD's Readers Poll in the Big Band Drummer category—including 1990

ANTON FIG
Versatile drummer with The World's Most Dangerous Band, Ace Frehley, and many others

JONATHAN MOVER
Dynamic drummer with Joe Satriani, Alice Cooper, and GTR

The remaining artists scheduled to appear at this year's Festival will be announced in the September MD, and will include more of contemporary drumming's premier performers. We invite you to be among the hundreds of drummers who will enjoy the opportunity to listen, learn, and appreciate the talents of these fine artists.

Seating is limited, and ticket orders must be handled on a first-come, first-served basis, so send your order today! Please use the form below to order your tickets, and note that your order must be postmarked no later than August 10, 1990. Tickets will be accompanied by a flyer giving directions and transportation information.

Saturday, September 8 and Sunday, September 9, 1990,
Memorial Auditorium, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, New Jersey
(Located within convenient traveling distance by public or private transportation from anywhere in the New York City/North New Jersey area)
Doors open 12:30 P.M.—Show begins 1:00 P.M.
(New Jersey weather can be fickle, and every Festival has been touched by rain. We suggest you come prepared.)

Attention long-distance travelers!
Discount air fares are available for Festival attendees through Continental Airlines. For reservations, call Continental at 1-800-468-7022 (and give group I.D. #EZ9P47). For hotel accommodations at discount rates (or additional airline information), contact MD's official Festival Weekend '90 travel agency, Travel Ventures, at (201) 239-8900 (collect). Identify yourself as a Festival attendee upon calling.

SEE YOU THERE!

MD'S FESTIVAL WEEKEND '90 TICKET ORDER FORM
I understand that tickets are available on a first-come, first-served basis, and that my order must be received by MD postmarked no later than August 10, 1990. I also understand that if tickets are no longer available upon MD's receipt of my order, my money will be refunded.

NAME (please print) ____________________________________________
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________

CITY ___________________________ STATE ________ ZIP ________

Sat, Sep 8: ___ Tkts @ $22.00 + $1.32 NJ tax ($23.32 total) each = $$
Sun, Sep 9: ___ Tkts @ $22.00 + $1.32 NJ tax ($23.32 total) each = $$
Sat/Sun Tkt Pkg: ___ Pkgs @ $40.00 + $2.40 NJ Tax ($42.40 total) each = $$

Mail order form to:
MD FESTIVAL WEEKEND '90
870 Pompton Avenue
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
(Note: Artists scheduled to appear are subject to change without notice.)

(PERSONAL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY; CASH CANNOT BE ACCEPTED)
Sabian 16"AA Bright Crash

The press release that introduced this new Sabian model began by saying, "When it comes to crash cymbals, the need for more cutting and powerful sounds generally has meant using models of heavier weight (i.e. Rock Crash)...until now. With the 16" AA Bright Crash, Sabian has combined a higher profile and larger rock-size bell in a comparatively light (thin-medium thin) cymbal to create an exciting and versatile new model that delivers it all: power, cut, and resonance; a full bright crash sound without added weight."

That's quite a claim. In order to see if the AA Bright Crash lives up to the claims made for it, I put a sample group consisting of two standard-finish and two Brilliant crashes through a series of tests in both low- and high-volume playing applications, as well as matching them up against a few other, garden-variety Sabian 16" AA crashes (and an 18", too, just for perspective). Here are the results of my tests.

The model is designed to give more power and cut than comparable 16" cymbals, due to the design features of the larger bell and higher profile. This it does, quite admirably. I found that I could use the Bright Crash as my "loud crash" quite nicely in low-volume situations where I might otherwise go to a 17" or 18" medium-thin crash—but have to hold back. There's something very satisfying about being able to give a full wall-llop to a cymbal and have it speak out just enough—but not too much. In moderately high-volume situations (such as the second or third sets with my rock band) I liked the Bright Crash as a punctuation cymbal. It had the immediate explosive power of an 18" crash, but not as much sustain (which makes perfect sense, since it doesn't have as much metal to continue vibrating). And when the band got very loud, I was able to use the Bright Crash as a quick-figure crash—leading into more sustained crashes from larger cymbals—without the sacrifice in balance of volume or tonality that can happen when you play a lighter crash or splash in this situation.

If there is any negative aspect of this cymbal, it might be in the sensitivity department. Even though the Bright Crash is not particularly heavy, I found that it did not respond to a light stick attack quite as quickly as did a standard medium-thin 16" AA crash. It needed just a bit more power behind the stroke to get it moving. However, the resulting sound was much more musical than that of a heavier Rock Crash of the same size when struck with the same impact. So the Bright Crash sort of "falls in the crack" between a standard thin to medium-thin crash and a heavier rock crash—with all the positive advantages going to the Bright Crash, in terms of versatility. It's a very musical and useful cymbal, and I can see it fitting into the setups of a wide variety of drummers. The suggested retail price for the cymbal is $150.00, in either standard or Brilliant finish.

-Rick Van Horn
Piccolo Snare Drums

Sound

As a general rule, I like my drum sound a bit on the high side, so for comparison purposes I lined up all three drums and cranked them up. With the snares off, I tried to tune them as alike as possible, which was surprisingly difficult—although I mean that in a positive way. All three drums were so sensitive that even a small turn of the lugs produced a noticeable effect.

When I had the drums tuned to my satisfaction, I played some funk. I liked the way the ghost notes blended with my hi-hat, due to the overall dryness of the drums. The bronze and hammered bronze drums gave especially sharp rimshots; I preferred the maple snare—whose rimshot was sharp but not too sharp—in this situation.

I repeated this same experiment two more times, lowering the tuning of each drum approximately 3/8 turn each time, and got similar results. On a lark, I lowered the bronze and hammered bronze drums another 1/4 turn and got a relatively fat, though dry, country/rock sound.

Volume

When I first saw the Ludwig piccolos, I thought to myself, "Why such a small snare drum? How will it balance with the rest of the drumset? Will it project?" Honestly speaking, the answer to the last question would be "perhaps not"—on an especially loud gig (e.g., rock or big band). However, each snare fit the bill perfectly on my club dates. Under those circumstances, I was quite comfortable with the way they projected and balanced with the rest of the drumset. The relationship between each snare drum versus the rest of my drums allowed for a fine "ensemble" sound.

I started with the maple snare first. The first couple of sets were at a low to moderate volume, and the drum sounded great. The tone was crisp and dry and gave an appropriately small sound, perfect for this volume. The brush sound was impeccable and the perfect volume for ballads. When playing with sticks, however, the rimshots were surprisingly loud. I found that when playing with the band at a moderate volume I could surprise myself when I automatically popped a rimshot and the sound jumped out at me unexpectedly. On the other hand, when playing at louder volumes on the same gig, the volume and clarity of that rimshot were ideal.

I switched snare drums every few tunes and found all three to function in much the same manner. The basic difference was the metal tone of the bronze shells versus the relative warmth of the wood shell.

We did quite a few funk tunes in the last two sets (which were typically louder than the previous ones), and I had no problem there, either. Again, rimshots were loud and penetrating, while ghost notes were crisp and dry and blended well with my hi-hat patterns. My bass player commented favorably on the way the drums cut. Other band members, who had smiled at the size of the snare drums early in the gig, had favorable comments by the end of the evening.

Variations

I found the thin, brassy tone of the hammered bronze shell objectionable, so I decided to do some experimenting. With today’s wide selection of drumheads, I knew I could alter the drum's sound. The question was, would it be acceptable? I figured a heavier head would add some depth, so I decided to try a Remo Emperor. The results were exactly as I had hoped. The additional weight of the head added a hint of body to the drum’s naturally thin tone.

First, I tuned the drum up and got an even more contained sound. I preferred a more mid-range tuning and decided to continue experimenting. I slapped the Emperor head on the polished bronze shell, and was very impressed. At the mid-range tuning, the drum performed admirably. It was similar to the maple shell, and at a lower tuning was almost like a 5 1/2 x 14. The tone was full, tight, dry, and contained.

Conclusions

The new line of piccolo snare drums is completely worthy of the Ludwig name and reputation. The clear, precise tone is impressive, the design is attractive, and the craftsmanship is superb. I liked the dry tone quality in all musical settings—especially at softer volumes. I never felt intimidated by the drum and never felt a need to hold back. I could play out comfortably and never fear that I was overpowering the band.

The metal shells were just a bit too thin for my taste; I preferred the relative warmth and tone of the maple shell. However, that’s a personal judgement that each one of us has to make. I did like the metal shells better after I replaced the original heads. They definitely had more depth without losing any of the favorable qualities of the drum.

My only complaint with all the drums might be the sharpness of the rimshots; however, I view that as an idiosyncrasy far outweighed by the tone, design, and weight advantages.

Acoustically speaking, the piccolos are definitely low- to moderate-volume drums, best suited for club date work and/or cocktail jazz gigs where volume (too much, not too little) is a concern. I highly recommend them also to funk players who like a tight, dry sound. (In fact, this premise was asserted by one retailer I spoke to, who said that most piccolo snare drums he sold were purchased by jazz or funk players.) On the other hand, put a microphone on any of these babies, and watch out! Their dry, penetrating clarity will come out on top of just about any style of music I can think of.

Considering the prices for premium snare drums these days, the Ludwig piccolos are priced competitively. The maple drum lists for $350; the polished bronze sells for $440; and the hammered bronze for $490.

-Gil Graham
Sound Formula Cymbals are the newest addition to our incredible world of professional level cymbals. Created with the discerning cymbal enthusiast in mind, they are made from our exclusive, patented Paiste Sound Alloy.

As such, Sound Formula Cymbals feature virtually the same body, definition, warmth, and musically pleasing characteristics as the now legendary Paiste Line (the “Signature Line”) — at an astonishing value.

Introduced at the January 1990 Trade Show in California, Sound Formula Cymbals attracted immediate attention and praise from such virtuous and discriminating players as Jeff Porcaro, Carlos Vega, Jim Keltner, Will Kennedy, Mark Craney, Chad Wackerman, Greg D’Angelo, Ed Mann, Joe Porcaro, Lenny Castro, Alvino Bennett and others who visited and tested them first hand at our booth. Visit your favorite percussion center and ask for a demonstration. You’ll be surprised at the top professional musical quality you will be able to incorporate into your arsenal of percussion instruments. Our goal has always been to put the best possible cymbal in your hands. With our new patented Sound Alloy there seems to be no limit to what we can offer. Enjoy it.

Please write us, we'd love to hear from you. Ask for our new, free Sound Formula brochure. Write: Paiste America, 460 Atlas St., Brea, CA 92621.
SOUND FORMULA. MADE FROM THE EXCLUSIVE, PATENTED PAISTE SOUND ALLOY.

PAISTE
CYMBALS SOUNDS GONGS
Widely recognized as a leader in digital sampling technology, Akai recently introduced its contender in the very competitive drum machine market. The XR-10 incorporates high-quality 16-bit P.C.M. samples, in conjunction with a user-friendly interface.

Measuring only 9"x13" in size, this little machine packs a powerful sonic assault. The front panel has two rotary-type dials: one for volume, and another for tempo and data input. Forty-one soft rubber pads are also present, and serve the user in many ways. Nine of these are dedicated "voice pads," while the remaining 32 are multifunctional, serving different writing/editing purposes. Also on the front panel is a complete listing of all 64 internal samples, with their respective voice numbers. (This is not to be confused with their MIDI note number assignments, which are found within the utility mode functions.) Four LED's show you which mode you are currently using, while a 2 x 16-character LCD display is also provided.

The XR-10's back panel is simple and straightforward in design. You are given both MIDI IN and MIDI OUT jacks, stereo, effect, and headphone jacks, DC power input, the on/off switch, and a pair of footswitch jacks. The footswitch capability is a nice touch. This function gives you remote access to control the following: insertion of a fill-in pattern, or the start/stop points of any pattern. Experimentation will give you many added possibilities, especially in live applications.

The XR-10's physical design is clear, concise, and generally well laid out. However, from a user's perspective, I do have one minor point to raise. It would be more convenient if Akai had labeled the front panel as to where each of the rear ports were located. I found myself continually fumbling around with the back panel connections when attempting to change signal and/or MIDI routing, unless I physically got behind the unit to see. A minor irritation, yet one that could have been eliminated by simply labeling where each port is located. There certainly is sufficient space available above the previously mentioned sample/voice listing.

One area in which the XR-10 needs improvement is the documentation within the manual. I may have to eat my words, but I'll bet that a Japanese engineer wrote it, doing his/her best to translate it into meaningful English. Being a well-seasoned programmer, I was able to navigate through most of the machine without needing to refer to the manual. However, when I did need it, I found certain issues unclear and confusing. For the less-experienced or novice programmer, this is a source of frustration, and has been a recurrent problem with many previous electronic instruments.

The XR-10 performs like most drum machines on the market; however, it possesses two areas worthy of special attention. While employing a traditional approach to pattern writing, the actual organization and utilization of these patterns is unique and extensive. This will be covered in depth later. The second area, which I believe is the XR-10's strongest feature, is the sounds themselves. They are downright devastating.

The Samples

Akai borrowed all 65 internal voices from their already famous 16-bit sampler, the S1000. Each and every one can be described very simply: fantastic!

Included are ten different bass drums ranging in timbre from dry and punchy to a deep thud, and including a gated version with a sharp attack, electronic bass drums, and special-effect versions. Each has its own unique qualities; as a group they will give you a wide enough selection to cover any musical style.

Ten different snare drums are at your disposal, including: a dry marching snare, gated versions, metallic/noise hybrids, a Simmons-type analog, a high-pitched metal snare, and a sample that reminds me very much of a snare included with the Yamaha RX series drum machines. As with the aforementioned bass drums, you are given a very wide range from which to select. Two rim samples are also included: Version 1 is a cross-stick, and version 2 is a powerful, semi-metallic crack.

In the tom-tom department, Akai supplies you with four sets of three drums; each set contains high, medium, and low versions. Set #1 offers pure and natural-sounding acoustic toms, sampled relatively dry, with very little, if any, signal processing added. For straighthead toms, these are excellent. They contain a natural, slight downward pitch bend—characteristic of acoustic toms—with a rich overtone series present. Set #2 possesses a highly processed studio sound, with an aggressive, biting attack. This set was my personal favorite. With set #3 you are given quasi-analog versions, reminiscent of the classic Simmons sound. The toms in set #4 are also acoustic, but with a sharper, more biting attack than those found with set #1.

Three hi-hat variations are included: closed, semi-closed/open, and open. All sound very crisp, clear, and realistic. Two crash cymbals are also presented, the first a truly bright and cutting crash, the second a China-type. Both samples contain crystal-clear high-end response, letting you experience what 16-bit sampling technology can actually do. The last two cymbal samples are the ride and the choke. Although the choke sample was very impressive, I wasn't particularly impressed with the overall sound of the ride, as it sounded cheap in comparison to the other cymbal samples.

The XR-10 is loaded with percussion samples, including: four congas, two guiros (these are outstanding), a cabasa, two triangles, a cowbell, a clave, a whistle, two timbales (high and low), two agogo bells (high and low), and a vibraslap (again, outstanding). Also included are handclaps, finger snaps, orchestra hits, electric bass, and "squeaks." For those of you who write rap music, the "squeak" samples are a must-have.

Voice Edit

You say your squeak is weak? No problem—go ahead and tweak that squeak! The XR-10 allows you to edit any voice in a multitude of ways, and store your new edited versions in 32 user locations. There are 13 editing functions in all, which together give you a great deal of flexibility in reshaping any voice to your exact needs. You can also sculpt totally new voices from the original factory presets, thus creating your own personalized signature.

The first of these various edit parameters is simply sound volume; a range of 0 (no output) to 31 (maximum output) is possible. The second and third parameters are coarse- and fine-tuning. Under coarse-tune, you are given just over a two-octave range, measured in 100 cent steps. Fine-tuning a voice is accomplished in 6.25-cent increments, which equal 1/16 of a half step. These two applications give you exceptional control over pitch-stretching a sample, allowing you to slightly de-tune a voice, or create a totally new and different-sounding sample.

Each sample has its stereo pan setting preset from the factory, yet you have complete control as to where it is to reside within your programming. A 31-increment range is provided; 0 is dead center, and 15
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steps are given to both the right and left sides in the stereo field. All voices are output from the stereo jacks; however, you do have the option of outputting any voice or combination of voices through the "effect" jack. This extra 1/4" jack allows you to remove voices from the stereo outputs and individually pan/process these samples without affecting the overall mix.

Several control parameters affect the shape of each sample's envelope, thus controlling the sound. "DCA decay" adjusts the actual length of a sample; "DCA hold" allows you to program the sustain before it begins to decay and fade away. "SWEEP decay" actually adjusts two variables: "SWEEP depth" and "SWEEP polarity." These two sub-parameters relate to the changes present in a sample's pitch when played. The "sweep depth" is the actual amount of pitch change, ranging from a very small amount to a wide degree. The "sweep polarity" refers to the direction of this change, either upwards or downwards. Also, any sample may be played backwards by simply using the reverse function.

The last variable in voice edit is velocity feel. This gives each sound a softer and smoother effect upon the initial attack portion of the sample. From a technical standpoint, when this function is assigned, the sample is actually triggered slightly after its true startpoint. This chops off the attack portion of the sample's envelope, thus creating a softer, smoother overall sound. I found this edit parameter to be very useful on particular voices such as bass drums, where you might want to reduce the click-like attack present on many electronically produced sounds. On other voices, such as cymbals, there was no noticeable difference. However, on the tom and percussion samples, there was a considerable increase in each voice's attack.

With all of these editing capabilities at your fingertips, where do you store your edited versions? Any changes made to a sample residing within the factory preset locations will remain there. But as previously mentioned, the XR-10 gives you 32 additional user-programmable locations in which to store your custom edits. Additionally, you can program ten different "drumkits" or voice combinations, and store them into ten pad-banks. So now, after programming both your samples and pad banks, how does one actually go about using them?

Pattern Programming

The XR-10 contains the largest preprogrammed pattern library that I have ever encountered in any drum machine on the market. Supplied are 450 presets divided up into 50 patterns, each with nine variations. You can access any or all of these patterns within your compositions, or you can copy one to a user location and edit it. As with traditional drum-machine programming, you may also start from scratch. The XR-10 gives you 99 user locations, each of which can be up to four measures long.

There are four menus under the Pattern Write mode. Let's take a quick look at each.

Real Time Write. This method of writing allows you to create and/or modify your patterns in real time, by either manually playing the pads or entering data via an external MIDI controller. After selecting "REAL," you have four parameters to set up: Number of bars (up to four measures), Time Signature (any possibility, including odd time signatures), Metronome Setting, and Quantization Setting. Once you have initially set the number of bars and the time signature for a pattern, you are permanently bound to those settings, unless you opt to erase that pattern and start over from scratch. However, the Metronome and Quantize functions can easily be altered throughout the course of writing any pattern. The actual selection for each of these four parameters is accomplished by using the TEMPO/DATA dial in combination with the appropriate key pads.

A maximum of eight-note polyphony, 300 notes per pattern, and approximately 7,000 notes in total RAM storage are within the XR-10's capabilities. This seems adequate enough for most applications; however, for advanced programming, one may find eight-note polyphony a limitation. I wish Akai had included an accent on the metronome at the beginning of each measure. The "Sound LED" on the front panel blinks at the start of each bar, but the volume of each metronome click stays the same. This small feature (although sometimes very helpful in detailed programming) was somehow omitted. One very nice feature that is included is the possibility of setting the quantize rate to very high (1/48) or simply to "Off." This allows you to write extremely fine timing variances, thus giving you the...
For the past couple of years, I've been working on a groove where the quarter note is subdivided into five 16th notes instead of the usual four. I started practicing it just as an experiment; I wanted to see if, after doing it for a while, it would start to feel as natural as playing ordinary 16th notes. Having done it for a considerable amount of time, I'm convinced that it can feel pretty good, within the context of being slightly "out there."

The first examples are to get the feel of dividing the quarter into five 16ths instead of into four, but keeping the idea that this is a slow 4/4. If you pull out the hi-hat, you will have a basic 4/4 rock beat, which you want to feel at all times. It's not meant to be thought of as 20/16.

The hi-hat can be played by one hand at a slow tempo, as shown above, or if it’s faster, it can be played by alternating hands, with the left hand moving over to the snare drum for the backbeats.

In the next group of exercises, to develop a little bit of freedom within this groove, we'll keep the hi-hat and snare drum the same and play some variations with the bass drum. I derived these beats by taking standard beats that we play in 4/4 when it's four 16ths to the quarter note, and these are sort of translations of that. If you want to play an entire tune in this feel with your band, these bass drum variations make good rhythmic patterns for the bass player to use.

Once you get familiar with these developmental patterns, where the second half of the bar is the same as the first, it would be good to mix and match them. Also, although all of these examples are notated with the snare/hi-hat part from the first example, you should also practice these bass drum variations with the alternating snare/hi-hat pattern.

It is important not to lose sight of the fact that you are playing 4/4 with a big backbeat, without which this could easily become very fusionesque and technical, and sound very awkward. For that reason, there are not many snare drum variations, because you don't want to get too busy and/or lose that backbeat.
One way to stretch out on this and still keep the backbeat is by doing rudimental-type stuff. For example, you can do alternating paradiddles, with the extra note played by the bass drum.

This next exercise also uses the idea of paradiddles, with a strong 1 and 3 on the bass drum and a solid 2 and 4 on the snare. Follow each of those beats with a right-hand (RLRR) paradiddle.

You can make up variations by simply shifting the paradiddle over. If you do start shifting the paradiddle, no matter where you put it, you have to work it out so that there is a big backbeat on 2 and 4. Otherwise, this can get too far out. Again, you need that backbeat to anchor this type of playing.

Obviously, you cannot play this feel over a band if the rest of the band is playing straight 16ths. But if the tempo is fairly quick, you can use this idea for one- or two-beat fills. Unless you have worked it out in advance with the other band members, you have to be careful about doing this at a slow tempo, because they might just think you are rushing. But at a fast tempo, where the rest of the band is working off of the quarter-note pulse, you can throw in a quick five without messing up the other players. That can be useful if you are playing a tempo that is too fast to play subdivisions of six in your fill, but you want to give the impression of more activity.

It’s very important to practice these fills with a metronome, because you have to be very careful not to slow down or speed up the pulse. As it is, even if you play it perfectly in the pocket, you run the risk of being indicted for “groove busting.” But at least if you keep the quarter-note pulse going consistently and the time doesn’t falter, you have the chance of being found “not guilty.” (Good luck!)

I’m going to start with a pattern on the third beat of regular 4/4 time. That way, it will end with the big backbeat on the 4, to keep the rock groove happening.

On the last example, the first note should be thought of as a standard backbeat, perhaps with a rimshot. In other words, think of this as a backbeat followed by a four-note fill. On this particular quintuplet, use a LRLRL sticking.

At a fast tempo, you could get by with playing a fill over the third and fourth beats. You should keep four going with the bass drum. These are just a few examples to get you started subdividing the beat into five. Be sure to interchange all of the ideas in this article, and then come up with your own variations.
In the previous installments of this series, we've looked at the overall operation of a PA system, and we've examined the mixing board in closer detail. This month we'll focus on what comes immediately after the mixing board: signal processors—also known as "effects."

Signal processing is the area that seems the most intimidating when you hear somebody else talking about it. They chat calmly about chorus, reverb, delay times, and "Could you please put some moisture on the vocals?" Nevertheless, it's actually quite simple. The first thing to realize is that signal processing is usually done all in one place for convenience; the result is then mixed back in at the mixing board. The next thing to realize is that most signal processing (or most of the fancy kinds, anyway) is really just different variations of the same procedure.

"Effects" are very common in music today—more so than you probably realize, unless you've worked with them and can recognize them when you hear them. The use of effects is so common, in fact, that music (especially vocals) without effects seems "dry" and lifeless. The next time you hear the singer in the band ask for more "moisture" in his voice, you'll know what he's talking about; he wants more effects (usually echo and/or reverb) added to his voice. Unfortunately, effects are so useful that they're often used to cover up a bad vocalist. Effects cannot make you sound good if you're not already; instead, they'll make it harder for the audience to hear that you're bad.

Figure 7 shows the basic process for many of the most common effects. (I've used "delay" for this example.) The mic picks up a sound and passes it to the signal processor. The sound passes cleanly through the processor, but at the same time the machine copies the sound and sends the copy back into the box again. (This is known as "feedback"). The next sound that comes in will come out the other end too, but with a small copy of the first mixed in. The third sound will likewise exit the machine with a little of the second mixed in. The trick is that the copied sound is delayed for a fraction of a second before it's fed back in. The amount of delay and the strength of the feedback determine what kind of effects you get on the sounds. Figure 1 shows the feedback loop for a typical effects device.

This may seem confusing, but it's actually very simple. Everybody knows what an "echo" is: You yell something from a mountaintop, and you hear a faint copy of your voice coming back. If the echo is loud enough, it will produce its own, fainter echo, and so on until it dies out. The same thing happens with a digital delay, set to produce an "echo" effect. Your voice goes in and comes out again; a fainter version is delayed, fed back through the machine, and comes out separately. Voila: Science imitates nature.

So what about reverb...flange...chorus? Easy: It all depends on delay time. Echo generally has a certain delay to it; a pause of 400 ms (400 thousandths of a second) or so sounds like an echo. The delay can get longer and still be an echo, but for musical purposes anything beyond a second or so is more of a "special" effect than a useful one.

What happens if you take a bunch of echoes from your voice, with different delay times, and add them all together? You get reverb. Reverberation sounds like you're hearing something that's inside a tunnel. If you think about it for a minute, you'll realize that sound waves inside a tunnel will act unusually; some will come straight at you, some will bounce off a wall first, some will bounce off several walls, etc. The sum total of differently spaced echoes is known as reverb (short for "reverberation"), which is the most common effect used on vocals in music today.

Okay, so what happens if you have echoes with delay times of less than 300 ms? Depending on the delay, you'll get different effects. A delay time of 1 - 5 ms will give you "flange," 5 - 20 will give you "chorus," and around 80 gives you a "double" effect on the sound. Rather than trying to imagine these sounds, ask your guitarist for a demonstration. Flange and chorus are very common guitar effects, and once you hear them you'll begin to notice them in a lot of popular music. If your band has a digital delay, ask to play around with it a little; you'll be
amazed at the weird sounds you can get just by fiddling with delay times on a processed sound.

Well, now we know something about effects. There are a lot more variables involved in getting a good sound besides delay time, but what we've covered here should be enough to give a basic understanding of how it works. Now, when we look at Figure 2—which illustrates how signal processors fit into the total PA setup—we find...

...some more signal processing! But simple kinds, now. Many bands put a graphic EQ (similar to the kind you see on stereos nowadays) in the system somewhere, giving them the ability to fine-tune the band's sound. Each slider on a graphic EQ controls a certain frequency range; adjusting a slider will boost or cut the strength of sounds in that range. This helps in boosting the "slap" of the beater on the bass drum head, for example. Or maybe eliminating some annoying feedback that only pops up at one frequency. Other types of processing you might find are things like noise reduction systems, similar to Dolby systems on tape decks, to get rid of that perpetual power hiss that plagues many a band.

One final word on a special type of signal processor known as a "compressor." Music is very dynamic; this means that it's always changing, and its volume level is always changing too. Each time you hit a snare drum, for example, there's a very sharp increase in volume, which dies away in a fraction of a second. This short peak in volume is known as a "transient." Transients limit the volume level that the PA can handle; although most of the music may be at a reasonable volume, these short peaks can be enough to blow the speakers. Many professional rock bands use compression during their concerts. Compressors examine the music passing through them, letting most of it go through. However, when they see a transient, they "compress" it to match the rest of the music. (Technically, this is "limiting," not "compressing.") Thus, the overall volume level can be safely raised without fear of damaging your equipment. Unfortunately, many professional rock groups use too much compression; the music starts to sound distorted because its natural dynamics are gone. Unless you plan on playing major arenas, your band probably won't need to use a compressor. A good PA can produce more than enough volume for a typical nightclub gig.

That about covers it for signal processing and effects. Next month will be the last article in this series; in it, we'll focus on power amps, crossovers, and speaker stacks.
The snare drum, more than any other piece of equipment, holds a special fascination for drummers. The traditional grip, still favored by many players, started with the marching snare drum. All other percussion instruments are played with matched grip. But the snare drum is something special, something unique.

Think of our important cultural rituals that would not be the same without the snare drum: marching off to war, the parade that celebrates the end of a war, state funerals of famous leaders, political rallies, Fourth-of-July celebrations, and any number of public events.

Yes, the snare drum is special in many ways. The most obvious is that it is used in so many kinds of music. And the drumkit is literally built around the snare drum. Look at how we sit: close to the snare drum, with the rest of the kit strategically placed according to style and preference. However, the snare drum is in the same place for all of us. It is in the center.

The late, great Buddy Rich once said, "The snare drum is the instrument. Anyone can hit a tom-tom." And, as if to prove his point, he would often play an entire solo using just the snare drum and the bass drum.

Joe Morello tells the story about a time Buddy was playing in Boston. The entire percussion section of the Boston Symphony showed up to hear and see Buddy perform. As if to acknowledge their presence, he played a ten-minute solo that consisted of one long, closed buzz roll. He played accents, dynamics, double-time figures, and anything else you might imagine—all within that closed roll. The entire percussion section rose to their feet and gave him a standing ovation.

Gene Krupa also had a masterful snare drum roll, and used it extensively in his solos. The great dixieland drummers, such as Baby Dodds and Zutty Singleton, had superb snare drum rolls as well. I worked opposite Zutty for several years in New York. On the last chorus of a song he would play a closed buzz roll with an accent on two and four. It was a great effect.

Art Blakey's roll, which goes from extremely soft to a roar in one or two measures, can lift you right out of your seat. I've seen more than one drummer just shake his head in admiration when Art plays his roll. He has a special way of doing it.

I often ask students at the first or second lesson, "How is your roll?" The usual response is a red face, some embarrassment, and a tentative "Are you sure you want to hear it?" After some work we usually get it happening.

It's been said that a drummer, with a good snare drum roll, can create more of a sense of anticipation and excitement in a few measures than an entire band. Perhaps. All I know is, if you can play the snare drum, it sets you apart from other drummers.

Snare drum technique gives you accuracy. Speed is not the point—control is! You just can't develop great control by playing any other part of the set. But control on the snare drum can improve your set playing. For example, if you develop good snare drum control, it improves your touch on cymbals. If you can hit a snare drum hard, accurately, and with a good sound, you will be able to hit a tom-tom forcefully and get a good sound.

If you want to strengthen your hands, play a closed (buzz) roll in rhythm with accents. Just accent the buzz; do not hit single strokes within the buzz roll. After five minutes of this your hands will feel as though you have been playing for an hour.

If you want to improve your sensitivity and touch, play a very soft closed roll, close to the edge of the drum, for several minutes at a time, several times a day. You will greatly improve your touch.

If you want to improve your endurance, play accented single strokes, at a moderately fast tempo, high off the snare drum, for five minutes without stopping. Or play double strokes, moderately fast, high off the drum, for five minutes or so. The key to those exercises is to play moderately fast. Remember, control, power, and sensitivity are the goals, not breakneck speed.

I used to have two of the old Slingerland Radio King snare drums. Sad to say, I sold them or traded them in on new snare drums. Today, in an effort to re-create, or even improve on those legendary snare drums, Sad to say, I sold them or traded them in on new snare drums. Today, a refinished Radio King snare drum rents for $200 a day in recording studios. I'm not sad about the rental fee; I just wish that I had held onto those two snare drums. My wife recently gave me some reissues of recordings I made with Benny Goodman's band in the late 50s. When I heard that old Radio King snare drum I literally got tears in my eyes. What a sound!

Today, in an effort to re-create, or even improve on those legendary snare drums, most companies, large and small, are concentrating on creating great, specialized snare drums. It's no secret that all drum and percussion equipment is expensive today, but some of these snare drums sell for more than an entire first-line drumkit did only 20 years ago. In fact, some very good medium-priced kits today cost less than most high-priced specialized snare drums.

Are these snare drums worth the money? I think so. That is, of course, if you are playing a lot, and if you can afford it. I know they are expensive, but a great snare drum is really something special.
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We've all heard the expression "less is more." However, in the development or improvement of our improvisational skills, more can actually be less—"more" referring to the number of drums and cymbals we use, and "less" referring to the amount of rhythmic creativity employed. Let's examine this further.

There's certainly nothing wrong with using lots of drums and cymbals. A large kit offers the options of numerous tonal variations and showmanship in a solo, both of which certainly have their place. But a factor that many teachers of jazz drumming have noted is that more gear also tends to equate to less rhythmic creativity. When we rely on a larger setup in a solo context, it's easy to become so preoccupied with the available options in tone and color (and flash) that we miss the point of creating musical solos that say something meaningful. More can certainly add up to less.

Since more drums can sometimes lead to less creativity, it seems obvious that limiting oneself to a lesser number of drums, strictly for the purposes of this exercise, can lead to an improvement in this area. You'll need to limit it to a four-piece kit, plus a ride cymbal and hi-hat. If your existing setup consists of a lot more, simply cut it down to this, or just use what's recommended throughout the following exercises. What you're soon going to find out is just how difficult it is to really be creative when you put a limit on the setup itself.

**How To Practice This Exercise**

This method uses six basic setup configurations, the first of which is the absolute bare minimum—snare drum only. From here we add components one at a time, until the entire set is being used. The objective is to practice soloing freely for five, ten, or fifteen minutes, using the recommended configuration, until you've completely exhausted your supply of ideas.

**Configuration One: Snare Drum Only**

You won't believe how incredibly difficult it can be to create interesting solo ideas on the snare drum alone. See how long you can continue before you've exhausted the possibilities. Along with rhythmic variation, feel free to explore the tonal characteristics of the drum, and vary the dynamics. You may notice aspects of the snare drum that you never gave much thought to before. Try it.

**Configuration Two: Snare Drum/Bass Drum**

A bit easier, but not by much. The interplay between bass and snare will stir you to create more for a longer period, but the challenge presented by this self-imposed discipline remains substantial. Stay with it for as long as possible before moving on.

**Configuration Three: Snare/Bass/Hi-Hat**

Forcing yourself to be creative for ten to fifteen minutes with just these three components of your kit is still quite a difficult task. Though the added timbre of the hi-hat will probably supply a surge of new ideas and open things up somewhat, don't be surprised if you still find yourself dying to use a tom-tom. Don't. It defeats the purpose of the exercise.

**Configuration Four: Snare/Bass/Hi-Hat/Small Tom**

Things should begin to get a bit easier here, since you're increasing the range of possibilities compared to the prior exercises. You may also begin to notice that you're starting to come up with totally fresh ideas. That's often a direct result of the hard work the previous exercises have forced you to do.

**Configuration Five: Snare/Bass/Hi-Hat/Small Tom/Ride Cymbal**

Things may really begin happening at this point, assuming you've spent enough time on the four prior exercises. The addition of the ride cymbal adds many new possibilities. At this point you may even find you're able to go beyond the ten- to fifteen-minute period without being too repetitive. That means it's working!

**Configuration Six: Snare/Bass/Hi-Hat/Small Tom/Ride Cymbal/Large Tom**

This is the final installment, though you could continue adding other items one at a time. The addition of the large tom adds still another dimension. But remember, the purpose of this exercise is to force you to be rhythmically creative. As the kit size gradually gets back to normal, it's easy to fall back into the trap of playing a lot of drums, but not really saying very much!

**Taking It Further...**

Start again with Configuration One, but now try using a preset pattern off your drum machine. A samba pattern often works well here, acting as a vamp on which you can build your solo. Work your way up again through all six configurations, progressing...
to the next only after you’ve completely exhausted your supply of ideas with each. Though somewhat easier than free soloing, since the drum machine vamp will suggest ideas, this is still an extremely demanding exercise.

...And Further

Here we combine the discipline of the limited setup concept (you’ll move through Configurations 1 - 6 again) with the added feature of soloing over a melodic line. This becomes doubly demanding.

Take any tune, or a familiar 12-bar jazz head. One I like to use is Charlie Parker’s classic, “Billy’s Bounce.” Here’s the melody line:

Let’s drop out the pitches and examine the rhythmic framework:

The objective here is to work off the framework of the tune and create a solo that rhythmically embellishes it, but adheres to the melodic structure. You’ll need to continually hear that melody in your head as you improvise over it. See how many 12-bar choruses you can play before you begin to repeat yourself. It’s great practice. This approach, plus the limited configuration format you’ll use, becomes quite a challenging exercise in creative soloing.

Obviously, none of the concepts presented here are easy. But don’t let that stop you from making the effort. The more you work at it, the easier it becomes. You’ll gradually see an improvement in your solo work if you stick with the program, and in the process you’ll realize that less definitely can be more.
Tears For Fears' drummer, Jimmy Copley, sits talking in his hotel room with a pair of drumsticks in his hands. While he talks about his checkered career and the love of his instrument, the sticks are always there—sometimes still, sometimes absent—miming on imaginary drums—but always a reminder of the driving force in Jimmy's life. Dedication seems to have been the key. It has seen him through good and bad times: times when he has apparently had the prestige and confidence of a successful rock musician, a through to times when he has refused to play in public, and has only had the desire to "woodshed" on his own. A Tama piccolo snare drum with a Limpet pad sits on its stand a few feet away. "When I get up in the morning," says Jimmy, "I want to loosen up immediately. I want to feel that I can still do it; that makes me feel good. I'm one of these people who has to constantly work hard at it. If I have a layoff, I always come back feeling dissatisfied with my playing. There are people out there who are amazing; they can go for three or four months without touching it, and then come back to the kit again and sound perfect. Not me, though!"

Jimmy Copley first played a drum when he was five years old. His mother played jazz piano, and young Jimmy would practice at home with her, using a snare drum and a pair of brushes. He was 11 when he got his first kit, but shortly after that he lost interest and stopped playing. He was 16 when he started again. He didn't slowly drift back to the drums, though; he decided that drumming was what he wanted to do most. So he settled into a routine of practicing six hours a day—something he still likes to do when he has the opportunity.

The influences of Jimmy's formative years as a drummer included at least one of the greatest feel players and one of the greatest technical players of all time. "I grew up liking Al Jackson, who played with Booker T. & the MGs in Memphis. He was very simple, and that's how I played. I learned to play backbeats by playing along to albums by the MGs and Otis Redding. Then in 1972 I heard the Mahavishnu Orchestra, and Billy Cobham completely turned my head around. I really started to practice rudiments and get into the technical side of drumming. I was obsessed with that for something like the next five years. Actually, it was also very pleasing for me when I picked up The Inner Mounting Flame and saw Billy Cobham playing open-handed on a right-handed kit, with his left hand on the hi-hat and his right hand on the snare drum. That was how I had always played, but some people told me it was wrong. I wanted to run home and tell everybody, 'If that guy's doing it, it must be alright; he's one of the greats!'"

Jimmy's long practice sessions paid off, because within two years he was playing professionally with Jeff Beck. Explaining how this happened, Jimmy says, "My dad had a rehearsal studio in Greenwich [southeast London] that was used by people like Genesis and David Bowie. Among the musicians who used to hang around there were a keyboard player called Andy Clark and a bass player called Steven Amazing. We formed a three-piece band and called it Upp. One day Jeff Beck came by the studio to meet Bowie, and we were rehearsing in the room next door. He was so knocked out with our playing that we were in the studio with him the next day."

Jeff Beck played on both of Upp's albums. Jimmy's first TV appearance was playing "She's A Woman" with Beck on a program called Five Faces Of The Guitar. Beck helped Upp to get signed with CBS, and took them on a European tour supporting Beck, Bogert, and Appice. Jimmy talks about his first professional gig—playing in front of 8,000 people in France—and subsequent gigs in America when Upp played support to Jeff's band with Jan Hammer. "I always remember doing long drum solos. This was in the '70s, between '73 and '76, and long guitar and drum solos were 'the thing' in those days. I'm pleased to say that they always went down well; but looking back it seems strange that I did that on my first gig, in front of all those people."

Jimmy's retrospective judgement of his early success with Upp is that "It may have been a case of too much too soon." Jeff Beck had the foresight to realize how good they were and how much potential they had. It is likely that apart from giving them their initial break, his association with Upp helped him in moving away from hard rock and towards music with more of a black American influence. However, in some ways Upp were ahead of their time. They were a funk band before that style of music was generally acceptable on a commercial level. As Jimmy puts it, "After two albums, CBS had had enough. We had to get another deal. My dad had a recording studio by that time, and we sat around in there for about 12 months. We produced an album ourselves, scrapped it, and redid it about four times. We became disillusioned with one another. All the time you're out on the road, things are happening and it's buzzing—it's great. But when that stops and you have to get it going all over again... It was a good band and we had quite a following. We used to play the Marquee [a prestigious London club] about twice a month. Jeff Beck used to come along and sit in with us. Jeff had introduced me to people like Bernard Purdie and Michael Walden; I became friends with Carmine Appice. Then we lost our record deal, and we found ourselves doing those dirty little clubs in the North of England. I couldn't really handle it."

There now began a period in Jimmy's life when he continued to practice drumming, but refused to perform. Both his parents were very supportive. Jimmy would help out in his father's recording studio and club in a non-musical capacity, and for five years he turned down any gig that...
was offered. "I regret that, looking back on it," he says, "because it took me a long time to get back to where I am now. I reckon that if I'd taken some of the opportunities I was offered, I could have gotten my career going again much earlier. But the business problems with Upp had really had a bad effect on me. I thought that the music business was a rip-off, and I didn't want anything to do with it. I think that if I'd been more mature, and I hadn't had so much success so early and so easily, I'd have been able to handle it. It's something that young players ought to look out for. It's a hard business; but the business side of it is really nothing to do with the playing side of it. It is important to keep these things separate in your mind, and to keep faith. There are always going to be disappointments, but you just have to say, 'It's a business thing, it's nothing to do with my playing,' because if you start to doubt your playing, you start to doubt everything."

The most significant development in the music business at the time Jimmy decided to drop out of it was the sudden explosion of punk music. There is only a one-letter difference between "funk" and "punk," but the difference in philosophy between the two styles was like night and day. As Jimmy puts it, "Suddenly it was unfashionable to be a player. And what do you do? You've spent so much of your life learning to play, and that's your first love. Then along comes punk, and it was as if the business had disowned all bands who could actually play their instruments, unless they were huge stars already!"

It was an invitation to play in Japan in 1982 that Jimmy found sufficiently tempting to bring him out of his musical seclusion. Within a very short time he found himself doing recordings and tours with some of Japan's major artists: E. Yazawa, Char, and Ann Lewis. It was while he was in Japan that he met his wife, Sachi—an American who was there working as a fashion model. Returning to England in '83, Jimmy felt ready to resume his career. But the profile and credibility he had gained with Upp and the association with Jeff Beck were all but exhausted. So it was a case of having to start afresh. He became part of a band called Mechanical Man, who had two singles released on Arista that were good, but that, as Jimmy says, "nobody ever heard."

Although Mechanical Man was not a successful band, it acted as a springboard for its members. Firstly, Jimmy found playing with bassist Colin McKenzie sharpened his own technique tremendously. "While I was in Japan, I'd been playing mostly rock 'n' roll. But the way Colin played made me work on developing the sort of musical approach I'd had in the Upp days. When we'd rehearse, he'd be skating all over the bass, and I'd feel out of it. That made me intensify my own practicing."

The band included guitarist Doug Boyle, who is now with Robert Plant, and keyboardist Vic Martin, who is now with the Bee Gees. In Jimmy's case, he was heard by Gordon McFarlane and Colin Campsie—who were later to become Giant Steps. He played on the album they did under the name of Quick. Then followed a European tour with Graham Parker. Jimmy found this tour particularly enjoyable, and also helpful for his approach to songs and feel. Meanwhile, McFarlane and Campsie had produced the Go West demo that resulted in that band getting signed. This contact meant that when Tony Beard left Go West, Jimmy Copley was invited to join to do the tour for their second album.

Jimmy's work with Go West—which had been heard by Roland Orzabal—resulted in his being one of a select group of drummers invited to audition for Tears For Fears. "I was nervous," Jimmy says. "I've only auditioned twice in my life: once for Go West, and once for Tears. In both cases, I've been a fan of that particular act and have really wanted the gig. There have been other auditions that I've been invited to, but I didn't go because I didn't particularly like the music. When you're taking on a commitment to tour with a band for nine months or more, you must enjoy what you're doing." Jimmy was given two days to learn "Madman's Song" and "Sowing The Seeds Of Love" from what was to be Tears For Fears' new album. He then found himself in the studio running these numbers down with just himself and Oleta Adams, who was doing keyboards and vocals.

Subsequent auditions included playing along with bassist Pino Palladino, trying unprepared material, playing on a strange drumkit, and playing a solo. It was at the fifth audition that Curt Smith joined in on bass. Immediately after that, as Jimmy puts it, "They took me out for a drink, and told me I'd got it."

There followed a busy period of rehearsals, during which Jimmy had to more or less "cop" the styles of the drummers who had played on the Seeds Of Love album: Manu Katché, Simon Phillips, Phil Collins, and Chris Hughes. Surprisingly, record producer Chris Hughes's "Ringo-esque" drumming on the evocative "Sowing The Seeds Of Love" presented Copley's biggest challenge. In fact, it was two months into rehearsals before Roland Orzabal declared himself satisfied with Jimmy's playing on that particular number. According to Jimmy, "Madman's Song," which is much more technically demanding, was actually a breeze for me. I've spent a long time practicing rudiments, I've played Latin stuff, and I've always been a fan of Little Feat and that type of 'southern' feel. I'm not saying that what I do comes out sounding exactly like Manu—no two drummers sound identical—but it is very close. But when we were doing "Sowing The Seeds Of Love," Roland actually told me to try to sound like an amateur."

Jimmy Copley favors using acoustic drum sounds as much as possible. He plays a Tama Artstar II kit, with a 22" bass drum, a Bell Brass 6 1/2" snare drum, and six tom-toms on a Power Tower rack. He uses Remo drumheads, his cymbals are all Zildjian, and his sticks are Pro-Mark. The only TFF number on which he uses sampled sounds from the record is the early hit "Shout." There are some Fairlight rhythm tracks and some sequenced sections for which Jimmy uses a Linn 9000 for a click track. In terms of the precision involved in playing with machines, both live and in the studio, Jimmy says that although he has no qualms in this department, he prefers to have the freedom to stretch out on stage. "If you mess up, that time is gone. So what? Some of the greatest players in the world mess up. People like Tony Williams are continually pushing things to their limits. They might mess up, but they get out of it, and that's what makes them great. I find it hard to understand people who program drums,
Rock Solos

Everybody has different opinions of drum solos. Some people love 'em, some hate 'em. I think most drummers, however, are curious to see what kind of tricks or chops the other guy has developed. So most of us listen, watch, and learn. But just a chops'fest can get boring real quick! Don't get me wrong, chops are great, and technique is important. But you've got to remember, most of the people you're performing for aren't drummers. They might just see the solo as a good chance to get a hot dog—unless you keep it interesting.

One way I like to approach a solo is to treat it as a song. Give the solo a verse, bridge, and chorus of sorts. Offer a framework so that when you play your "chorus" part, it's immediately recognizable to the audience; because they just heard it a minute ago. Just like a good hook makes a song popular, a good "drum hook" can make your solo entertaining, thus keeping the crowd interested.

Besides satisfying the audience, you have to inspire yourself. Playing the same solo night after night can get extremely tedious. That's why I like to leave a section for experimentation, usually the middle section. This is a great time for invention and creativity—to really stretch out and push your playing beyond my ability, so that I'm just over the edge. The key is to stay "loose" and relaxed. You'll find that you'll be playing things you've never played or even thought of before. (So keep that tape recording going.) It's like working out: If you don't push yourself, you'll never grow. Don't be afraid to make mistakes, because that's how you learn. (Besides, if you do make a mistake, just repeat it, and no one will ever know the difference. Creative license, dude!) You'll look forward to this section every night, and it'll put anticipation and spontaneity into your playing—the emotions that change a good performance into a great one.

Creative license aside, there are ways we can cut down the odds of making mistakes if we have something going for us to start with. This is where rudiments come in. Rudiments are like the words in a drummer's dictionary. We string rudiments together, as we do with words, to make phrases. A whole bunch of phrases put together can conceivably become a solo.

When I first started playing drums, I absolutely hated the idea of sitting behind a practice pad and playing paradiddles while singing "RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT RIGHT LEFT LEFT." It was like algebra to me: When would I ever use this stuff? Well, lo and behold! I started really digging into my Deep Purple and Led Zeppelin records to try to cop the Paice and Bonham licks, and guess what I discovered? Whether they knew it or not, these guys were doing all these different ruffs, ratamacues, and other forms of torture in their licks. So I said to myself, "Self, you should practice that stuff, 'cause it'll make these licks easier to cop, okay?" So I did practice them, and today I use them constantly, even though most of the time it's so subtle, you'd hardly even notice. (It's just like a pinch of bay leaf. "What gives it that interesting flavor, Marge?") They also spearhead a lot of ideas for combinations between hands and feet. Take a paradiddle, for example, and assign your left-hand stroke to your right foot:

\[
\text{R \ L \ R \ L \ R \ L}
\]

becomes:

\[
\text{R \ F \ R \ F \ R \ F}
\]

With 40 rudiments bouncing around, there are a lot of combinations to try. (Some of them sound great, too!) Rudiments can definitely be useful tools in your quest for the ultimate solo.

In the same breath, I've got to say that there's nothing that gets a crowd going like a simple groove. Once again, remember that most of the people you perform for aren't drummers. Give the audience something that they can clap their hands to. This makes them feel like they're part of what's going on, not just spectators. Grooving is a great way to start a solo; I wouldn't want to play my fastest, most difficult licks in the first five seconds of my piece. By the time I've got everyone's attention, all the cool stuff is said and done! It's just as silly as kicking into a slow ballad with a fast double-bass roll! Besides, when you're grooving, you can throw in different kick and accent ideas that stem from that groove, making a smooth transition into your next part.

The final part to think about is the ending. This is very important for one simple reason: This is the part of the solo that everyone will remember, because it's the last thing they're going to hear. Don't let that get you nervous! Usually when I'm that far into a solo, I'm in my own little world. I'm aware of the audience, but they're way outside; it's almost like my hands are telling my brain what to do. This is where I'll gradually build up to a big climax. Whether I do it by starting some type of roll or riff slowly and increasing the tempo as I go along, or by grooving and making the beat more intricate as I get closer to the end, my solo will peak at this point, and I'll stop and take a bow or kick into the next tune. In either case, at the next possible break, make sure you take your bow; you'll deserve it.

Greg D'Angelo has played with countless musicians in the New York area since the start of his career. A founding member of the group Anthrax, Greg is now a member of the multi-platinum band White Lion.
SONNY EMORY AND SABIAN HH. HEAR THE DIFFERENCE.

There is something very special about SABIAN HH cymbals. Completely handhammered from the purest bronze, each is unique. With a distinctive sound. A distinctive look. Darker, richer and warmer. Very expressive and very musical, in any style of music.

With SABIAN HH cymbals, leading drummers like Sonny Emory can focus on their performance. And deliver their very best. Because with Earth, Wind & Fire, Anita Baker, David Sanborn, and a multitude of others, Sonny’s cymbal sound is always his own.

Even in an age of uniformity there are those who dare to be themselves...to be the best.

Sonny Emory and SABIAN HH, HEAR THE DIFFERENCE.
And be yourself.

SABIAN
Cymbal Makers
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE.

Sonny’s Set-up

A 13” HH Sizzle Hats
B 16” HH Thin Crash
C 18” HH Medium Thin Crash
D 10” HH Splash
E 20” HH Heavy Ride
F 18” HH Medium Thin Crash
G 10” AA Mini-Hats
H 18” HH Chinese
I 17” HH Thin Crash

(all cymbals are ‘brilliant’ finish)

Photographed in L.A. by Chris Cuffaro for Sabian.
The purpose of the following exercises, as I discussed in the first two parts of this series, is to be able to play odd roll groupings continuously, using 8th notes, then 8th-note triplets, then 16th notes, then 16th-note triplets, then 32nd notes. Again, the difficult part of this type of exercise is that the accented rolls may or may not line up with the downbeat of the rhythmic figure. Working on these exercises will help develop your ability to hear and play odd groupings over a quarter-note pulse.

The secret to making these combinations work is playing the nine-stroke roll rhythms in nine-bar phrases. Practice the following exercises with a metronome, starting somewhere between 60 and 72 beats per minute. Remember to tap your foot when using a practice pad, or use the bass drum or hi-hat if you are at the drumset. Be patient and play relaxed.

Here are a few suggestions for other ways of playing these exercises:

1. Play all the exercises with brushes. (Playing doubles with brushes is great for developing the muscles and reflexes for your wrists and fingers, and will improve your control with sticks.)
2. Play the exercises on the drumset. Play unaccented notes on the snare drum, accented notes on the toms or on a cymbal/bass drum combination, and four on the hi-hat with your left foot.
3. Play the exercises without accents.
4. Then try playing the exercises backwards, starting at the end and working back to the beginning.

If you have any questions regarding this column, you may contact Joe through Modern Drummer.
Customizing your kit for the road? Do what Mike Baird and Randy Castillo do -- insist on the real thing: genuine, road proven Tama drums and hardware. From Pro-Beat bass pedals to brass snare drums... Titan Stilt hardware to Lever Glide hi-hats, Tama has the gear you need to make your kit Street Lethal.

For more information on Tama Drums and Hardware, please send $3.00 ($4.00 in Canada) to: Tama, Dept. MDD12, P.O. Box 886, Bensalem, PA 19020; P.O. Box 2009, Idaho Falls, ID 83403; In Canada: 2165 46th Avenue, Lachine, Quebec, Canada H8T2P1.
Tony Williams: "Mr. Spock"

This month's Drum Soloist features Tony soloing on the tune "Mr. Spock," from his Believe It album (Columbia PC-33836, recorded 1975). This album featured Tony's second Lifetime band, with Allan Holdsworth on guitar. This is a great fusion album, and on this particular track Tony plays a driving solo over a repeated riff played by Holdsworth. There are some trademark Tony licks in this solo, including his use of flams on toms, flam taps, interesting rhythmic phrases, and a nice, clean single-stroke roll at the end of the solo. Check it out!
Altering Rhythmic Subdivisions: +, -, X, ÷

If you have ever heard a great soloist on drumset, timbales, or tablas, you've experienced the excitement of hearing complex cross-rhythms, permutations, and other rhythmic "tricks." The soloist superimposes new time signatures and phrases, stretching and compressing the time—all the while maintaining where 1 is in the original pulse. Master drummers always understand the relationship between what they are playing and the original beat they are playing from. When they "go for it," they are drawing from years of learning the drumming language.

One of the most common questions I am asked is, "How does one go about developing this polyrhythmic type of playing?" As a basis, we must have a thorough understanding of the mathematics comprising our rhythmic system. Luckily, most of the math required is relatively simple in theory. We must learn to add (+), subtract (-), multiply (x), and divide (÷) rhythm. You don't need to be Einstein, but you do need to be dedicated to understanding the system and committed to making anything drawn from it feel natural and musical. Great drummers never sound contrived or stiff, as musicality and feel are the priorities.

The purpose of this article is to help you understand one of our basic subdivisions in 4/4 time—five-note subgroupings of 16th notes. If you are unfamiliar with this method of playing, I hope this will give you a starting point from which you will want to look further. The following exercises are a study in structural analysis. These are not meant to be licks that you play, although you may find them useful as such. To be an "original" you will have to devise your own orchestrations and adaptations. The effort has to come from you.

Let's begin by looking at one bar of 16th notes. A common way of playing these 16th notes is to divide them by four, creating four equal subdivisions that contain four 16th notes each (16^-4=4). When we accent the first note of each subdivision, we hear a quarter-note pulse. We will be referring to this quarter-note pulse throughout these exercises. It is our place of origin—like one's home address—and we must know where it is at all times.

An alternative way of dividing those 16th notes is to use the number 5 for our division (16^-5=3, with one note remaining). By accenting the first note of each "subdivision of 5" and placing the remaining note at the end with an accent, we have a phrase that looks like this:

Try counting the structure aloud while clapping your hands on the quarter-note pulse. Be sure to say the accented syllables louder than the rest.

You will notice that the accents shift down one 16th note with each quarter-note beat. First we hit the downbeat of beat 1, then the "e" of 2, the "&" of 3, and the "a" of beat 4.

If you play this slowly on the snare drum using alternate sticking, while playing your hi-hat foot on the quarter-note pulse, you will hear the five-note grouping create a secondary accent scheme that "floats" over the primary pulse. This is the beginning of a polyrhythmic phrase.

In a moment, we will look at a simple way to take the phrase over the bar line, but for now let's look more closely at this very interesting bar.

While the previous example can be orchestrated in a variety of ways, I'd like to show you a little sticking trick Gary Chaffee once showed me. Most of you are familiar with the traditional five-stroke roll sticking of RRLLR or LLRRL. Let's just turn the sticking around, putting the single note first followed by two sets of doubles (RLLR or LLRL). Now we simply "plug in" this sticking into our 5551 subgrouping. We still have one note remaining—the last 16th note. Let's put that in the left hand, which conveniently takes us back to the top of the pattern for the repetition of the bar.

By changing our sticking we have greatly enhanced our performance possibilities. Our double notes can become ghost notes, and our single notes can be easily accented on various sound sources, emphasizing the beginning of each subgroup.

When this becomes playable and comfortable for you, the fun part begins—orchestration, which is where creative thinking comes into the picture. To help you get started, I'll give you a couple of examples. Begin by using bass drum and cymbal crashes on all the
single notes and playing the ghost notes on snare drum. Keep the hi-hat foot playing the quarter-note pulse.

These groupings are also great for coming up with groove ideas. Here's one I often use: Place your right hand on the hi-hat and left on the snare drum. Play the bass drum in unison with the right hand accents. I've also added a bass drum note on the "a" of 1 to help establish a "pocket" of time.

Finally, the over-the-bar example I spoke of earlier: It isn't necessary to play the leftover single notes at the end of the bar. Our phrases can be played as follows:

A. 5 5 5 1 (original)

B. 5 1 5

C. 5 5 5

D. 1 5 5

After learning each line individually, try playing phrases A through D as four consecutive bars. You will hear phrases that don't sound like they are starting on the downbeat of each bar. In fact, by playing all four bars consecutively, you can now play 11's, because beginning on the "e" of beat 2 in A through the downbeat of D, the phrase reads 5 5 1, 5 5 1, 5 5 1, 5 5 1. Lo and behold, four groups of 11 notes each. This might be easier than you thought.

Hopefully you are still with me and have enjoyed this rhythmic study. Continue experimenting on your own, applying your own orchestrations to the basic structures I showed you. Being good at polyrhythmic playing is an exercise in problem-solving. There is more than one way to play in 4/4 time; the "tricks" are in the not-so-obvious ways.
WIN!!!

A GIBRALTAR POWER RACK...

...by entering Modern Drummer's exciting drum trivia contest!

A lucky MD reader will receive a complete Gibraltar Stand-Alone Power Rack, which includes two T-Clamps, four Multi-Clamps, six Memory Locks, and two Cymbal Booms

QUESTION

Which of the following drummers has not appeared on a Pete Townshend album: Mark Brzezicki, Simon Phillips, Clem Burke, Martin Chambers, or Kenney Jones?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Very simple. If you know the answer to our trivia question, jot it down on a postcard along with your name, address, and telephone number and drop it in the mail. That's all there is to it! If your postcard is the first entry with the right answer to be drawn at random, this fantastic prize will be yours—ABSOLUTELY FREE!!!

Mail your entries to:

MD TRIVIA
870 Pompton Avenue
Cedar Grove NJ 07009

CONTEST RULES

1) Submit 3"x5" or larger postcards only: be sure to include your name, address, and telephone number.
2) Your entry must be postmarked by September 1, 1990.
3) You may enter as many times as you wish. Each entry must be mailed individually.
4) Winner will be notified by telephone. Prize will be shipped promptly.
5) Previous Modern Drummer contest winners are ineligible.
6) Employees of Modern Drummer and the manufacturer of this month's prize are ineligible.
went. Philip heard a tape Ronnie had with me on it. In the meantime, I had been living here in L.A., and Maurice had heard about me from Joe Sample. This was the Lord working, because I had not met or talked to either Maurice White or Philip before, and they just picked me. There was no formal audition, nothing. I was out on the road with Sanborn and I called home to get my messages from my roommate at the time, and he said, “Philip Bailey just called you.” “What?” Then my heart started racing. “What could this be about?” I got his number, called him right back, and he said he called because he and Maurice decided to put the Fire back together, and they wanted to know if I’d be interested in doing the gig. I said, “Interested in doing the gig? Are you crazy? Of course I would!” He told me they were starting rehearsals in August, and here I was on the road with Sanborn, and like I said earlier, I have to honor my commitments. I said, “Man, that’s going to pose a problem for me.” He said, “Let me call you back,” and as soon as I hung up the phone, I got on my knees and started praying. He called me back in ten minutes and said he called Maurice, and they wouldn’t start rehearsing until the end of August. So that’s how that happened. The first day of rehearsals, I had the gig. Now, not only are we co-workers, but they’re really good friends of mine and have really added so much to my life.

RF: How so?

SE: Just on a very spiritual level. Maurice and Philip are both like older brothers to me. They have been out there for a long time. They’re superstars, and they have experienced and learned stuff that I have yet to experience and learn. But by being with them, I get the benefit of knowing about things—just wisdom and knowledge and how to make things work, what not to do, what to do, when to do it, and how to do it.

RF: What do they require of you musically?

SE: First and foremost, I am required to be a professional. When you’re dealing with a production of 70 to 100 people on the road, there’s no room for anybody to be anything less than professional. That means being on time in all respects, from getting up in the morning, to checking out of the hotel and getting on the bus so we can get to the next gig.

Musically, I have to draw from everything I’ve learned, because we play a lot of different types of things. When we tour in Europe, we’re a little more Musically expressive as far as stretching songs, opening up sections, and playing them like they were jazz tunes, because it seems that the European audiences really appreciate that a lot more than American audiences. By the same token, when we play in the states, I’m required to make people dance and groove, so it balances itself out. I’m required to be personable, and I’m required to tolerate the other 11 musicians who are on the road with me.
RF: That’s a big family to live with.
SE: Right, and for a year, a year and a half. You have to learn to laugh. We have a lot of fun with that band, and it’s helped me, because after you spend that much time on the road, even if you’re out by yourself, you’re crabby and ready to go home, so you have to make the environment pleasant for one another.
RF: Can you give us an idea of what is required of you live with Earth, Wind & Fire?
SE: This show requires me to be in tip-top shape physically. We play two hours non-stop, and my solo happens way down in the set, so I have to be ready to handle it when it comes around. There are pyro cues I have to look for, and the magic stuff that we do has to be timed perfectly. The horn accents have to be very accurate, because the Earth, Wind & Fire horns are famous for having ridiculous accents and horn lines in the songs.
RF: Since there’s no other musical director, how do you command 11 other people?
SE: You have to be solid as a rock. As a drummer, playing with 11 other people, you can’t play whatever you want to play whenever you get ready to play it. You have to find your holes. After playing with the band for a long time, you start to feel everybody else and you learn where you can inject your own ideas and when you have to play to the map, so to speak. The time is really the responsibility of the whole band, but people always tend to point the finger at the drummer.
RF: With so many people, do you have to kick them in the butt a little?
SE: Yes. And sometimes we come out of the starting gate so hard and strong that we have to go, “Whoa, let’s not blow it all in two or three songs.” I remember nights in Paris where it was sold out and it was the loudest gig we had ever done. As soon as the lights went out, the people went nuts. It was so loud on stage, we couldn’t even hear our monitor system. The crowd noise was drowning the band out.
RF: What do you keep in your monitor mix?
SE: My monitor mix consists of basically the whole band, but insofar as the levels and the importance of things, it’s me and Verdine—the drums and bass—and then I always keep Maurice and Philip, the two lead vocals, about the same level as the bass and drums. Then I build in the keyboards, and then the horns, and then the background vocals.
RF: How was the material on their most recent album, Heritage, presented to you?
SE: When I went into the studio on the day I tracked, they said, “Okay, this is what we want you to do.” I had gotten real busy in my playing again. I had gone back out with Sanborn and had been doing a lot of recording in New York with Nile Rodgers, including the new Chic album. On Heritage, though, I had to come in and just do it—boom. We were really trying to use
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the sounds of today. Some of the keyboard stuff is sequenced.

RF: Is there a lot of sampling and triggering?
SE: Yes, but it's still the Fire, because you put the classic Maurice White/Philip Bailey vocal arrangements on it, and also, the whole album is not all technoed out. There are some really pretty ballads, too, that I really enjoyed playing on, and that sound like classic Earth, Wind & Fire. I really admire Maurice for being able to reach another generation of kids. I was fortunate because I was growing up at the time when they were the hottest, so I really appreciate the playing aspect and musicianship of those guys.

RF: When you perform live with the band, are you using any machinery or gadgetry?
SE: I do use samples, but I'm still playing it. I like to use the Dynacord ADD-one. Sometimes in my solos or on, say, "System Of Survival," I'll program some of the percussion and play along with it, which is fun for me.

RF: What are your favorite songs to play live?
SE: "Serpentine Fire," because the percussion part on the original recording is a real Afro-Cuban type groove that I love. And the horns are doing this real ridiculous thing. I also like doing "Magic Mind" because it's driving funk. I like playing "Getaway," which is the song I did my solo in. Maurice had written a thing to lead me into my solo, and the band was playing these riffs, and I was playing all over it. That was really exciting because it kind of took me back to my big band days, when I could play all over it. After playing a groove all night, that's really fun to be able to go out like that. I enjoy the whole show, though. Earth, Wind & Fire meant so much before I was a part of it that I enjoy every moment of every song.

RF: You've been doing quite a lot of session work of late. Tell us a little bit about working with the B-52's, Chic, and Steve Perry.
SE: The B-52's and the Chic sessions were both produced by Nile Rodgers in New York.

RF: The B-52's wouldn't be something one would expect you to play on.
SE: Right, but I try to prepare myself to play different types of music. I listen to that kind of music, so it wasn't very foreign to me. Of course, working with Nile, the sessions kind of took on a funk feel anyway, because his background in funk is so strong from the early Chic days. All of the tracks I did were live with a full rhythm section. We did three or four takes on each song, and Nile would play guitar in the room with us. We would just work on changing the arrangement for each take, so he could go back later and listen to the arrangement.

RF: Was there a lot of machinery on the sessions?
SE: Yes, added to it later. Instead of playing to a click, though, I played to a percussion pattern that was programmed in a drum machine.

RF: What was the Steve Perry situation like?
SE: I got a call from Steve, and he said he had heard about me and was looking for a drummer. That was right after Journey had been through that ordeal, going through every drummer in the world. I found it funny that he would wind up calling me after all the drummers he had just heard. So I talked to him on the phone, and he said he just wanted to get together to jam some—with no pressure, just to feel the players out. We jammed over at Leeds Rehearsal Studios, and we went over some of the songs he was writing, and the vibe was real cool. Everybody really enjoyed each other, so at the end of the day, he said he wanted me to do the record. He's a drummer, so we had a lot of conversations about how it's been for him in his search for a drummer.

RF: What did you gather that he wanted from a drummer?
SE: He wanted somebody who, first of all, played with a lot of energy, but was musical at the same time. Not necessarily somebody who was bombastic and playing all the fills he could play—he wanted someone
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to make the groove feel like it had a lot of energy in it and that it had a forward edge to it. Steve sings off of the drummer, whereas most vocalists don’t sing like that. Where he places his syllables rhythmically depends on how the drummer is playing. One of the things that he didn’t like about some of the guys he was listening to when they were going through the Journey thing was that everybody was playing so far back on the beat. If he were to sing on the back of the beat too, it would sound like it was dragging. My natural tendency is to play on top of the beat. He liked that edge.

RF: Jeff Porcaro once said to me that it would be impossible for someone like Sonny Emory or Gerry Brown to do sessions because they couldn’t not use their incredible chops. Do the sessions ever lend themselves to frustration?

SE: Well, I wouldn’t completely agree with that statement. I think that once you develop chops and technique, it’s a discipline to know when to use that stuff and when not to. I know some great session players who have great chops, like Steve Gadd, for instance. When I do sessions, I play according to what the music is asking for. When my phone rings and it’s Steve Perry or Maurice White or Nile Rodgers, they are calling me to give them what they want, not what I want to play. That is why I am working so diligently to have my own musical situation, so I can play like I want to play when I’m in the studio.

RF: Tell us about your own group, Film at 11.

SE: Right now, it’s only me and Ronnie Garrett, a bass player. It was a result of the band I mentioned before, RSVP. We decided that with the way music is going today—with everybody using a lot of machinery and basically sounding the same—it would be really refreshing to be in a commercial situation with a band that could play everything from bebop to hip hop. And I mean really authentically play it: to be well-versed musicians, but at the same time be very commercial to 12-year-old kids. Ronnie and I write the songs to the bass and drum parts, and then we hire somebody to do the major keyboard work and other things.

When you work in an Earth, Wind & Fire or David Sanborn situation—nothing against any of those guys—but after a while, you just wonder what kind of future you have. "Will I ever be a major force in the creative part of this?" I can’t really make any major decisions in those situations; it’s just limited.

RF: When you say you'll be able to play the way you want to play, can you tell me what that means?

SE: If I decide in the middle of a rock ‘n’ roll tune to swing, I can, and nobody can fire me for it. I’m the boss. That’s all I’m saying. I have a great time playing with those guys, and they give me a lot of freedom, but it’s not quite the same thing.
MORE OF THE WORLD’S GREAT DRUMMERS
PLAY ZILDJIANs THAN ALL OTHER CYMBALS COMBINED.

Terri Lyne Carrington
Here's a list of some of Tommy's favorite recordings that he has played on.

- Cee Cee Chapman
  - Twist Of Fate
    - (MCA/Curb)
- Gene Cotton
  - Eclipse Of The Blue Moon
- Jonathan Edwards
  - The Natural Thing
    - (MCA/Curb)
  - Foster & Lloyd
    - Foster & Lloyd
    - (RCA)
    - Rosey Grier
- Don McLean
  - For The Memories
    - Vol I & 2
    - (Goldcap)
  - Love Tracks
    - (EMI/Capitol)
  - Greater Hits, Then & Now
    - (EMI/Americana)
  - Kathy Mattea
  - Kathy Mattea
- Michael Martin Murphey
  - Americana
    - (Warner Bros.)
  - Jay Patten
  - Black Hat & Saxophone
    - (CBS)
  - Boots Randolph
    - Greatest Hits
      - (TV Album)
- Rosey Grier
  - Committed
    - (Word)
- Don McClean
  - For The Memories
    - Vol1 & 2
    - (Goldcastle)
  - Love Tracks
    - (EMI/Capitol)
  - Greatest Hits
    - Then & Now
    - (EMI/Americana)
  - Kathy Mattea
  - Kathy Mattea
  - Love Tracks
    - (EMI/Capitol)
  - Greatest Hits
    - Then & Now
    - (EMI/Americana)
  - Ray Stevens
  - RPM
  - (EMI America)
  - Phonogenil
    - (Warner Bros.)
- Russell Smith
  - This Little Town
    - (Epic)
  - Jo-El Sonnier
  - Come On Joe
    - (RCA)
  - Have A Little Faith
    - (RCA)
- Ricky Van Shelton
  - Wild-Eyed Dream
    - (CBS)
  - Various
  - Tender Mercies
    - (EMI/Liberty)

in three hours. With schedules like that, when you could do as many as four sessions a day, what do you do to stay on top of all the changes being thrown at you?

TW: First, you must be flexible, because you're there to make the producer and the artist happy. Most of the calls I get are from people who know what I do already. In most situations I get called on to play things that are a little off center. My friends Jerry Kroon, Eddie Bayers, and Larrie Londin get the majority of calls for the mainstream country sessions.

When I came to Nashville in the '70s, I was playing with a pop artist, and then with RPM, which was an experimental rock group. Because of that I think I get called when people want me to come in and do my thing.

MB: So you get called to be "Tommy Wells"?

TW: I think so, perhaps to a greater extent than some other guys might just to be themselves. I was called for the Ricky Van Shelton records because they thought he wouldn't have such a traditional direction. As it turns out, the traditional stuff that he recorded ended up being the direction he took. But originally I'd gotten the call because of some of the things that I had done with Foster & Lloyd, which is quite off-center for country music.

MB: How many studios are there in Nashville that players of your caliber work in?

TW: There are 75 or 80 24-track studios in Nashville, and there are literally hundreds of 16-track and smaller studios here, because Nashville is the music publishing capital of the world. Several artists have their own studios as well.

MB: With so many studios, you must run across some that are the places where hits are made consistently, and then others that have comparable equipment, but that never come close to getting that airplay-quality sound. Why is that?

TW: Obviously a lot of it is the engineer, and the actual playing room itself. Some studios are made on a budget, and some have studio designers come in and make a room to "spec." That's when a room is made to sound great, and if it doesn't, they work on it with a combination of architecture and technology until it does. The people who have the luxury of doing it to "spec" usually have corporate backing or some other source of money, so they can do it right.

Many times it's just luck, though. There's a place called the Bennett House in nearby Franklin, Tennessee that is on the historical register. There is a studio built behind it, and the parlor is a great-sounding drum room. You set up your drums in the front parlor, and they've got video cameras and monitors so that you can see the engineer and he can see you. It's an old pre-Civil War house that just sounds great.

MB: Given the fact that you've done so many sessions, how many records have you played on where people would know your work but not your name?

TW: You know, I'm not real sure. Ricky Van Shelton's album is one of my platinum ones. There are a lot of records I do that I
Most drummers strive for a fat, rich, full and powerful tom sound. That's why so many heavy hitters use RIMS.
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really don't know what happens to. Sometimes people's records go platinum, and the session players never get notified or receive platinum records. Cold is an easier level to attain [500,000 units sold], but most artists don't give out gold records.

MB: You've played on so many hit records, it seems as if you must have a special "touch." Since you have really completed your job when the drum tracks are done, and you aren't a band member of the group, how does it feel to do the job and not get the credit?

TW: Most of the time you just cut a record, and when it makes it to the Top-10, you really feel good about it. When you do something fun and it does well, it's a good feeling, too. But I've got to admit that when a record is doing well and you're not getting the recognition, it's natural to be a little disappointed. You wish that someone would say something and give you some credit besides the local press.

MB: What do you think studio players can do about changing their status of anonymity?

TW: You never hear about the guys who are working every day. Session players rarely become well-known to the listening public. Larrie Londin is an exception to that, and an excellent example, because he's a great drummer, a great personality, and an excellent promotion man, which I mean in the very best sense. He is the one guy from Nashville who has really become well-known in music merchandise circles, because of the clinics and other things he does. Other session players can learn from him, but it takes that special personality to do what Larrie does.

The guys playing on records every day are different from rockers, in the respect that they don't promote like rockers do and constantly need to. That is so far removed from what I do; it's just a totally different game. You take total satisfaction from good playbacks and sleeping in your own bed every night.

MB: From where you sit, what do you see as being necessary to survive the politics of the music business? How can session players become more aware of that situation to get the gigs, keep getting the gigs, and become known?

TW: Well, I don't do any schmoozing, if that's what you mean. But some of the guys in town carry tapes around and really work at marketing themselves. Sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn't. For the guys who come in from L.A. with their resumes and who are heavy hitters, it seems to work. I don't think that it works for other guys as well, because they don't have those records and credentials to show. I think in general the people who are hiring don't like to listen to audition tapes. Some work might come out of one, but the guys I see say, "I've carried tapes around, but I just haven't gotten anything." The way it was for me is that I came to town and played with Gene Cotton at the end of 1976, and then I got to play on his records because his producer liked the way I played. Gene was also involved with some other artists as a producer and a writer, so I played on some of those sessions, and it started to snowball for me.

MB: At this point in your career, do you spend any time practicing?

TW: Yes. I've got my "room," which is soundproofed, where I can go and not bother anybody. I've got a lot of records of my favorite players down there, so I can play with the records, steal licks, and check out videos. I work out my own stuff by getting an idea from Stick Control and spreading it out between my hands and feet. Recently I bought an old cut-out Olatunji record, and I've been taking the overall feel of the African drum things and translating it to the drumset. That's basically what I did on the RPM material when we wrote the second album.

MB: Do you put much emphasis on hand and stick control when you practice?

TW: I think you have to spend a lot of time working on your hands. I've spent quite a bit of time really working on my hands over the last couple of years. When I was younger and doing rudimental drum contests, I had to focus on my hand and stick exercises. In studio work or drumset playing, it's very easy to let hand workouts slide, so I really work on going back and forth between matched and traditional grips. I do play a good amount of technically styled stuff with Jay Patten, the pop saxophone artist I work with a lot, and also with the Prisoners of Love. But in
the world’s leading drummers...

“I look forward to all the information Modern Drummer provides—from the interviews to the columns to the ads.”

read the world’s leading drum magazine

MODERN DRUMMER
I'm not called on to do a lot of double strokes or chops stuff.

**MB:** When it comes to fills in the studio, have you found that less is more?

**TW:** When you're making a pop record or a country record, I think less is more. As an accompanist you don't want to detract from what the artist is doing. The song and the melody are the main focus, and you have to be very careful with that. On the other hand, in a jazz or fusion thing, you have more room to fill up, and some of the jingle things I do are like that too.

**MB:** Is it a requirement to have really incredible chops to work in the studio?

**TW:** In the country stuff and the rock tunes it's not necessary; playing the music is what you have to do. There are some guys who are great "feel" players and who don't really have "hands." Sometimes I do get called for things that really require good hands. For some people it's not necessary, but I do get some of those calls because I can play that style. In my opinion the real key is knowing when to use chops and when not to. Even the players who are playing in clubs and really overdoing it know that that's not the way it should be done. They may be practicing all this stuff and wanting to use it, but I think anyone who has played for any period of time knows when it's right and when it's wrong.

**MB:** If you were asked to give some advice to up & coming players, what would you tell them?

**TW:** I think setting goals gives you something to shoot for and really work toward. I never had the specific goal of being a studio player; I just wanted to be in a successful group. As the years went by and the groups sort of fell apart around me, the studio thing just evolved. When that happened, then it became my goal to do a lot of studio work; but it wasn't the original goal. Things change, and you've got to go with the flow.

**MB:** Do you miss being a band member? Would you like to get back into a group now?

**TW:** I do enough live playing to keep me happy, and there's no pressure involved. There are enough things happening in that regard that don't interfere with my sessions.

**MB:** How important do you think a player's equipment is? Do you have to have great gear in order to be a great player?

**TW:** It can be important. If I'm called to do just part of an album with some other drummer and I have to duplicate sounds, it is important. On the other hand, on a call where that's not the situation, I think you can get the job done with a good set of drums. But if you're splitting the gig with someone, you must be state-of-the-art.

**MB:** How critical are stands, mounts, and the like?

**TW:** I think it's critical to have reliable equipment, not necessarily the biggest and heaviest stuff. There's nothing worse than a breakdown on the gig. With my live jazz kit I have light stands that are all fairly new, but the important thing is reliability. I also feel that you should have good-sounding heads on your drums, not heads that are played out. It's not necessary to spend a lot of money on an expensive, exotic wood set of drums; that won't help you play better. A good set of drums that will hold tuning is all that you can ask for, because you still have to play them. When it comes to snare drums, mine are all pretty moderately priced, but you can spend a lot of money on really exotic snare drums, which won't necessarily make you sound any better. I think you've got to have a set that sounds good and that's in good shape, if that's how you make your living. I'm not one of these guys who believes you need a Rolls Royce to get the job done. The key is to find something you like; you've got to go with your ears.

Over the years I've gone against the grain, where a lot of players went to the wood shells. I had some kits that were fiberglass, and now the Remo kits I've been playing for four years are synthetic also, and there are other synthetics that sound great, too. Synthetics seem to match up better tonally from drum to drum around the kit.

**MB:** What other types of equipment do you use?

**TW:** The big thing that I got into three and a half years ago, with the invention of the Akai S900, was using the sampler instead of a closed-system drum brain with a small number of available sounds. I'm using the sampler with an entire MIDI system. [See Tommy's Electronics.]
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I've been playing Remo for a while because the kick and toms have a lot of attack on top, and they're real fat. They also work real well when triggering. I use a lot of different Remo snare drums in all different sizes. In other brands I have a brass shell, a bronze, a Black Beauty, an Aerolite aluminum snare drum, and other snares made of various materials for different sounds. I carry about 10 snare drums to sessions just about every time, unless I know a certain producer is locked in on certain sounds. In that case I've got a case with three snare drums in it—a 3", a 5", and a 6 1/2" that all have triggers installed on them. All the other snare drums are kept in one separate case.

Obviously you start with the acoustic snare drum, but if I want to effect the sound, I start triggering samples to enhance the sound. I carry about 200 snare sounds on disc for the sampler, but I'd say I use only 10 of them regularly. It's funny, you can have a lot of sounds, but you find a few that work for you and use them almost exclusively.

On my main studio kit I have everything individually mounted, because having the toms on the same rack gives you too much sympathetic vibration. When you hit one, the others resonate; even with two toms mounted on the bass drum I get less sympathetic vibration than if I have them mounted on a rack. My 10" tom is mounted on the cymbal stand on the left side, and my 12" tom is mounted on the cymbal stand on the right. This isn't so much for isolation purposes, but so that I can easily pull the bass drum out and put in the Drum Workshop electronic pedal. Often I play the acoustic drums except for the bass drum.

**MB:** Different sessions require different drum sounds, so tell me how you handle the cymbal situation. Is it as diverse?

**TW:** I use three different sets of cymbals, but that's changing. I really like the new Paistes and just started getting my set of the signature series. But I have been using a set of 3000s in the studio. All of them are black Color Sounds also. The main reason I use the Color Sounds is that Jay Patten always stands right in front of the drums, and for some reason the finish on the Color Sounds seems to give them a more mellow tone, almost like a Turkish cymbal without the trashy high-end sound. So when I really blast them they don't bother him as much, and they sound really sweet in the overheads.

All my ride cymbals are 18", because I like their cut and the way they set up. The first time I really got hip to 18" rides was when I saw Bernard Purdie play with Jeff Beck in Atlanta 15 years ago; I've been into them ever since.

**MB:** What kind of tuning do you use on your drums?

**TW:** My bass drum is tuned just about as loose as it can go without flapping. In the studio I put a packing blanket in it and a weight that the cartage guys carry around—an Atlas mic' stand bottom that I even have a separate case for.

**MB:** Do you use cartage companies to move your drums to all of your gigs?

**TW:** Yes. In Nashville almost everybody hires cartage companies to move their gear. They simply carry and set up all of your equipment at the studio or the gig. They don't do any patching of electronic gear or run any lines from triggers to the rack, but they do everything else. Then at the end of your session, you call them on their beeper, and they come and take it to the next session or back to the storage room. The storage room is where I keep all of my gear. I have a carpet in front of my shelves, where I tune, do repairs, and work on my electronics. The cartage company has rehearsal rooms also.

Getting back to tuning, the snare drums get tuned in every imaginable way, but in general I tune the shallower ones high, the medium ones in the middle, and the largest snares the loosest. Obviously you can tune the deeper drums higher and the smaller drums lower, but when a producer asks me for a high-pitched sound, I pull out a piccolo. There's something visual about the size of the drums. The same thing applies when I pull out a 6 1/2" drum, which I use for ballads. They're thinking, "Yeah, this will be a deep-sounding drum." I've got this one 6 1/2" Remo snare drum with an Emperor head on it with the dot underneath that I keep tuned real low, and all the musicians and producers call it the
“The most massive bass drum sound you can have, plenty of sustain and depth from the toms and a snare drum with lots of crack and bottom…DW Drums have a ‘killer’ sound.”
"love drum."

My toms get tuned to where they resonate with the most natural pitch. I tune the top and bottom heads to the same pitch, and I get them ringing as much as possible with a fundamental tone and as little harmonics as possible. If one head is obviously more live than the other one, then I'll put a little tape on it—not to dampen it, but to match it to the other drums.

Live I tend to tune a little tighter, and I tune the bottom heads up just a bit so that there's some harmonics. If you have toms that are tuned too close together, less than a minor third, then there's vibration between the drums that shows up on tape and sounds like a wobble in between them. If you have three or four toms that are wobbling against each other it will drive an engineer nuts. So you should tune the toms a minor third apart or even a fourth, then when you go around the toms they're in tune with each other.

MB: From your attitude throughout this interview, it's obvious that you're a very contented guy.

TW: Most of the time, because I get to play my drums. Obviously there are days when you think you should have tried something else. Most of the time, though, I'm really happy about the way things go and the way I'm playing. Most of the time I'm not playing "chops" stuff; 90% of the time I'm just trying to make a good record. I think it's more than keeping time that's important, it's also adding color and a little personality where someone else might not.

MB: Have your goals changed over time? What are they today?

TW: That's a tough question. When I first started out I just wanted to play the drums. I attended Berklee for a short time and then joined a rock 'n' roll band, one thing lead to another, and now here I am. As long as I can be better each time I sit down behind my drums, I'm headed toward my goal. Goals constantly change, and achieving one goal makes you look for new ones. But every time I do a session or sit down to play I realize that this is what I want to do for as long as I can hold sticks.
On tour with Bill Marshall and the Hank Williams, Jr. Band

Here's how hard-playing Bill Marshall defines Gibraltar quality. “I set up and tear down more than 300 times a year, so I know what dependability means. From my pedals to my cage, Gibraltar Hardware is Rock Solid!” Whether you set up once a day or once a week, connect with precision-crafted Gibraltar Hardware. See the complete line of Gibraltar free-standing hardware and Power Rack Systems at your local drum shop.
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c/o Kaman Percussion Team
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The All-New Gibraltar 9000 Series Hardware
this store—which is a shame, because they have a couple of outlets in the Bay Area and their hours are very convenient. But I feel that they are being very unfair to the interests of drummers. I have made my complaints known to the salespersons at their stores on quite a few occasions, and, while they are always very nice, they don't seem that bothered about it. Their reasoning for this policy was that they were having problems with theft and with people not putting things back in the right places. I hope that it is not because they are on commission and therefore are not interested in any extra work on "small change" sales. I also hope that no other stores adopt this policy. It is up to us drummers to complain and make our needs known. In fairness, it is also up to us to be tidy when looking at these items so as to deter other stores from adopting such a policy.

Even though their prices are good and their hours and location are convenient, I would still rather take my business to a store that allows drummers to pick and choose—whether they are spending five or five hundred dollars. I purchased my last drumkit from this store; I will think twice before buying my next one from them.

Daniel
San Francisco CA
For the '90s, Stick with the innovator -
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excellent way to improve your sense of time. Although a traditional metronome is fine, it needn't be your only option. You're quite correct when you surmise that a key-wound or electric metronome that produces only a “click” sound would be drowned out by playing on drums. For that application, a metronome or drum machine that has a headphone jack is recommended. The advantage of a drum machine over a metronome is that the drum machine can be programmed with more musical sounds and with rhythmic patterns other than straight beats. This makes practicing a bit more musical—and enjoyable—and still maintains exact tempo. There are any number of drum machines on the market in a variety of price ranges; check with a local music retailer regarding a model that will suit your purpose. Be certain that it has headphone capability. (Some more expensive electric metronomes also feature headphone jacks. Although they are less musical than drum machines, they are also much less expensive, and may be another option to consider.)

For using a timekeeping device while actually performing, we can offer a few suggestions: The simplest and least expensive method is to employ a metronome that has a blinking light in addition to the sound it produces. You'll want one that can have its sound turned off at your discretion so as not to be audible from the stage. You simply make a note of the correct tempo setting for each song in your repertoire, set the metronome accordingly before counting off the song, and keep an eye on it while playing. This will give you a constant point of reference for the correct tempo. A slightly more sophisticated version of this method is the Nady SongStarter, an electronic device that can be programmed with the temps of up to 32 songs. It can give you just the first 16 beats of a song to establish the tempo, or can be set to keep flashing the tempo indefinitely, throughout the song. It offers both its light and a click track output, and is available from Nady Systems, Inc., at 1145 65th Street, Oakland, California, 94608.

A different approach is offered by the Beat Bug, from L.T. Lug Lock. Rather than flashing or clicking a tempo at you for you to follow, the Beat Bug keeps track of the tempo at which you are playing—and any changes in it—and gives you a constant digital readout. In this way, you are the one establishing and controlling the tempo, but you still have a reference source to help you make adjustments if necessary. The Beat Bug sits atop your snare drum rim, clearly visible but out of the way of your playing. It is the best device we know of to help develop solid timekeeping, settle arguments regarding temps, and still keep the maintenance of proper tempo completely the responsibility of the drummer. Contact L.T. Lug Lock, P.O. Box 204, Tonawanda, New York 14151, for further information.
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**TWO GREAT NEW RELEASES FROM DCI**

**Gregg Bissonette**

Private Lesson

Gregg covers a broad range of styles and techniques, including rudiments, brushes, rock, latin, funk, swing, double bass, solos, fills, and developing time and groove. His incredible playing is captured in a fantastic solo and four segments with sequenced keyboard. 77 min.

**Peter Erskine**

Timekeeping 2

Afro-Caribbean, Brazilian and Funk

On his second video for DCI, Peter explores eighth and sixteenth note feels including calypso, samba, songo, funk and reggae, plus some jazz and “free” music. Each style is superbly demonstrated by a trio featuring John Abercrombie and Marc Johnson. Booklet included. 66 min.

Please send me: □ VHS □ Beta

- Gregg Bissonette Private Lesson $39.95  □ Peter Erskine Timekeeping 2 $39.95
- Peter Erskine Everything Is Timekeeping $49.95

Name ___________________________________________ Address ___________________________________________

City ___________________________________________ State __ Zip __ Phone ___________________________ Exp. __________

Mastercard/Visa Card No. __________________________ Signature __________________________

□ Check if new address

Add $5.00 per order shipping ($6.00 per tape outside the U.S.) NY State residents add appropriate sales tax. Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. PAL available, add $5.00 per tape.

DCI Videos are available at your local music retailer.
If You're Interested In Drumming As A Hobby Or A Career.....The Organization to Help You Achieve Your Goals Is The National Drum Association N.D.A.

**DIVISIONS**

- **Drum Club**
  - New Member Kit Includes *ID Card allows you to be involved in any other NDA division*
  - Membership Certificate
  - 12 Issues of NDA Newsletter Featuring "P.O. Box to the Stars"

- **Consultation**
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  - *National Drum Week*
  - *"Battle of the Beats"*
  - *National-Hall of Fame*
  - *"The Memory Remains"*
  - *"Drums For Fun"*
  - *"The Hot 100"*
  - *National Drum Museum*

- **Convention**
  - *Annual Exhibition of Equipment*
  - *Concerts*
  - *Workshops*
  - *Private & Group Lessons, Master Classes*
  - *Membership Jam*
  - *Membership Meeting Appreciation Dinner*

- **Referral**
  - Connects Bands, Teachers, Manufacturers, Retailers, Publishers, *Seeking Drummers, Students, Endorsees, Specialists, Authors & Vice-Versa*

- **Education**
  - *Clinics & Seminars*
  - *Drum Camp*
  - *Teacher, Student & Clinician Exchange Programs*
  - *National Drum Library* "History of Drumming Series"

- **Hotline**
  - A Telephone Service Giving You: *Daily Updates on Activities, Artists, Products*

- **Club Store**
  - Offers a Variety of High Quality Drumming Merchandise & NDA Gear Thru The Mail Order Catalog

"Drum in the 90's — Everyone Can Play"

Times Square Station, P.O. Box 737
New York, NY 10108-0737
Information & Membership 212-768-DRUM
Fax 212-768-0510

Join Now—And Start the N.D.A. Working for You!

- **M** Annual Membership $30.00/ Fill Out & Mail Coupon with Check or M.O. Made Payable to National Drum Assoc.
- **M** Send Me the NDA Benefits Brochure.

Name __________________________ Phone ( ) __________________________
Street __________________________ Age __________________________
City/Town ______________________ State ______ Zip ______ Country ________
and then get real drummers to play over them—but spend hours and hours getting the drummers to play spot-on. They might as well keep the machine track, if that's the feel they want!"

Something that Jimmy finds particularly enjoyable about the TFF gig is playing with percussionist Carole Steele. "I haven't told anybody about this until now," Jimmy laughs, "but I've never played live with a percussionist before. In the studio, yes, but never in concerts. Drummers and percussionists together can be a disaster, but Carole and I hit it off from day one. She is an incredible musician. Her taste and sense of timing is impeccable. As I'm coming down to hit the snare drum, I can feel her placing a couple of notes just in front. She plays around the beat so well. Also, she's one of the great personalities in the band; she makes us all laugh."

Apart from various business-related frustrations over the years, Jimmy has been dogged by tinnitus: a constant whistling in the ears, which he considers to be a particular danger for drummers, "It first started when I was playing in Japan," he explains. "I had large stereo monitors on either side of me, right by my ears. I came back to England with these strange sounds in my head. The doctors diagnosed the problem and said that the only thing I could do was quit playing. I was devastated, but I was determined to find a way to continue. It was while I was visiting my wife's family in Houston, Texas that her mother recommended an ear clinic there. I went to them, and they were magnificent. They introduced me to soft foam earplugs, and I've been using them for the last six years. They have enabled me to continue.

"I have to say that a lot of players ignore this danger," Jimmy continues. "I know I did. People used to warn me, 'You'll do your ears in,' but I just carried on, regardless. Drummers are particularly vulnerable; you are going to be the first ones whose ears go. You are hitting cymbals, the snare drum cracks; you've got all the different frequencies at once. I'd recommend to drummers to wear earplugs—at least in rehearsal—before they have trouble with their hearing. It doesn't affect your playing, it just takes away some of the top end and makes things a bit quieter for you. I think it has made me play better; I don't hold back, I'm confident." Jimmy realizes that there is a possibility of his becoming deaf later in life, because although his tinnitus isn't getting any worse, it isn't getting any better, either. However, he refuses to feel sorry for himself, and wants to warn other people not to fall into the same trap.

The trend in recent years has been for "bands" to actually consist of one or two songwriters/frontmen who hire other musicians when they need them, for recording or touring. Jimmy seems to have established himself as one of these "hired guns." Does he see his career continuing in this way, or are there other plans or ambitions? "I've been interested in forming a regular band
THE WINNING COMBINATION

Pictured at a recent MI Graduation are (top row left to right)
5. Tobias Proffen, PIT Outstanding Stylist (jazz—Pearl) 6. Owen Goldman
7. Dale Titus, BIT Most Improved Player 8. Steve Colucci, PIT Most Improved
Player 9. Carlton Savage, GIT Outstanding Stylist (Gibson award) 10. Tim
14. Martin Teboe, GIT Human Relations Award winner 15. Angela Kelman,
VIT Outstanding Student of the Year (advanced program) 16. Pat Hicks
Carroll, GIT Outstanding Stylist (Kramer award) 22. Mike Sauer, PIT
Outstanding Stylist (all around—Remo) 23. Michael Gee—Yamaha
winner 26. Hannes Hannesson, GIT Most Improved Player 27. Ed Roscetti
31. George Barrett—Remo 32. Lee Sabel, PIT Outstanding Student of the Year
33. Keith Unger, PIT Human Relations Award winner 34. Dick Hamilton
35. Richard Garcia 36. Mark Rio (representing Pearl) 37. Juan Carlos Sabater,
GIT Outstanding Student of the Year 38. Sabine Fieg, VIT Outstanding
Student of the Year (regular program) 39. Arnou Teixeira Melo Filho, BIT
Outstanding Student of the Year 40. Fred Dinkens 41. Paul Farnen Not
pictured: Chuck Fukagawa—Ibanez, Jun Hovokawa—Tama, Pat Rogers—
Sabian. Award winners not pictured: George Nishigoni, PIT Outstanding
Stylist (Fusion award—Tama), James Hanran, VIT Most Improved Student
(regular program), Jess Moreno, VIT Most Improved Student (advanced
program).
Our thanks to FENDER, GIBSON, IBANEZ, KRAMER, OVATION,
PEARL, REMO, SABIAN, TAMA, WARWICK, YAMAHA and ZILDJIAN
for their genuine interest in quality music education and for providing the fine instru-
ments presented. And a special thanks to PEAVEY for providing the fine equipment
in use throughout the school year.
with a group of friends," he says, "and I have tried it; but it has never worked out. They've always been good players; but the bands have always lacked that certain something—and I don't know what it is—that makes record companies decide that it's worth putting their resources behind you. Money has never been the motivation for playing, but I have to be realistic. I'm well into my 30's now, and I've got a family.

"I do believe that playing in a band unit is the greatest thing in the world," says Copley, "but you get a similar buzz doing the big tours as a sideman. The Tears For Fears tour will last until July this year. After that, I reckon that Roland and Curt will be taking a break, but when they do another record and another tour, I hope I'll be on both. There will be other things coming along. I'd like to work with Go West again. They've become good friends of mine. I've done some more recording with them, and they'll have another album out soon. They tend to be underrated by the media, but the circle of musicians that I'm in takes them very seriously. If I can make a living by playing some of the best music around with some of the best people, I'm content."
Extrasensory Reception

The Mapex Saturn Series will take you to the limits of sensory stimulation . . .

Saturn shines like a shimmering star. Shaped by seven layers of the choicest maple and select hardwoods, then buffed to a brilliant luster, Mapex “Powershells” guarantee a professional performance with crystal-clear sound and no hint of overtones or background “noise.”

On-stage, Saturn is a proven performer making its presence known with a crisp snare that cuts through the crowd and a booming bass you can feel down to your bones. Saturn is good on its feet, too! Adjustable leg spurs on floor toms and double-braced stands with rubber boots provide maximum stability and eliminate any chance of unexpected “hat-tipping.” And a new Pro-Lok system with extended locking lever offers reliability in the heat of your performance.

Mapex drums carry a “5/2” limited warranty plan — five-years on drums; two years on hardware.

So remember . . . when you’re looking for an extra special performance, look to the Mapex Saturn Series . . . where you’ll get an “extrasensory reception” both on and off stage.

MAPEX
P.O. Box 748
Effingham, IL 62401
(217) 342-9211
capability of truly emulating the performance of a real drummer/percussionist.

While programming I often found the DATA ENTRY keys to be too sensitive. Many times I would attempt to advance a function one step forward or backward, but the result was multiple steps in either direction. With the voice pads themselves, I experienced the same problem. Multiple triggering often created flamtching, which was a considerable problem when a high quantize rate was being used.

**Step Write.** This is the second selection available from the four main menus, and it also has four parameters associated with it. Setting the number of bars and time signature are the same as with Real Time Write. "TIMING CORRECT" is the third parameter, which refers to the step-to-step timing increments used when moving through the pattern. You are given the choice of the following timing intervals (one beat to the next beat): 08=(1/48), 12=(1/32), 16=(1/24), 32=(1/12), 48=(1/8), 64=(1/6), and 96=(1/4).

"AUTO-SCAN" is the fourth parameter found in Step Write. It functions as a tool to quickly advance through a pattern, skipping over empty beats and moving you directly to the next actual beat written on. For example, suppose you have a four-bar pattern with very detailed 32nd-note hi-hat phrases appearing only sporadically throughout. You have decided to accent the third beat of each phrase. With AUTO-SCAN turned on, you do not have to wade through many empty beats in order to cross the next hi-hat phrase. The XR-10 will automatically take you to the next 32nd-note grouping, skipping over the empty parts of each measure. It's a very well-implemented feature that can save you time when writing and/or editing.

Within the Step Write mode, the LCD display will give you all pertinent information relating to the task at hand. The bar number, beat number, and clock settings are given, as well as the velocity (volume level) for each voice or sample used, the pad bank being utilized, and the total number of notes written on each beat. These features make editing a pattern a breeze, whether you are adding accents, erasing any information, or simply writing in a new voice.

**Copy/Delete.** These two functions are self-explanatory. The Copy function saves you time in duplicating a pattern or phrase or writing a new pattern similar to one already written. You can copy any pattern to a new user location, delete any unwanted information, add new voice data, etc. This can be stored as a totally new pattern. Deleting any pattern or deleting any voice data within a pattern is accomplished by selecting it and choosing the delete function. Simple and straightforward.

**Song Write.** After writing and editing your patterns, the Song Write mode allows you to chain them together in any order you wish in order to complete a song. The XR-10 functions like most drum machines in...
this mode, by allowing you to sequence patterns together in "Steps." Up to 99 sequenced steps may be written for each song. Repeats for any particular sequence of patterns (for example, repeating the verse or chorus) are possible. Integrating your user-programmed patterns with any of the factory pre-sets is also possible. During song play, the LCD will display all pertinent information, including: the global tempo selected, the step number assigned to each pattern being used, pad bank setting, and, of course, the song number. A total of 20 songs may be programmed within the XR-10 at one time.

Although programming patterns into a song form is accomplished easily, the user is somewhat limited in terms of producing a musical drum part, which includes minor tempo fluctuations. By fluctuations I am referring to the ability to program "human imperfections" within the song itself. Inherent in almost everyone's performances are very slight tendencies to rush or drag a particular part or phrase. The transition from a verse into a chorus is a perfect example of where many players will increase the tempo by a couple of beats per minute. I have programmed on many sessions utilizing other drum machines that have the capability of slightly altering tempos with the song form. While not an absolute necessity, this function is almost essential if truly realistic programming is your objective, and it is surely missed on the XR-10.

MIDI Functions

All MIDI functions are controlled and edited within the utility modes, which include: setting the memory protect function to "on" or "off," MIDI channel receiving/transmit assignments, and individual note number assignments per voice. MIDI bulk data dumps/retrievals are activated here, as well as setting the MIDI clock functions.

As previously mentioned, MIDI IN and OUT jacks are provided, but not a MIDI THRU jack. By excluding this jack, MIDI capabilities are somewhat limited. Many manufacturers give the user the option of choosing the MIDI OUT jack to function as a MIDI THRU port as well. I was disappointed by the omission of this possibility. Nevertheless, basic MIDI functions are present, and easy to access.

Conclusions

Overall, the Akai XR-10 is a pretty nice machine for the money. The quality of its sounds is fantastic; pattern and sound programming is relatively easy and (for the most part) flexible; possession of extensive sound-editing functions coupled with 32 user locations is a great asset; and the footswitch capabilities are nice.

However, there are a few improvements that I would suggest to make the XR-10 not just good, but great. First off, the manual must be made clearer. Having a concise, comprehensible tutorial for any piece of electronic gear is absolutely essential. Next, the sensitivity problems I encountered with both data and voice keypads should be addressed. It would also be helpful if the user could be given a readout of the percentage of memory remaining; this is a feature found on most other competitive drum machines. Finally, giving the user more flexibility to program volume/tempo changes within the Song Mode would be a very nice addition.

Many drum machines are being used today as high-quality sound modules for triggering applications. I personally recommend the XR-10 for this purpose, as its sounds are excellent and it triggered nicely from my drumKAT MIDI controller. All in all, the XR-10 is an affordable, relatively well-rounded drum machine. It includes the basic functions for rhythm programming and a user-friendly interface, and it would make an excellent addition to anyone's list of sound modules. Hopefully, Akai will introduce another drum machine in the future with some added programming tools and possibly an expansion slot for additional RAM voice cards. With the introduction of the XR-10, they seem to be headed in the right direction. The suggested retail price for the XR-10 is $699.95.
MD TRIVIA WINNER

Brian Freed of Baltimore, Maryland is the winner of MD's Trivia Contest in the March '90 issue. Brian's card was drawn from among those who knew that the legendary jazz drummer who portrayed a gunfighter in the western Zacharia, co-starring Don Johnson, was none other than Elvin Jones.

Brian's correct answer gains him a five-piece set of Beato Pro 1 drum bags, along with a cymbal bag, a stick bag, gloves, and other accessories from Beato Musical Products. Congratulations to Brian from Beato and Modern Drummer.

SABIAN AD CAMPAIGNS WIN HONORS

Two of Sabian's advertising campaigns recently won honors at the National Media Conference and Public Relations Forum in New York City. Sabian's "Hear The Difference" campaign took finalist honors, and its NewsBeat newsletter won a Mercury Bronze Award. The awards recognize world-class performances in marketing communications. Both campaigns were conceived of and executed by Hawk Communication Studios Inc., of New Brunswick, Canada.

SAM ASH MUSIC SCHOOL

Sam Ash Music Corporation, which has been in business since 1924 and operates nine Sam Ash music stores in the New York metropolitan area, has announced the opening of their first music school. Operated by musician and teacher Jack Knight, the school is "introducing new concepts in learning through the playing of hit songs on popular instruments." Most students take two classes a week—one on their instrument, and one in a band setting. The school uses teaching aids like drum machines, multi-track recorders, and digitally recorded backgrounds. Traditional private lessons in singing and playing are also offered.

Courses in new technologies are featured at the school, including classes in professional recording, MIDI systems, sequencing, and using computers for composing, arranging, and recording. Rhythm section labs are also offered, in addition to master classes by visiting professionals, and preschool classes will be introduced soon.

The school is located at 1077 Route 1, in Edison, New Jersey, just south of the intersection with Route 287. Call (201) 549-0011 for more information.

DRUM SCREEN INVENTOR OPENS SHOP

Tom Postema, creator of the Original Drum Screen, has started his own drum shop, appropriately called Postema Drum Center. The new store is 3,000 square feet, and Postema says that he is expanding the total number of drumset lines carried in the shop to more than ten. Postema's Drum Screen is a clear plastic sound isolator designed to be placed around drumsets in the studio and/or live. (See MD's December '89 Industry Happenings column for further description.)
HORACEE ARNOLD/WILLIAM CALHOUN CONCERT-CLINIC

As part of their Midday Artists Series this past March, William Paterson College, in Wayne, New Jersey, sponsored a concert-clinic by Horacee Arnold and William Calhoun. The performance began with Arnold playing a number of solo pieces, in which he played acoustic drums supplemented by electronic samples. Rather than merely triggering samples from his drumset, Arnold was using sequenced sounds. What made the piece interesting was that the sequenced parts would come in and out, leaving it up to Arnold's sense of time and feel to be ready to react to the sounds when they came back in. "I know the piece very well, and I gauge my playing and judge how much I can do in between," he explains. "So when the figure comes back in, I immediately respond to it, either playing with it or in between it." Among the other pieces in Arnold's presentation were "Tail," "8:30 A.M., February 11," "Drum Town," and "Majestic Bull."

After Arnold's solo performance, William Calhoun came out and played some of his own solo work. A particularly effective part of Calhoun's performance was his use of a 1971 Rogers snare, which has been turned into a timbale, plus his use of his snare drum with the snares turned off. Calhoun used the Rogers snare as more than a timbale, though, as he played it within a drumset groove, effectively riding on it on various patterns. "When I used to practice at home," William says, "I started experimenting with things like taking the snares off; all of a sudden it's like you're playing in a new room."

Next Arnold and Calhoun played an almost entirely improvised duet. Though the two once shared a student/teacher relationship, William says that they never really played together in the manner that they did at this show. "It's like a call-and-answer kind of thing," he explains. "Sometimes his particular part is leading, and I'll follow, or vice versa. The thing about drums is that it's a heavily rhythmic instrument, but it is also a heavy melodic thing. That's the side of it that's overlooked. Horacee's and my drumsets are different: The sizes are different, the wood is different; they have different sounds and timbres, and they're played with different techniques. And all those things make for great musical improvisation. You learn so much about your own playing, time, and timbre when you do things like this."

"William and I talked about approaching this in terms of music," Horacee continues. "We started looking at things to create touch and color, because I think a lot of times that has more substance than the technique does. The technique we can always get, but the musicality is the hard part."

Both Arnold and Calhoun agree that this concert-clinic could be just the beginning of a series of similar improvisatory performances between the two drummers. "In a clinic situation where you have two drummers, I think you get more communicated," Arnold explains. "One person will say something, and that will trigger something else in the other person. So you get more of a complete picture that way." Perhaps drummers outside of the New Jersey area will soon also get more of the "complete picture" according to Arnold and Calhoun. Keep your ears and eyes open.

—Adam Budofsky
New From Premier

Premier has recently revealed a host of new equipment, including its RokLok tom-tom holder, supplied as standard equipment on APK/XPK and Projector kits. A ball-and-socket-based design, the holder is also designed to hold an extra cymbal boom stand.

Other new hardware includes the 253 bass drum pedal and the 277 double pedal—both featuring double chain linkage—plus Premier's X-hat dummy hi-hat holder, which can be set in an open or closed position.

In the snare drum department, Premier has introduced its Tone Belt, available in the model 21 and Heavy Rock 9 snare drums. The Tone Belt controls midrange ring without killing high-end cut. In addition, the Premier 2024 piccolo snare has been replaced by the 2034—a lacquered steel shell replaced by a 100% polished and lacquered brass one—and the parallelaction snare throw-off of the 2032, 2035, and 2029 snare drums has been replaced by the 642 lever throw-off. Further, the new Premier 7026 snare, standard with all APK/XPK kits, is an 8-lug drum with a heavy beaded shell. Finally, Premier's HTS 284 marching snare drum features 16 strands of independently tensioned synthetic gut snares, plus a shell that is free of any piercing.

In addition, the company has made improvements on its Projector and Resonator kits, and has introduced the Premier/Voelker drum rack system, featuring a suspension system that makes the bass drums appear to float.

Premier Percussion Ltd., Blaby Road, Wigston, Leicester, LE8 2DF, UK, tel: 0533 7733121.

Lp Additions

Latin Percussion has recently introduced new items into its percussion line, including its first wooden bata drums—an iya (large), an itolele (medium), and an oconcolo (small). All three batas come with a neck strap, tuning wrench, and lug lube. A Pro Shekere, made with a white fiberglass shell, is also available from LP, as is a Traditional Cabasa featuring a fiberglass shell and tough nylon cording that doesn't fatigue like the wire on the original traditional cabasa did. Latin Percussion, 160 Belmont Ave., Garfield, NJ 07026.
Each month we'll bring you classic feature interviews with the leading drummers in the world today. Here's your chance to pick up tips that will help you improve your own playing.

Our *Inside* series will take you behind the scenes of the drum industry. *MD's* wide roster of informative columns will offer you hundreds of ideas to help you be the best you can be. And our enlightening reviews of new products, books, records, and videos will keep you abreast of everything today's active drummer needs to know to stay on top.

Check out our *Sound Supplements* to hear what your favorite drummers are doing—and how they are doing it. Have that important question answered by a leading pro. Enter our regular *Trivia* contests and win thousands of dollars in valuable drum equipment!

You'll not only save money as a subscriber, but you'll also be entitled to a special BONUS copy of *MD's Equipment Annual* containing thousands of products, prices, and important industry information.

*Modern Drummer* has led the way for drummers around the world for 14 years. Why risk missing even a single issue of the most important drum magazine on the market? Subscribe today...and we'll open the window on the drumming world *for* you!
YAMAHA ACCESSORIES

New from Yamaha are hand-held percussion instruments such as the YT200 and YT 100 tambourines, the YS200 slapstick, and YWB 200 and YWB 100 wood blocks. Yamaha has also introduced its Field-Master marching drumsticks, including the Jay Wanamaker Signature wood-tip (3S), and the Fred Sanford Signature nylon (3SN) and wood (25) tips. Yamaha also offers a wide variety of other accessories, including straps, stands, cases, covers, and maintenance items.

Yamaha Corp. of America, Band & Orchestral Division, 3445 East Paris Ave., SE, P.O. Box 899, Grand Rapids, MI 49512-0899, (616) 940-4900.

SLINGERLAND IMPROVEMENTS

Slingerland Spirit drums now offer a 5-ply mahogany shell with 45-degree beveled bearing edges, felt-loaded lugs, neoprene sleeves, memory locks, and original Slingerland-style lugs, counterhoops, and badge. The Spirit Plus kit comes with double-braced stands and Evans CAD/CAM Uno 58 1000 heads, and is available in mirror chrome, black, dark blue, and metallic red finishes. HSS, Inc., Lakeridge Park, 101 Sycamore Dr., Ashland, VA 23005, (804) 270-5500.

BOSS DR-550 DR. RHYTHM

According to Boss, their DR-550 Dr. Rhythm is a drum machine suitable for beginners or musicians who want to expand their rhythm setups at an affordable price. The DR-550 features editable high-quality sampled sounds, external storage capabilities, a MIDI IN jack, and stereo outputs. It also features a lightweight, compact design, and a battery power supply.

Other features include 16-bit dynamic range, a 31.25kHz sampling rate, 48 internal sounds, and 12-voice polyphony. Each sound can be edited for level, accent follow, decay, panning, assign type, and tone color, and can be assigned to the unit's 12 keypads. In addition, 64 preset patterns and another 64 user-programmed patterns can be stored in memory. BOSS Products Division, RolandCorp US, 7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040, (213)685-5141.
Ace of Clubs

Why are Ludwig Rockers® showing up in so many clubs? Because they give working drummers the tools they need to get the job done right.

Whatever kind of dates you play, there's a Rocker kit that fits. If one of the 12 different standard configurations isn't exactly what you're looking for, the complete selection of component drums—plus three different hardware options and 11 different finishes—will let you build your own. And whether you go with one of our configurations or one of your own, you'll be getting the price tag that's made Rockers one of the best deals in drums.

So if you're playing for pay, pay a visit to your Ludwig dealer and play some Rockers. Once you do, you'll see why they're becoming the first choice of drummers who make their money by making music.

Ludwig®
A Slingerland Company • P.O. Box 300 • Elkhart, IN 46515
NEW FROM LUDWIG

Ludwig has recently introduced new six-piece Rocker outfits. The LR-2426-RM features suspended toms on low double tom stands with floor-tom positioning, plus smaller tom sizes (9x10, 11x12, 13x14, and 14x15). The bass drum measures 16x22, the snare 6 1/2x14. The LR-255-STH features the traditional five-piece kit plus an add-on 9x10 power tom suspended on an add-on single tom holder.

Ludwig has also recently introduced two lines of tambourines, the Educator line, which features natural skin heads, and the Pro line, which features genuine goatskin heads. Both lines include 8" and 10" single-row headless models, and 8" and 10" single-row and 10" double-row models with heads. Ludwig Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 310, Elkhart, IN 46515, (219) 522-1675.

PURECUSSION GEAR

Ludwig has recently introduced two lines of tambourines, the Educator line, which features natural skin heads, and the Pro line, which features genuine goatskin heads. Both lines include 8" and 10" single-row headless models, and 8" and 10" single-row and 10" double-row models with heads. Ludwig Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 310, Elkhart, IN 46515, (219) 522-1675.

PURECUSSION's Trigger Set features two 10" tunable drums with RIMS mounts and specially designed triggers by Barcus-Berry that clip-mount onto the tuning ring beneath the head. Universal side plates allow players to use their existing hardware. Also new from the company are a multi-purpose gig bag and a stand bag made from Tolex. Each features a wood bottom insert, a removable strap, and an oversized trap pocket. In addition, the company has now made available a RIMS mount that securely suspends 18" floor Ave. South, Minneapolis, MN 55416, tel: (612) 927-2330, fax: (612) 927-2333.

SONOR PROTEC DOUBLE PEDAL

Sonor has recently added the new Protec double pedal model Z 9392 to its hardware line. The pedal features a telescoping connecting rod, which is hinged on both sides for angling and placement of each individual pedal, plus tension-adjustable expansion springs for both pedals. Also featured are two-piece footboards with removable toe stops, a left pedal support plate, and a noise-eliminating muffler for the chain guides. Sonor, c/o Korg USA, 89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590.
NEW ERSKINE AND BISSONETTE VIDEOS

DCI has announced its release of Gregg Bissonette's instructional video, Private Lesson. The video is 77 minutes long, was produced by Gregg, and features him playing styles from Latin, to rock, to swing and funk. Greg plays solos in each style, but also explains his approach to grooving in each genre, too. Other topics of the video include sticking patterns and fills, brush technique, double bass, and beat displacement.

Also out from DCI is Peter Erskine's Timekeeping 2 video, the follow-up to Peter's Everything Is Timekeeping video from last year. Subtitled Afro-Caribbean, Brazilian, and Funk, the video focuses on playing these grooves authentically. Peter also covers subdivisions, groove development, drumset improvisation, and how to create free and open textural feels. The 67-minute video also features trio performances of Peter with Marc Johnson and John Abercrombie, and includes a booklet. DCI Music Video, 541 Ave. of the Americas, New York, NY 10011, (800) 342-4500 (in New York, [212] 691-1884).

DRUM BAFFLE

According to its makers, Drum Baffle is a new product that allows drummers to achieve a tighter bass drum sound without sacrificing low-frequency punch, in a manner similar to the way port-holes in bass reflex speakers work. The Baffle is a hard, rigid disk that replaces front bass drum heads, and installs in the same manner. The makers say that the basic idea of the Drum Baffle is that it "traps energy inside the bass drum and releases it at just the right moment through the port-hole when the bass drum is at its maximum peak amplitude at resonance." The Drum Baffle comes in 18", 20", 22", and 24" models, and is available through Skyline Musical Products, P.O. Box 16839, Stamford, CT 06905, (203) 977-8249.

NEW PRO-FAN

Ideas International has made some improvements on its Pro-Fan 707, including a heavy-duty clamp and an auto
shut-off mechanism that prevents damage if the blade gets caught in something. The Pro-Fan is constructed of high-impact plastic, has two speeds, and is so safe that you can stick your finger in the blades while it’s running without risk of injury. **Ideas International**, 1528 Major Oaks Road, Pickering, Ontario L1X 2M1, (416) 686-7523.

**SOUNDOFF BASS DRUM SILENCER**

HQ Percussion Products has completed its line of SoundOff Drum Set Silencers with models for bass drums 20", 22", and 24" in diameter. The **Silencers** are available for bass drum batter sides, and also for front heads for additional volume control. HQ Percussion Products, P.O. Box 430065, St. Louis, MO 63143.

**GENE KRUPA BIOGRAPHY**

Pathfinder Publishing has announced its release of *World Of Gene Krupa: Legendary Drummin’ Man*, a comprehensive book about the career, music, and life of “the man who made the drums a solo instrument.” Written by jazz writer and musician Bruce H. Klauber, the 224-page soft-cover combines articles about Krupa—and pieces written by the drummer himself—with interviews, historical perspective, musical analyses, a filmography, a selected discography, and dozens of photos. **Pathfinder Publishing**, 458 Dorothy Ave., Ventura, CA 93003, (805) 642-9278.
Now, from the ultimate name in drums, comes the newest force in rock.

Introducing Sonor’s new Force 2000.

Compare volume, tone, features and construction. Force 2000 delivers legendary Sonor quality at a price comparable with ordinary drums. Put yourself behind the newest force in rock and discover why many of the world’s best drummers get serious with Sonor drums.

Force 2000

Anything else is a compromise.

Call or write us for the dealer nearest you or for a Force 2000 catalog. Sonor, c/o Korg U.S.A. 89 Frost St., Westbury, N.Y. 11590 (516) 333-9100
CORY DRUM CARE KIT
Cory Instrument Products has introduced its Ultimate Care Kit. The kit contains a 4 oz. bottle of All-Brite, a cleaner/polish designed for polyurethane, lacquer, and metal drum surfaces. A 4 oz. bottle of Buff-Brite is also included in the package. Buff-Brite is a buffing compound designed to remove fine scratches from drum shells and for cleaning metal and hardware. According to the makers, Buff-Brite’s non-abrasive properties prevent damage to tonal edges, and the compound won’t build up in cymbals’ tonal grooves. The kit also comes with cleaner and polisher cloths and a carry pouch. Cory Instrument Products, Inc., 21704 Devonshire St., #274, Chatsworth, CA 91311, tel: (818) 341-6357, fax: (818) 709-4329.

ZAP-IT EZ-WINDERS
According to the manufacturers, Zap-It’s EZ-Winder For Drums is a socket that fits any cordless powered screwdriver or any 1/4” manual socket-driver. The socket comes in black, neon pink, yellow, and orange, and is designed to save drummers time when changing heads. Distributed by Kaman Music Corp., P.O. Box 507, Bloomfield, CT 06002.

KAT CORRECTION
The address shown for KAT in the June ‘90 New And Notable was incorrect. The correct address is 300 Burnett Road, Chicopee, MA 01020, tel: (413) 594-7466, fax: 592-7987
Gregg Bissonette Signature Stick
Gregg Bissonette is known as a truly multi-talented artist. This hickory model was designed by Gregg and Vic to be the perfect "cross-over" stick: ideal for rock drummers and fusion drummers alike. The stick is a beefed-up 2B, featuring a heavy shoulder and neck. Overall length: 16 1/4".

Tommy Lee Signature Stick
Tommy Lee - the powerhouse behind Mötley Crüe. His new signature stick is an extra long Rock - for the added reach demanded by so many drummers. The hickory stick features a red nylon tip to match Tommy's red signature. Overall length: 17".

Carmine Appice Signature Stick
Carmine Appice's hickory signature stick sports a unique design feature: a conventional 5A tip at one end, and a large, heavy tip at the other. This option provides today's rock drummer with the extra back-beat power he needs. Overall length: 16".

Vic Firth, Inc.
323 Whiting Ave., Unit B
Dedham, MA 02026 USA
Phone (617) 326-3455
FAX (617) 326-1273

Send for free brochure and newsletter.
**FOR SALE**

**VINTAGE DRUMS**

**WE HAVE THE LEGENDARY SOUN DS YOU WANT.**

- **ALL RIMOJO, LUDWIG, IVANS DRUMHEADS** at huge savings!!
- **ALL ZILDJIAN including Ks, Brilliant Pies, PLATINUMS, 2 Series, & PATSTE cymbals at lowest prices!**
- **Huge drumstick savings on all sticks; PRO MARK, VIC FIRTH, SILVER FOX, MAXX, REGAL TIP, AQUARIAN & many others; please call Tom!!**

Amazing deals on all drums & accessories! Send for free catalog; BIZARRE GUITAR, 2677 Oddie Blvd, Reno, Nevada 89512 (702) 326-8301. Plus no sales tax on out-of-state sales!

Electronic Drum: **Roland Pad PD-140, 16-pad, & all-hands SET** includes SPS-3, SPS-5, SPS-7. **Free shipping deals!!** SEND FOR FREE CATALOG **YAMAHA Hardware at Amazing Low Prices!!** BIZARRE GUITAR, 2677 Oddie Blvd, Reno, Nevada 89512 (702) 326-8301.

**FACTORY DIRECT PRICES:**

- **Customized, hand-made Maple Drums, America’s finest quality woodworkmanship, material & a wide choice of finishes, ALL AMERICAN MADE.**
- **CORDES DRUM COMPANY, 1122 2nd Avenue, S.W., Huntsville, AL 35802. Phone: (205) 534-8401.**

**FREE! DRUM CHARTS, CATALOG & SAMPLES!** Absolutely the best! DRUM CHARTS INTERNATIONAL, Box 247-F01, Nantucket, MA 02554-0247.

**CYMBALS! CYMBALS!** Zildjians (PLATINUMS, BRILLIANTS); Sartians, Pacifica; Wuhan. All in stock. Satisfaction Guaranteed! Wholesale Prices! Call or write for FREE flyer; Waddell’s Drum Center, RD #2, Box 133, Rt. 56, Leeheath, PA 15656, (412) 845-2233.

**HIGHEST QUALITY SUPER GLUE DRUM COVERING** at Guaranteed Lowest Prices!! Send 50¢ for information and samples. PERCUSSION SERVICES, 3115 Hanna, Cincinnati, Ohio 45211.

**ONLY ONE IS TO OWN MUSIC HISTORY!!**

Choose from huge selection: Ludwig, Slingerland & more! Money-back guarantee. Layaway available! VISAC/MC/AMEX. FREE CATALOG! Vintage Drum Center, Route 1, Box 953, Dept. 128, Libertyville, IL 60048, (513) 993-3611 or CALL FOR TOLL-FREE NUMBER.

**ROAD CASES—PROFESSIONAL DRUM BAGS—all in stock, unbelievable pricing! Call or write for free catalog and lowest deals. Island Cases, 1121 T Lincoln Avenue, Hoboken, NJ 07030, (201) 563-0633 Ext. 6.**

**Radio King**—20 drums and stock of parts & Rolling Bomber 5 pc Set. Snares project to mint $11,500 takes it! (partial trade accepted). Ace Music Co., 961 E. Fulton, Grand Rapids, MI 49503.

**HAND-CRAFTED NORTH AMERICAN BIRCH DRUM SHELLS.** Select from Finish, Natural, or Mastergrade series unfinished or finished shells. Design your own instrument or complement your current setup from our selection of 10 different shells. For brochure contact: Eames Drum Co., 229 Hamilton St, Stoughton, MA 02072, 617-234-1304.

**VINTAGE DRUMS** sold, traded, bought. 617 666-1533.

**NC/SC/VA**. WE BUY, SELL, TRADE DRUMS—Cymbal parts—ACCESSORIES CALL FOR FREE CATALOG: 512-12 PERCUSSION (919) 556-2570 RT 4, BOX 829-33 ZERULIA, NC 27597.

**VINTAGE DRUMS**

**Cymbals—Buy/Sell—Free List:** Drums, Box 1438, Seafield, New York 11783, (516) 872-9617.

**SNIFFINS S0S-5 (404) 452-7475.**

**DRUMS ETC**

**CALL (717) 394-4994 DRUMS for FREE LIST!!** We have Zildjian, Sabian, Tama, Ludwig, Latin Percussion, and much more at incredibly low prices. Stopped directly to your door with one call (717) 394-3786.

**ATTENTION ACCESSORY MANUFACTURERS!** Sell products through our Co-op mail order program. For details call Vintage Drum Center. (800) 729-3111 or (619) 693-1111.

**NEW RIT DRUMS**

**You know your name! We carry the best drum products, at the lowest prices that you know that. Check out the latest edition of the RIT store. (816) 214 DRUMS, 3749 S. Division, Grand Rapids, MI 49504.**

**CMF RECORDS**

“ leader in quality recordings featuring percussion.”

Modern Drummer

- Featuring Ed Mann, Chad Wackerman, Glen Veliz, Peter Erskine, Tito Puente, and Gardner. Contact Steve Weiss for pricing. Call: (617) 932-1117.

** Gretsch Vintage**

Round label drums, 1953-14x14 champagne sparkle. 18x16 black oyster pearl, $250.00 each. One pair LEEDY & LUDWIG 24" calf bass drum heads. $75.00. One pair GRETCH 12" die-cast tom rims. $35.00. E. Grodke, 30 Gibson St., Norristown, PA 19401. (610) 652-4868.

**Dresden Style**

Pedal Timpani, Baroque Timpani and sticks, patented Universal Tuning Gauge and Timpani accessories. Since 1982, CP PERCUSSION TIMPANI MANUFACTURERS, P.O. Box 1934, Bloomington, IN 47401. (812) 866-8007.

**HAND-CRAFTED CONG BEATERS** used by N.Y. Philadelphia Symphony, and many more!! FREE DETAILS!! Dr. M. Hands, P.O. Box 746, Palm Harbor, FL 34682, USA.

**EXPLODE A STICK-A-DYNAMITE TRY STICK-A-DYNAMITE (WOOD TIPS) OR STICK-A-DYNAMITE WITH BLASTING CAPS (KYNON TIPS) IN 5A, 5B, 7B, OR 2B. SEND $3.25 (PR) TO STICK-A-DYNAMITE, BOX 35134, DEPT MD, CANTON, OH 44715.**

**SHOPPING YOUR TAPES!!** Get a complete list of Major and Independent Record Labels including, contact number, and address. Send $10.00 to: Westel, Dept. MD, P.O. Box 4824, San Francisco, CA 94114-0816.

**Sonorine**

16x20 Rosewood bass drum with case. Mint, Beautiful grain. Punchy sound. $600 or Best. (708) 677-0188.

**The best American drums—Drum Workshop, Ludwig, Noble & Cooley, Remo, and Solid. Plus British giant Premier—new, used, vintage. Great selection—great prices. Others have discovered us... now it’s your turn.**

**DRUM CENTER OF INDIANAPOLIS** (317) 259-4744.

**ZICKOS HAND-CRAFTED, CRYSTAL CLEAR TRANSPARENT DRUM SHELLS NOW AVAILABLE.** ZICKOS, 6281 Rockhill Rd., Kansas City, MO 64113.

**Udu Demo Cassette**

-MINO CINELLI AND GEORGE BINDA playing the clay Nigerian inspired UDU and CLAYTON UDU DRUMS. Original music, High quality tape—$6.95 refundable with purchase of drums check or money order to: UDU DRUM, Rt. 16 Box 114 MD, Freehold, N.J. 07724. Ph (732) 643-2599.

**DRUMMERS! CHECK IT OUT!! PARADIDDLE PLAYER**

T-shirts are here. Send $9.95 to P.O. Box 16114, Tampa, FL 33617-6114.

**GRETSCH VINTAGE** round label drums, 1960a 14x14 champagne sparkle. 18x16 black oyster pearl, $250.00 each. One pair LEEDY & LUDWIG 24" calf bass drum heads. $75.00. One pair GRETCH 12" die-cast tom rims. $35.00. E. Grodke, 30 Gibson St., Norristown, PA 19401. (610) 652-4868.
STUDY MATERIALS

FREE! DRUM CHARTS, CATALOG & SAMPLE! Best Charts Ever! Hundreds Available! Rock, Jazz, Fusion, Classics & more! DRUM CHARTS INTERNATIONAL, Box 247-AGO, Namaqua, NY 11504-0247.

ANALYTIC DRUM TUNING recommended by Russ Kunkel, Sonor, Modern Drummer COMPLETE Drum Tuning instructions. Send $8.95 to: Steven Walker, Box 40352, Indianapolis, IN 46230-0352.

TWIRL DRUMSTICKS VIDEO teaches you how to twirl drumsticks like the pros. Your showmanship will BLOW 'EM AWAY! Send $14.95 for VHS video to: Steven Walker, Box 40352, Indianapolis, IN 46230-0352.

ADVANCED STICK AEROBICS—CHALLENGING, WITH PROVEN RESULTS GUARANTEED! For the advanced, taught and taught—solo sampler. $4.95 plus $4.00 handling to: Supplementary Cassettes to: Ken Cox, P.O. Box 954, Agoura Hills, CA 91301.

"HE TAKES BRUSHES INTO THE 21ST CENTURY," Ed Thigpen. THE LIVING ART OF BRUSHES. A 40-minute instructional video with Clayton Cameron, drummer with Sonny Davis Jr. A tape includes eleven patterns. Nine traditional and original blue beats are taught and practiced. Send $14.95 for VHS video to: Steven Walker, Box 40352, Indianapolis, IN 46230-0352.

INSTRUCTION


ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA: Build your hands, develop stick control, improve your reading skills. Learn in the tradition of Adler, Rich, Bellson, Burns. CALL: Phil Jackson (714) 957-2159.

In the S.F. Bay Area, John Xealos, author of Studies for the Contemporary Drummer, is accepting serious students. Develop the skills needed for today's drumming. (415) 497-2066.

STUDY WITH DRUM CHARTS! FREE CATALOG & SAMPLE! DRUM CHARTS INTERNATIONAL, Box 247-103, Namaqua, NY 11504-0247.

BOOKS, TAPES, VIDEOS Get the world's most complete collection of resources for all professional musicians. Write or call now for your free 1990 catalog. Mox Bookshop, 64-16 40th St., #12, Emeryville, CA 94608, (619) 231-6104. (415) 563-1037.

PHYSICAL FITNESS PROGRAM designed for drummers only. WILLIAM F. WARD'S PHYSICS PROGRAM, $19.95 to To Be Publishing, 3425 Cummings Ln., Dept. M, Saugus, MA 01975.

NEW!! "RHYTHMS AND ACCENTS FOR DRUMMERS" by Gorden Smith, drummer for Ben Sidran and the Steve Miller Band. Book contains HUNDREDS of illustrations, TYPHOID, & FREE RHYTHMS, ACCENTS PATTERNS, and SOCSA patterns are an easy to use and understand format. UNLIMITED APPLICATIONS!! Recommended by Jeff Porcaro, Peter Erskine, Vinnie Colaiuta, Will Kennedy, Paul Wertico, Ed Shaughnessy, Louis Bellson, MODERN DRUMMER, and DRUM TRACKS. Send $15.00 plus $2.00 for $5.00 outside U.S.A. shipping to G.K. Music Publishing, Dept. MD-1, P.O. Box 7540, Minneapolis, MN 55407.

DON'T BE LOOKED DOWN ON! Build an easily transportable folding drum riser, using booklet containing step-by-step plans, diagrams, photos, and clear instructions included. No special tools—simple to build! Set up in less than two minutes, folds down in 10 seconds, and costs about one hundred dollars to build. Send $9.95 to: I.E. Stackwell, P.O. Box 66051, Baton Rouge, LA 70809.

DRUMMERS—"STAY ONE STEP AHEAD!!" WITH BOOKS & COURSES FROM CHUCK KENNERIAN PUBLICATIONS, 10170 Lefler Drive, Johnston, PA 15904. FREE INFO!!

LIGHTING FAST HANDS! ONLY A FEW HAVE THEM. IT'S THE TECHNIQUE! SEND $5.00 TO: PTTOLO, P.O. Box 2701, LEBANON, PA 17042.

DRUM CHARTS! Accurate, computer printed drum charts for the latest pop, rock and heavy metal releases. Usually in stock, fast service. Send for FREE catalog and sample chart to: Modern Drummer Publications, P.O. Box 13546, Los Angeles, CA 90019.

TIMBALE SOLO TRANSCRIPTIONS: An in-depth study of 120 solo transcriptions of Timbalero. C. Chukerillo, Guisullal, Cuero, etc. Send $15.00 to: Vic Firth, 555 7th St., #20, Brooklyn, NY 11215.


Drum Chari Reading—One of the best texts we know on the subject. MODERN DRUMMER magazine. Send $15.00 to: Gil Graham, 402 Lake St., Winchester, MA 01890.

Dial-A-Beat by Jeff Indleye. Call (516) 938-DRUM For Kicking Drum Riffs over the phone! New innovative way to learn. Call Now! 24 Hours! For private instruction: (516) 683-9556.


San Francisco: Study drumming as an art form, a career, and for the thrill of it! Bob Danielsen (415) 647-2497.

Balto: grant Meneneau Studio of Drumming, B.M. Berklee College of Music, Towson State University Instructor. Drums recovered. (301) 747-5774.

Drummers: Learn all styles of drumming on all the percussion instruments, including drums and mallets. John Ruck Percussion Studio (914) 592-4951.

WANTED

VINTAGE DRUMS! Immediate cashtrade! Vintage Drum Center: (800) 729-3111, (515) 693-3611.


WANTED: DRUMMERS TO RECEIVE FREE DRUM CHARTS CATALOG! DRUM CHARTS INTERNATIONAL, Box 247-WOB, Namaqua, NY 11504-0247.

Drum Catalogs wanted. (615) 662-1511.

DRUM TECH AVAILABLE WITH NATIONAL TOUR EXPERIENCE, EXCELLENT REFERENCES, RELIABLE PROFESSIONAL, (609) 277-0202.

CAMCO DRUMS, PARTS, CATALOGS, OLD BLACK BEAUTY. Send description/picture to: Van Alan, P.O. Box 255716, Edina, MN 55424.

Attention: Earn money reading books! $12,000/year income potential. Details: (602) 818-8885, Ext. BLW7797.

BAFFLE YOUR BASS DRUMS! WITH RIGID DRUM-O-BAFFLE AND ADD LOW—FREQUENCY PUNCH TO YOUR BASS DRUM SOUND! REPLACES FRONT DRUMHEAD AVAILABLE IN WHITE OR BLACK FINISH 18'-21', 19'-25', 20'-29', 22'-32', 24'-34', 26'-36', INCLUDES $5.00 SHIPPING & HANDLING SKYLINE MUSICAL PRODUCTS, P.O. BOX 16839, STAMFORD, CT 06905 PHONE: (203) 927-8249.
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BACK ISSUES FOR SALE:

- #75—JANUARY 1986
  MD's 10th Anniversary Issue, 1st MD Sound Supplement: Studio Drum Sounds.

- #76—FEBRUARY 1986
  Roy Haynes, A.J. Pero, Jimmie Fadden, David Calarco.

- #77—MARCH 1986
  Jerry Marotta, Marvin Smith, Manny Elias, Buddy Williams.

- #78—APRIL 1986
  Ed Shaughnessy, Don Baldwin, Jerome Cooper, Ray McKinley, Ted McKenna.

- #79—MAY 1986
  Craig Krampf, Terry Williams, Armand Zildjian, Alex Cooper, Bud Harner.

- #80—JUNE 1986
  Kenny Aronoff, Adam Nussbaum, Joe English, Doane Perry, MD Sound Supplement: Focus on Hi-Hat by Peter Erskine.

- #81—JULY 1986
  Billy Cobham, Timo Torres, Jeff Hamilton, Readers Poll Results.

- #82—AUGUST 1986
  Steve Smith, Bill Gibson, Joe Franco, Terry Bozio: Style & Analysis.

- #83—SEPTEMBER 1986
  Tommy Lee, Bun E. Carlos, Jerry Carrigan, Ben Riley.

- #84—OCTOBER 1986
  Dave Weckl, Bobby Blotzer, Debby Peterson, Staying in Shape: Part 1.

- #85—NOVEMBER 1986
  Joe Morello, David Uosikkinen, Barremore Barlow, Staying in Shape: Part 2.

- #86—DECEMBER 1986
  Simon Phillips, Dave Holland, Industry Insights with Remo Belli, MD 10-Year Index.

- #87—FEBRUARY 1987
  Anton Fig, Connie Kay, Jerry Kroon, NYC's H.S. of the Arts.

- #88—MARCH 1987
  Graeme Edge, Joe Cymth, Blues Drummers: Part 2, Inside Pro-Mark.

- #89—MAY 1987
  Vinnie Colaiuta, Stan Levey, Music Medicine, Neil Peart Sound Supplement.

- #90—JULY 1987
  Peter Erskine, Anton Fig, Drummers of West Germany, Close-up on Drumsticks.

- #91—SEPTEMBER 1987
  Rick Marotta, Steve White, Gary Burke, Reminiscing with Bill Ludwig.

- #92—OCTOBER 1987
  Narada Michael Walden, Al Jackson, Neil Peart Contest Results, Dave Weckl Sound Supplement.

- #93—DECEMBER 1987
  Manu Katché, Steve Houghton, Drumming at Disney World, 1987 MD Index.

- #94—JANUARY 1988
  Phil Gould, Richie Morales, Chick Webb, Drumming & Relationships.

- #95—MARCH 1988

- #96—APRIL 1988
  Danny Goertche, Alan Childs, The Downtown Drummers, Drummers Collective.

- #97—MAY 1988
  David Van Tieghem, Bill Berry, Charlie Benante, Cavaliers.

- #98—JUNE 1988
  Tommy Aldridge, Ralph Humphrey, Luis Conte, Drummers in the Business World.

- #99—JULY 1988
  Liberty Devitto, Ron Tutt, Carlos Vega, Mick Brown, Greg Bissonette Sound Sheet.

- #100—AUGUST 1988
  Joey Kramer, Steve Ferrera, John Dittrich, Neil Peart.

- #101—SEPTEMBER 1988
  Arturo, Buddy Miles, Gilson Lavis, Dave Tough Remembered.

- #102—OCTOBER 1988
  Jon Fariess, Charlie Morgan, Albert Bouchard, UFIP Cymbals.

- #103—NOVEMBER 1988
  Jeff Porcaro, Rayford Griffin, Ricky Rockett, Drums on Campus.

- #104—DECEMBER 1988
  Chad Wackerman, Lionel Hampton, Allan Schwartzberg, Gary Chaffee on Linear Drumming.

- #105—JANUARY 1989
  Al Foster, Anders Johansson, John Molto, Terry Bozio Sound Supplement.

- #106—MARCH 1989
  Bill Bruford, Simon Wright, Focus on Electronics, Will Kennedy.

- #107—MARCH 1989

- #108—MAY 1989
  Dennis Chambers, Chris Blackwell, Bill Berg.

- #109—JUNE 1989
  Michael Shrieve, James Kottak, Trevor Tomkins.

- #110—JULY 1989
  Omar Hakim, Rob Hirst, Michael Blair.

- #111—AUGUST 1989
  Chris Frantz, Scott Rockenfield, Sol Gubit.

- #112—SEPTEMBER 1989
  Terri Lynne Carrington, Troy Luccketta, Bobby Previte.

- #113—OCTOBER 1989
  Jack DeJohnette, Pat Mastelotto, Richard Bailey.

---
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MODERN DRUMMER PUBLICATIONS Back Issue Service, P.O. Box 480
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MD 08/90
This Catalog Fulfills Two Basic Needs Common to Every Drummer.

Clothing and Accessories

Introducing Pearl's new Imagewear. Clothing and accessories with a slightly different approach. Differences like a leather/wool tour jacket with full back patch, jean jackets, acid-washed tour tee shirt, long sleeve tees, sweats, tuning key bolo tie, pewter pin, and the list goes on. Each item carries the Pearl logo for the ultimate in drummers clothing.

The new Imagewear catalog and clothing are available two ways, through your local authorized Pearl dealer or directly from Pearl (see address below). If you're ready for a new look in clothing for drummers...you're ready for Imagewear by Pearl.

Ask your local authorized Pearl dealer about Imagewear or send $1 postage and handling to: Pearl International, Inc., Imagewear Dept., P.O. Box 111240, Nashville, TN 37222.
In the beginning was the process. 365 years ago, Avedis Zildjian discovered the still-secret alloy that gives Zildjian cymbals their sound. A sound so special that more of the world's great drummers play Zildjians than all other cymbals combined. Drummers like Simon Phillips, Jonathan Mover, Terri Lyne Carrington, Jonathan Moffet, William Calhoun, and Jason Bonham.

And in the finish, it is also the process. Metallurgic and manufacturing innovations that provide cymbal surfaces that are visually magical.

Platinum Finish. Exclusively Zildjian. This highly reflective mirror-silver surface, permanently bonded to the alloy, creates the most dramatic of stage-lighting effects. (Available only on A. Zildjian cymbals.)

Brilliant Finish. A unique combination of jewelry's polishes and high-speed buffing amplifies the cymbal's natural gold color, and gives it dazzling visual qualities. The process actually "smooths out" the tonal grooves, creating a smoother, slightly prettier sound—especially with K. Zildjians. (Available on all A. and K. Zildjian cymbals.)

Zildjian. From start to finish.

© 1990 Avedis Zildjian Company, Longwater Drive, Norwell, MA 02061